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INTRODUCTION

UPPOSE that instead of testifying before the Senate Judiciary
Committee about Clarence Thomas' alleged sexual harassment,
Anita Hill had filed a sex discrimination claim under Title VII. In
addition to an important procedural hurdle that would certainly
have barred her claim against both Thomas and his employer,' Hill
would have confronted at least one other barrier to suing Thomas'
employer. Employers are not vicariously liable for hostile environment sexual harassment unless they have actual or constructive
I Hill's testimony took place over eight years after the last of the alleged events
occurred. See Nomination of Judge Clarence Thomas To Be Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court of the United States: Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary,
102d Cong., 1st Sess. 39 (1991) [hereinafter Hearings] (testimony of Anita Hill). Hill
testified in October 1991 that she last worked for Thomas in the summer of 1983. Id. As a
federal employee, she would have been required to file an internal administrative charge of
discrimination within 30 days of the termination of the alleged conduct. Equal
Employment Opportunity in the Federal Government, 29 C.F.R. § 1613.214 (1980). In
addition to federal statutory claims, many harassment victims bring state tort claims for
intentional infliction of emotional distress or, less frequently, for assault. Sovereign
immunity doctrine and the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346, 2671-2680 (1988),
would have prevented Hill from bringing such state law claims against the federal
government because the claims would not involve personal injury or property damage. See
id. § 1346(b).
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notice of the harassing conduct. Hill testified that she had never
complained to her employer, 3 and no evidence presented at the
Senate Judiciary Committee hearings suggested that her employer
would have had reason to know of the harassment. It is therefore
quite unlikely that Hill could have recovered against Thomas'
employer. If, however, Hill had alleged an express or implied
threat that she must endure unwelcome sexual conduct in order to
keep her job, or if she had complained that she was discharged or
denied a promotion because of her race or gender, Thomas'
employer would have been liable without notice of the offensive
conduct.5
How can it be that when a supervisor talks dirty to a
subordinate, his employer may escape liability, but when the same
supervisor says or implies that listening to the dirty talk will
advance the subordinate's career, the otherwise identical employer
faces automatic vicarious liability? A closer connection to employment decisions creates a formal basis for distinguishing the latterquid pro quo harassment-from the former-hostile environment
harassment.6 In functional terms, however, hostile environment
2 The Supreme Court has chosen to issue only the most general guidance on the issue of
employer liability for workplace harassment. See Meritor Say. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S.
57, 72 (1986) (declining to issue a "definitive rule" on employer liability, noting only that
such liability would be determined by "agency principles"). The lower federal courts,
however, have adopted a test based on actual or constructive knowledge. See, e.g., EEOC
v. Hacienda Hotel, 881 F.2d 1504, 1515-16 (9th Cir. 1989) (holding employer liable if
"management-level employees knew, or in the exercise of reasonable care should have
known [of the hostile work environment]"); Henson v. City of Dundee, 682 F.2d 897, 905
(11th Cir. 1982) ("[Plaintiff] must show that the employer knew or should have known of
the harassment in question and failed to take prompt remedial action."). See generally
Barbara Lindemann & David D. Kadue, Sexual Harassment in Employment Law 191-92
(1992) (summarizing sexual harassment law in the aftermath of Meritor).
3 Hearings, supra note 1, at 39-40 (statement of Anita Hill).
4 Id. (statement of Anita Hill) ("These incidents took place in his office or mine. They
were in the form of private conversations which would not have been overheard by anyone
else.").
s See, e.g., Carrero v. New York City Hous. Auth., 890 F.2d 569, 579 (2d Cir. 1989)
(imposing strict vicarious liability upon employers for quid pro quo harassment); Horn v.
Duke Homes, 755 F.2d 599, 605-06 (7th Cir. 1985) (same); EEOC Guidelines on
Discrimination Because of Sex, 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(c) (1994); Lindemann & Kadue, supra
note 2, at 152. See generally Barbara L. Schlei & Paul Grossman, Employment
Discrimination Law (2d ed. 1983) (reviewing discrimination law).
6 Quid pro quo harassment occurs when an employer explicitly or implicitly demands
sexual consideration in exchange for job benefits. See infra note 15. Hostile environment
sexual harassment consists of unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature that "has the purpose
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and quid pro quo harassment are quite similar. The victim of sexual harassment is likely to find such behavior equally objectionable
whether or not it is connected to a specific employment decision.7
Similarly, employers trying to prevent harassment will find it difficult to discern any fundamental difference-other than their
greater liability exposure for quid pro quo harassment-between
the two forms of harassing conduct. In short, both the harm and
the techniques for preventing that harm are essentially indistinguishable. It is thus quite puzzling that the law of employment discrimination treats these categories of sexual harassment so
differently.
In the Parts that follow, I both solve this puzzle and show that its
solution does not justify the current pattern of employer liability
doctrines. Although judicial opinions and academic commentary
on vicarious discrimination liability treat it as an isolated problem
in sexual harassment law, 8 1 situate the debate within a larger conor effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual's work performance or creating an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment." EEOC Guidelines on
Discrimination Because of Sex, 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(a)(3) (1994). The United States
Supreme Court has said that actionable hostile environment harassment "must be
sufficiently severe or pervasive 'to alter the conditions of [the victim's] employment.'"
Meritor, 477 U.S. at 67 (alteration in original) (quoting Henson, 682 F.2d at 904).
Nevertheless, the Court has unequivocally rejected the requirement several circuits had
imposed that the victim suffer serious psychological harm. See Harris v. Forklift Sys., 114
S. Ct. 367, 370-71 (1993).
7 Indeed, hostile environment harassment, which often involves sexual assault or
repeated and insistent sexual advances, see, e.g., Meritor,477 U.S. at 60 (describing hostile
environment harassment consisting of "repeated demands ... for sexual favors" and other
sexual conduct including fondling the victim, indecent exposure, and ultimately rape), may
be far more threatening than garden-variety quid pro quo harassment, which requires only
a single sexual advance expressly or impliedly connected to employment decisionmaking.
8 See, e.g., Robert F. Conte & David L. Gregory, Sexual Harassment in EmploymentSome Proposals Toward More Realistic Standards of Liability, 32 Drake L. Rev. 407 (19821983); Michael J. Phillips, Employer Sexual Harassment Liability Under Agency
Principles: A Second Look at MeritorSavings Bank, FSB v. Vinson, 44 Vand. L. Rev. 1229
(1991); Katherine S. Anderson, Note, Employer Liability Under Title VII for Sexual
Harassment After MeritorSavings Bank v. Vinson, 87 Colum. L. Rev. 1258 (1987); Note,
Sexual Harassment Claims of Abusive Work Environment Under Title VII, 97 Harv. L.
Rev. 1449 (1984); see also Richard A. Epstein, Forbidden Grounds: The Case Against
Employment Discrimination Laws 350-66 (1992) (criticizing the modem lav of sexual
harassment); Susan Estrich, Sex at Work, 43 Stan. L. Rev. 813 (1991) (discussing employer
liability in context of broader critique of sexual harassment law); Alan 0. Sykes, The
Boundaries of Vicarious Liability: An Economic Analysis of the Scope of Employment
Rule and Related Legal Doctrines, 101 Harv. L. Rev. 563, 603-08 (1988) (applying
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text by considering how employers' liability for sexual harassment
compares to their liability for other types of discrimination such as
racial harassment and discriminatory decisions. The United States
Supreme Court has directed lower courts to rely on the common
law of agency to guide their analysis of discrimination cases. 9 In
response, the lower courts have reached a consensus that employers should be strictly liable for discriminatory decisions and quid
pro quo harassment but subject only to notice liability for hostile
environment harassment. Common-law vicarious liability doctrine,
however, provides far more equivocal guidance than the current
consensus on employer liability rules suggests. The competing currents in contemporary agency law could support either strict vicarious liability for all discriminatory acts or a far more restrictive
standard that would impose only negligence-based vicarious liability for most intentional discrimination and limit strict vicarious liability to the comparatively rare cases of negligent discrimination.
Although the commonly invoked role of employer authority in
quid pro quo harassment and discriminatory decision cases provides a formal basis for distinguishing those types of discrimination
from hostile environment harassment, that distinction is indefensible on functional grounds. Conventional judicial arguments concerning employer liability thus depend on a desiccated doctrinal
formalism buttressed by highly debatable, and often unexpressed,
empirical premises.
Having revealed the indeterminate and open-textured quality of
common-law vicarious liability doctrine and the extent to which
employment discrimination law misconstrues its teachings, I take
up the challenge of reconstructing an employer liability doctrine
for discrimination cases. As distinct from strict vicarious liability, a
notice requirement makes an employer's liability contingent on
possessing certain information. Although such rules are common, 10 the phenomenon of information-contingent liability has not
economic theory of vicarious liability to sexual harassment without considering other types
of discrimination).
9 Meritor, 477 U.S. at 72.
10Notice principles influence a diverse range of liability rules. For instance, the "state
of the art" defense imports a notice requirement into the law of products liability. See,
e.g., Woodill v. Parke Davis & Co., 402 N.E.2d 194, 198-99 (11. 1980) (holding that a notice
requirement is a proper limitation on a manufacturer's strict tort liability for failure to
warn of a product's inherent dangers). The Occupational Safety and Health Act general
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received systematic scholarly attention." I develop an informal
economic model that reveals the essential components of a notice
liability rule: a prenotice standard of care, a definition of notice,
and a postnotice standard of care. The model also demonstrates
the reciprocal relationship between liability rules and incentives to
invest in information discovery. Liability rules exert a powerful
influence on the investments people make in producing and acquirduty clause imposes liability only for the failure to protect employees against "recognized"
hazards. Occupational Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S.C. § 654(a)(1) (1988); see also
National Realty & Constr. Co. v. Occupational Safety & Health Review Comm'n, 489 F.2d
1257, 1265 n.32 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (defining "recognized hazard").
The much-criticized common-law "one-free-bite" rule allowed a dog owner to avoid
liability unless her dog had previously bitten someone. Although the modem version of
the rule no longer requires evidence of a prior bite, courts continue to impose liability only
on a dog owner who has actual or constructive notice of her dog's dangerous propensities.
See, e.g., Lagoda v. Dorr, 284 N.Y.S.2d 130, 132 (App. Div. 1967); Giles v. Russell, 180
S.E.2d 201, 202 (S.C. 1971). A number of states, however, have adopted statutes that
dispense with notice liability either partially or entirely. See, e.g., Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann.
§ 11-1020 (1993) (imposing strict liability for dog while the dog is "at large"); Fla. Stat. ch.
767.04 (1984) (imposing strict liability without any requirement of notice).
A landlord who has notice of security problems in her building has an enhanced duty to
protect tenants against injury by third parties. See Isaacs v. Huntington Memorial Hosp.,
695 P.2d 653, 657-59 (Cal. 1985) (discussing and rejecting a notice liability standard for
landlord liability for criminal acts of third parties on the premises). Similarly, if an
employer knows or has reason to know that her employee has a propensity for violence,
then she is more likely to be held liable when her employee commits an assault. See, e.g.,
Thatcher v. Brennan, 657 F. Supp. 6, 10-11 (S.D. Miss. 1986) (holding proof of notice
essential to negligent hiring claim), aff'd, 816 F.2d 675 (5th Cir. 1987); Southern Bell Tel. &
Tel. Co. v. Sharara, 307 S.E.2d 129, 132 (Ga. Ct. App. 1983) (Deen, P.J., specially
concurring) (citing modem constructions of the one-free-bite rule to justify notice liability
for employment context). These and myriad other information-contingent rules show that
widely varying liability regimes embody notice principles.
111 have discovered no extended discussion of information-contingent liability as a
distinct legal phenomenon. A number of scholars, however, have considered how liability
regimes create incentives to invest in information. See Jennifer Arlen, The Potentially
Perserse Effects of Corporate Criminal Liability, 23 J. Legal Stud. 833 (1994) (analyzing
the effects of corporate criminal liability on companies' own monitoring efforts); Stephen
G. Gilles, Negligence, Strict Liability, and the Cheapest Cost-Avoider, 78 Va. L. Rev. 1291,
1307 (1992) (observing that the cost of obtaining information is "simply ... part of the cost
of taking optimal care"); Jason S. Johnston, Uncertainty, Chaos, and the Torts Process: An
Economic Analysis of Legal Form, 76 Cornell L. Rev. 341 (1991); Alan Schwartz, Products
Liability, Corporate Structure, and Bankruptcy: Toxic Substances and the Remote Risk
Relationship, 14 J. Legal Stud. 689 (1985) (considering incentives for the production of
information about toxics); see also Robert D. Cooter, Defective Warnings, Remote
Causes, and Bankruptcy: Comment on Schwartz, 14 J. Leg Stud. 737 (1985) (focusing on
incentives for communication of information).
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ing information, and thus, informational concerns often influence
the design of liability rules.
A simple typology of information provides insight into some of
the factors that determine whether employer liability rules provide
socially optimal incentives. For example, general information provides benefits external to the individual parties litigating an
employment dispute. Employers ignore these external benefits in
deciding whether to invest in such general information. The optimal liability rules for several types of comparatively specific information depend on who can obtain it most cheaply. Although
employers ordinarily have superior access to employer-specific
information, discrimination victims often have an informational
advantage over employers in obtaining victim-specific and agentspecific information. Finally, strict vicarious liability may create
perverse incentives for employers to invest either too little or too
much in agent-specific information. Each of these problems may
justify making employer liability for some types of discrimination
depend on notice.
Based on this economic analysis of notice liability and information, I offer a proposal for restructuring employer liability doctrines. I reject the commonly invoked distinctions between quid
pro quo and hostile environment harassment, between harassment
and discriminatory decisions, and between supervisor and
coworker conduct. Instead, employers should be strictly liable for
systemic discrimination and subject to conditional notice liability
for individual claims of discrimination. The proposed notice liability regime requires employers to adopt internal complaint procedures that reduce the cost victims must bear when they give notice
of discriminatory conduct. It also gives victims an incentive to
share their private information about potential discrimination.
Once employers have notice, the postnotice standard of care
requires them to provide rightful place relief and pay the attorneys'
fees of prevailing claimants.
Courts have the necessary legal authority to adopt the proposed
standard without congressional action. Moreover, notice liability
can be easily incorporated into existing administrative claim
processing procedures. In fact, expanding the use of conditional
notice liability would permit the EEOC to redirect agency
resources, now spent conducting cursory investigations of an ever-
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increasing number of individual discrimination claims, to those systemic claims that have a far greater potential to cause social harm.
Increased reliance on internal complaint procedures is also broadly
consistent with the accelerating trend towards alternative dispute
resolution for discrimination claims. With the Supreme Court's
endorsement 2 and Congress' encouragement,'13 some employers
have begun to include mandatory arbitration clauses in their nonunion employment contracts. Unlike an agreement to arbitrate,
notice liability preserves an employee's right to a judicial forum in
the event that an employer does not remedy the alleged discrimination. Conditional notice liability, however, encourages employers to provide an adequate internal complaint procedure as an
alternative to judicial resolution of individual discrimination
claims. The notice proposal thus provides another nonjudicial
model for dispute resolution.
I present these ideas in five Parts. Part I provides a concise overview of employer liability doctrine. Part II considers whether the
common law of agency can explain and justify the pattern of these
rules. Part III develops an economic analysis of notice liability and
information gathering. Part IV details the practical legal implications of this analysis and presents a proposal to restructure
employer liability doctrine. Part V concludes the Article and offers
some suggestions for future research.
I. THii

LAW OF EMPLOYER LIABILITY

For the purposes of analyzing the law of employer liability, there
are four distinct types of discrimination that may be perpetrated by
either of two categories of individuals. Employers may be held liable for discriminatory decisions,'14 for quid pro quo sexual harassGilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 U.S. 20, 25-26 (1991).
Civil Rights Act of 1991, Pub. L. No. 102-166, § 118, 105 Stat. 1071, 1081 (codified at
42 U.S.C. § 1981 (Supp. V 1994)) ("Where appropriate and to the extent authorized by
law, the use of alternative means of dispute resolution, including settlement negotiations,
conciliation, facilitation, mediation, factfinding, minitrials, and arbitration, is encouraged
to resolve disputes arising under the Acts or provisions of Federal law amended by this
title."); see also Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-336, § 513, 104
Stat. 327, 377 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 12,212 (1993)) (using virtually identical language).
14 "Discriminatory decisions" incorporate a wide variety of employer conduct, including
overtly exclusionary policies, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a) (1988), facially neutral policies that
have an adverse effect on employment opportunities for members of a protected class, 42
12

13
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ment,' 5 for racial, ethnic, or religious harassment,' 6 and for hostile
environment sexual harassment.' 7 Those committing discriminatory acts may be either supervisory employees or nonsupervisory
coworkers of the victim. Once we eliminate logically impossible
combinations, there are six feasible combinations for which courts
must develop legal standards of employer liability.'
The prevailing standards, with two exceptions, are fairly easy to
describe. Employers are strictly liable for discriminatory deciU.S.C. § 2000e-2(k) (Supp. V 1993), and individual decisions in which race, sex, color,
national origin, or religion is a motivating factor in the decision, id. § 2000e-2(m).
15 See, e.g., Spencer v. General Elec. Co., 894 F.2d 651, 658 (4th Cir. 1990) (noting that
the essential characteristic of quid pro quo harassment is the loss or threatened loss of a
tangible job benefit); see also Carrero v. New York City Hous. Auth., 890 F.2d 569, 579 (2d
Cir. 1989) (observing that the gravamen of a quid pro quo claim is conditioning of tangible
job benefit on submission to sexual requests). Thus, a plaintiff states a quid pro quo claim
if "the supervisor has linked tangible job benefits to the acceptance or rejection of sexual
advances." Karibian v. Columbia Univ., 14 F.3d 773,778 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 114 S.Ct.
2693 (1994). However, this claim also requires that the victim either actually refuse the
advances and suffer a tangible job detriment or submit and retain a tangible job benefit.
See id. at 778-79. Quid pro quo theory appears not to encompass cases in which the
supervisor threatens a job detriment but fails to carry through on his threat after the victim
refuses to submit. There is thus no doctrine of attempted quid pro quo harassment; such
unwelcome sexual advances could only be challenged under the hostile environment
theory.
16 Racial, ethnic, or religious harassment is verbal or physical conduct relating to race,
color, religion, or national origin that is sufficiently severe or pervasive that "a reasonable
person in the same or similar circumstances would find the conduct intimidating, hostile, or
abusive." Proposed Guidelines on Harassment Based on Race, Color, Religion, Gender,
National Origin, Age, or Disability, 58 Fed. Reg. 51,266, 51,269 (1993) (to be codified at 29
C.F.R. § 1609.1(c)) (proposed Oct. 1, 1993). These Proposed Guidelines closely parallel
the EEOC's earlier Policy Guidance on Sexual Harassment and the subsequent Guidelines
on Discrimination Because of Sex, 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11 (1994), but they apply only to "sexbased harassment that is non-sexual in nature." 58 Fed. Reg. 51,268 (1993). The definition
of harassment that is "non-sexual in nature" is therefore essentially identical to the
definition of hostile environment sexual harassment. The only significant difference
between the two standards is the omission of a welcomeness inquiry for nonsexual
harassment. Compare 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(a) (defining sexual harassment to include
"[u]nwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical
conduct of a sexual nature") with 58 Fed. Reg. 51,269 (defining harassment as "verbal or
physical conduct that denigrates or shows hostility or aversion toward an individual" on
the basis of race or other protected classification).
17 See supra note 6.
1 Coworker discriminatory decisions and coworker quid pro quo harassment are
logically impossible because coworkers lack the managerial authority necessary to make
discriminatory decisions or to extort a sexual quid for an employment quo.
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sions,19 and they are strictly liable for quid pro quo sexual harassment.20 Coworker racial harassment,21 in contrast, can result in
employer liability only if the employer has actual or constructive
notice of the harassment and fails to take prompt and appropriate
remedial action. 22 An identical notice liability standard applies to
coworker hostile environment sexual harassment.2 3 When hostile
environment cases involve supervisors, courts regularly confuse
elements of strict and notice liability.24 Nevertheless, the majority
19 See Bundy v. Jackson, 641 F.2d 934, 943 (D.C. Cir. 1981) (stating that "an employer is
liable for discriminatory acts committed by supervisory personnel"); Calcote v. Texas
Educ. Found., 578 F.2d 95, 98 (5th Cir. 1978) ("Dancy was Calcote's supervisor, and the
acts done by him were within the course of his duties as supervisor. This alone would, we
think, support a finding that Dancy's acts were 'deliberate' acts of the Foundation.");
Flowers v. Crouch-Walker Corp., 552 F.2d 1277, 1282 (7th Cir. 1977) ("The defendant is
liable as principal for any violation of Title VII or section 1981 by Kolkau in his authorized
capacity as supervisor."); Young v. Southwestern Say. & Loan Ass'n, 509 F.2d 140, 144 n.7
(5th Cir. 1975) (holding that apparent authority of supervisor is sufficient to render
employer liable); Anderson v. Methodist Evangelical Hosp., 464 F.2d 723, 725 (6th Cir.
1972) (holding hospital liable for acts of lower level management, despite absence of
discrimination by upper level management).
20 See Lindemann & Kadue, supra note 2, at 152, 220-22; see also 1 Arthur Larson &
Lex K. Larson, Employment Discrimination § 41A.63 (1993) (collecting cases).
21 Courts apply an identical employer liability standard to racial, ethnic, and religious
harassment. For expositional convenience, I use the term "racial harassment" to refer to
these legally indistinguishable forms of harassment.
22 See, e.g., Hunter v. Allis-Chalmers Corp., 797 F.2d 1417, 1422 (7th Cir. 1986); Rogers
v. EEOC, 454 F.2d 234 (5th Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 406 U.S. 957 (1972). See generally 3
Larson & Larson, supra note 20, § 84.10, at 17-2 to 17-8 (collecting cases).
23 See Lindemann & Kadue, supra note 2, at 191-92, 234, 238. According to another
authority, the employer is liable when it "knows or should have known of the conduct" and
fails to take "immediate and appropriate corrective action." 1 Larson & Larson, supra
note 20, § 41A.64(a), at 8-230 to 8-231 ("It is not a controversial area; results in each case
simply depend on an interpretation of the facts: whether the employer had sufficient
notice, investigated properly, disciplined offenders, and so forth.").
24 One of the most common distortions occurs when courts describe respondeat superior
as a standard that requires notice to the employer. See Kauffman v. Allied Signal, 970 F.2d
178, 183-84 (6th Cir.) (citing Yates v. Avco Corp., 819 F.2d 630 (6th Cir. 1987)), cert.
denied, 113 S. Ct. 831 (1992); see also Lindemann & Kadue, supra note 2, at 231-32
(observing that many courts have imposed notice liability "with the misleading label of
respondeatsuperior"). At least one court has suggested that employers might be strictly
liable for all forms of harassment perpetrated by high-level supervisors, although it
declined to apply such a standard. See Kotcher v. Rosa & Sullivan Appliance Ctr., 957
F.2d 59, 64 (2d Cir. 1992) (suggesting that although plaintiff must prove elements of notice
claim, "[a]t some point... the actions of a supervisor at a sufficiently high level in the
hierarchy would necessarily be imputed to the company").
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of circuits apply some type of notice standard.25 Finally, although
the rule governing racial harassment perpetrated by supervisors is
uncertain, it appears most likely that an identical notice standard
applies to such cases.26 The following table summarizes the law of
employer liability.
25 See 1 Larson & Larson, supra note 20, § 41A.64(c), at 8-239 to 8-240; Lindemann &
Kadue, supra note 2, at 191-92, 231-32. Among the circuits that have considered the issue
after Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57 (1986), only the United States Court of
Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit has held that employers are in some circumstances
strictly liable for a supervisor's hostile environment harassment. See Sparks v. Pilot
Freight Carriers, 830 F.2d 1554, 1556-60 (11th Cir. 1987) (holding employer directly liable
under "general agency principles" for harassment by manager with wide discretion over
personnel matters who coupled sexual remarks with comments such as "your fate is in my
hands"). In Steele v. Offshore Shipbuilding, 867 F.2d 1311 (11th Cir. 1989), however, the
same court limited Sparks to cases involving both hostile environment and quid pro quo
harassment. Id. at 1316-17. Other circuits have modified the notice standard by moving in
the direction of strict liability. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit has held
that notice to a harassing supervisor may be notice to the employer, at least in the context
of a small business, thus effectively applying a strict liability standard. See Levendos v.
Stem Entertainment, 909 F.2d 747, 751-53 (3d Cir. 1990). Finally, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit misleadingly uses the term "respondeat superior" to describe
its notice liability standard for supervisory hostile environment harassment. See
Kauffman, 970 F.2d at 183.
26 The only circuit that has directly confronted the issue applied a strict liability
standard. See Vance v. Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co., 863 F.2d 1503, 1512, 1514-15 (11th
Cir. 1989) (holding corporate employer "directly" liable for racial harassment by
supervisors). A student commentator claims that there is a consensus among the circuits
imposing strict liability for supervisory racial harassment despite the fact that the
overwhelming majority of circuits use a notice liability standard for hostile environment
sexual harassment by supervisors. See Rachel E. Lutner, Note, Employer Liability for
Sexual Harassment: The Morass of Agency Principles and Respondeat Superior, 1993 U.
Ill. L. Rev. 589, 618. Two of the three cases other than Vance that the author cites for that
proposition, however, involve racially discriminatory discharges, not racial harassment.
See Flanagan v. Aaron E. Henry Community Health Servs. Ctr., 876 F.2d 1231, 1233 (5th
Cir. 1989); Mitchell v. Keith, 752 F.2d 385, 388-89 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 472 U.S. 1028
(1985). These cases, therefore, demonstrate only that the strict liability rule applies to
discriminatory decisions, not to racial harassment. For a listing of cases imposing strict
liability for discriminatory decisions, see supra note 19.
In the third case, Hunter,797 F.2d 1417, the plaintiff complained of coworker rather than
supervisor harassment. Id. at 1422. Therefore, Judge Richard Posner's observation in
dictum that "the deliberate act of [a supervisor] is the corporation's deliberate act," id.,
does not necessarily demonstrate that acts other than those directly connected with
supervision would be attributed to the employer. In a subsequent case, Judge Posner
discusses the Hunter employer liability rules and sharply distinguishes discriminatory
"discharge by a supervisory employee," for which a corporate employer is strictly liable,
from "harassment,whether on sexual or other grounds, by a fellow employee," to which a
notice standard applies. See Shager v. Upjohn Co., 913 F.2d 398, 404-05 (7th Cir. 1990)
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This Table also reveals certain patterns in the rules governing
employer liability under Title VII-patterns that may help explain
the role of notice liability. Courts appear to have established a
consistent legal distinction between creating a racially or sexually
hostile environment and making or threatening to make employ(emphasis added). There is no suggestion in this opinion that racial and sexual harassment
should be treated differently.
Finally, the one case that unequivocally supports the author's claim, Vance, was decided
at a time when the Eleventh Circuit appeared to impose strict vicarious liability for hostile
environment sexual harassment committed by supervisors. See Sparks, 830 F.2d at 155759; see also Vance, 863 F.2d at 1512 (relying on Sparks for employer liability standards).
Three months after Vance was decided, however, the same court reinterpreted Sparks to
apply only when a case involves both quid pro quo and hostile environment harassment,
without considering how the new rule would apply to racial harassment cases. See Steele,
867 F.2d at 1317. There is thus no support whatsoever for the author's claim that a
different standard of employer liability applies to otherwise identical racial and sexual
harassment claims. Admittedly, no court has denied recovery against an employer for a
supervisor's racial harassment on the ground that the employer did not have actual or
constructive notice of the harassment. Reported cases, however, typically involve
situations in which the employer failed to respond adequately to complaints that
supervisors or coworkers racially harassed the plaintiff, which indicates that the employer
had actual notice. See, e.g., Risinger v. Ohio Bureau of Workers' Compensation, 883 F.2d
475, 481 (6th Cir. 1989) ("[A]lthough Risinger had made at least ten complaints .. .
beginning in 1981, no formal or informal investigation into the reported racial comments
was undertaken ... until three years later in 1984."); Snell v. Suffolk County, 782 F.2d
1094, 1103-04 (2d Cir. 1986) (holding employer liable for failure to address racial
harassment by coworkers); Davis v. United States Steel Supply, 581 F.2d 335, 338-40 (3d
Cir. 1978) (holding employer liable for failure of supervisory personnel to correct racial
abuse).
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ment decisions on a discriminatory basis.2 7 Employers are strictly
liable for the latter conduct and subject to notice liability for the
former. The somewhat uncertain status of the rules that apply
when supervisors create a hostile environment, however, suggests
that we also need to consider whether courts should instead distinguish cases according to the identity of the actor.28 Thus, both axes
of the Table may be relevant.
Although courts focus primarily on the type of discrimination,
the EEOC Guidelines concerning sexual harassment distinguish
sharply between coworker and supervisor harassment. The EEOC
would impose employer liability for the acts of "agents and supervisory employees ... regardless of whether the specific acts complained of were authorized or even forbidden by the employer and
regardless of whether the employer knew or should have known of
their occurrence."2 9 In marked contrast, a notice liability standard
applies to "conduct between fellow employees. ' 30 The Guidelines
blur this distinction somewhat by asserting that the Commission
will "examine the circumstances of the particular employment relationship and the job [functions] performed" to determine whether
31
an alleged harasser acts as a supervisor or agent of the employer.
Nevertheless, the Commission's approach places a far greater
emphasis on the identity of the actor than does the prevailing judicial standard. Without authority to issue substantive or interpretive regulations, however, the EEOC's position has failed to
dissuade courts from distinguishing cases merely on the basis of the
type of discrimination.32 An important goal of this Article's analy27 Recall that quid pro quo harassment requires that the plaintiff suffer, or face the
threat of suffering, a tangible job detriment. See supra note 15. In short, it requires a
decision about a concrete term or condition of the victim's employment that is conditioned
on acquiescing to conduct of a sexual nature. As a doctrinal matter, quid pro quo
harassment is thus a species of discriminatory decision in which the discriminatory basis for
decisionmaking has a sexual component.
28 See supra note 24.
29 EEOC Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex, 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(c) (1994).
30 Id. § 1604.11(d).
3' Id. § 1604.11(c).
32 The EEOC Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex, id. § 1604 (1994), appear to
have influenced the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit to adopt a rule of strict
employer liability for supervisors' hostile environment harassment, but the decision
announcing this rule was subsequently reversed by the Supreme Court. See Vinson v.
Taylor, 753 F.2d 141, 149 (D.C. Cir. 1985) ("We attach considerable weight to [the EEOC
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sis is to consider whether employer liability doctrine should depend
on either, both, or neither of these factors.
Committed institutionally to an incremental elaboration of statutory meaning, courts have assiduously avoided the sort of grand
synthesis that would force them to consider how these rules fit
together. Many circuits have not had occasion to rule on important
aspects of the employer liability regime. Moreover, courts routinely disagree about the meaning of basic terminology, thus
impairing their ability to conduct an intelligent intercircuit dialogue. 33 When that dialogue produces significant circuit conflicts,
as it has for hostile environment sexual harassment by supervisors,
the Supreme Court has refused to resolve the conflict. Instead, the
Court has directed lower courts to seek guidance from the common
law of agency.34 As subsequent Parts demonstrate, however,
neither the formal legal doctrines nor the underlying policy concerns of agency law dictate an outcome for employment discrimination cases.
II.

EMPLOYER LIABILITY AS AN AGENCY PROBLEM

Part I reviewed the rules that determine when an employer is
vicariously liable for the discriminatory acts of its employees.
What then is the legal basis for these rules? Plausible candidates
include the text, legislative history, and structure of the governing
statute; an ancillary source of law; or fundamental policy considerations. This Part considers whether any of these traditional sources
satisfactorily explains employer liability rules.
Guidelines and] agree that treatment of supervisory personnel as 'agents' is in conformity
with 'general Title VII principles.' "), rev'd, Meritor Say. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 72
(1986).
33 Compare Shager v. Upjohn Co., 913 F.2d 398, 404-05 (7th Cir. 1990) (describing
respondeat superior accurately as a standard that imposes strict vicarious liability) with
Kauffman v. Allied Signal, 970 F.2d 178, 183-84 (6th Cir.) (describing respondeat superior
liability incorrectly as resting on a finding that the employer "knew or should have known
of the charged sexual harassment"), cert. denied, 113 S. Ct. 831 (1992) and Virgo v. Riviera
Beach Assocs., 30 F.3d 1350, 1369 n.9 (11th Cir. 1994) (same). On the importance of
intercircuit dialogue in the development of the law, see Samuel Estreicher & Richard L.
Revesz, Nonacquiescence by Federal Administrative Agencies, 98 Yale L.J. 679 (1989).
34 Meritor, 477 U.S. at 72 (providing that employer liability should be determined by
"agency principles").
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The text of Title VII offers no guidance on the critical question
of when employers should be held liable for the discriminatory acts
of employees. The statute defines the term "employer" as "a person engaged in an industry affecting commerce who has fifteen or
more employees . . . and any agent of such a person. ' 35 In the
interest of expositional clarity and brevity, I will henceforth use the
word "employer" only in its traditional sense and refer to Title
VII's definition of an employer with the term "statutory
employer."
Section 706(g) states simply that a respondent, including any
statutory employer, 36 who "has intentionally engaged in . . . an
unlawful employment practice" may be enjoined from continuing
that practice and ordered to reinstate or hire employees with back
pay.37 The statute also grants the court discretionary power to
fashion "any other equitable relief [it] deems appropriate. '3 To
the list of remedial options, the Title VII amendments of the Civil
Rights Act of 1991 add capped compensatory and punitive damages. 39 Neither the specifically enumerated remedies nor the
court's general equitable discretion clearly indicates, however,
when employers should be responsible for the discriminatory acts
of their employees. The language of section 706(g) implies that
statutory employers must commit an unlawful practice to be held
liable.4" But employers, in the traditional sense of that term, are
most often corporations that act only through employee agents.
Because a corporation itself cannot commit an unlawful practice,
on one reading of the section, there can be no corporate liability.
The text of Title VII thus appears to hold a corporation's employee
35 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(b) (1988).
36 See id. § 2000e-5(b) (defining respondent as "the employer, employment agency,
labor organization, or joint labor-management committee"). The 1991 amendments to
Title VII include a new definitional section that is virtually identical to this earlier
provision. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(n) (Supp. V 1993).
37 42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(g)(1) (Supp. V 1993).
3s Id.
39 See Civil Rights Act of 1991, 42 U.S.C. § 1981A(a)(1) (Supp. V 1993).
40 Only "[i]f the court finds that the respondent has intentionally engaged in... an
unlawful employment practice charged in the complaint" may it order appropriate relief
against the party "responsible for the unlawful employment practice." 42 U.S.C. § 2000e5(g)(1) (Supp. V 1994).
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agents personally liable 4' for their discriminatory acts without necessarily imposing any vicarious liability on the corporation.
The absence of any textual basis for vicarious discrimination liability is something of a conundrum, particularly because courts
have been imposing such liability for years. In fact, the statute's
legislative history and structure suggest that Congress intended to
confer on federal courts broad discretion to develop an appropriate
system of remedies for employment discrimination. 42 Although
the text of Title VII certainly does not require this result, one possible solution is to treat Title VII violations as a species of statutory
tort. In the common law of agency, courts have developed a sub41 The question of individual liability under Title VII is nearly as vexed as the issue of
employer liability. Individuals may be held liable under three distinct theories, although
judicial opinions seldom maintain the distinctions. First, a person may be the alter ego of a
corporate employer, as when the president and sole shareholder of a closely held
corporation engages in discrimination. See, e.g., EEOC v. AIC Sec. Investigations, 63
Empl. Prac. Dec. (CCH) 1 42,718, at 77,927 (N.D. Ill. 1993). Second, managers with
supervisory authority may be deemed agents of an employer and therefore subject to
liability as a statutory employer. See, e.g., Hamilton v. Rodgers, 791 F.2d 439, 442-43 (5th
Cir. 1986) (holding fire department supervisors individually liable for their racial
harassment). Finally, at least one court has held that nonsupervisory employees may be
liable for violations of § 1981 under an agency theory. Nieto v. UAW Local 598, 672 F.
Supp. 987, 990 (E.D. Mich. 1987) (holding that a supervisor may state a cause of action
against subordinates in their individual capacity under § 1981 for racial harassment),
modified, 44 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. (BNA) 1592 (E.D. Mich. 1987).
A recent ruling of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has called into
question the advisability of imposing individual liability for monetary relief under Title VII
and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. See Miller v. Maxwell's Int'l, 991 F.2d
583, 587-88 (9th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 114 S. Ct. 1049 (1994). The court contends that
Title VII's coverage provisions show that Congress intended to protect small entities from
the burden of litigating employment discrimination claims. Id. at 587. It also reads the
damage caps in the 1991 amendments as further confirmation of a congressional intent not
to impose liability for damages on individuals. Id. at 587 n.2. Several courts in other
circuits have cited Miller with approval. See Birkbeck v. Marvel Lighting Corp., 30 F.3d
507, 510 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 63 U.S.L.W. 3460 (Dec. 13, 1994); Johnson v. Northern
Ind. Pub. Serv. Co., 844 F. Supp. 466,468-69 (N.D. Ind. 1994); Lowry v. Clark, 843 F. Supp.
228,229-31 (E.D. Ky. 1994); Stafford v. Missouri, 835 F. Supp. 1136,1149 (W.D. Mo. 1993);
Archer v. Globe Motorists Supply Co., 833 F. Supp. 211, 213 (S.D.N.Y. 1993). But see
Lamirande v. Resolution Trust Corp., 834 F. Supp. 526, 528 (D.N.H. 1993); Strzelecki v.
Schwarz Paper Co., 824 F. Supp. 821, 829 n.3 (N.D. Ill. 1993). Although it is beyond the
scope of this Article, the recent rulings in Miller and Birkbeck demand a careful reanalysis
of the individual liability issue.
42 See J. Hoult Verkerke, Note, Compensating Victims of Preferential Employment
Discrimination Remedies, 98 Yale LJ. 1479, 1491-92 & 1491 n.79 (1989) (discussing
legislative intent in the context of compensating individuals injured by preferential
remedies such as numerical goals and timetables).
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stantial body of authority on precisely the question of when an
employer should be liable for its employee's torts. Employers are
strictly liable, under the doctrine of respondeat superior, for
employee torts committed within the scope of employment. 43 They
also are liable for negligence in the hiring, supervision, or retention
of employees who commit torts outside the scope of their
employment. 44
To the extent that the statute permits reference to these agency
doctrines, courts interpreting Title VII could adapt them to
employment discrimination liability. In fact, the Supreme Court
has expressly directed lower courts to do precisely that.45 The
Court has not explained, however, how agency doctrines should
apply to discrimination cases,46 and lower courts have struggled
43 W. Page Keeton, Dan B. Dobbs, Robert E. Keeton & David G. Owen, Prosser &
Keeton on the Law of Torts § 70, at 501-02 (W. Page Keeton ed., 5th ed. 1984);
Restatement (Second) of Agency § 219(1) (1958). Readers familiar with the law of agency
may object at this point that the agency doctrines to which I refer hold the master
responsible for harms to third parties rather than for injuries to his own servants. Since the
adoption of workers' compensations statutes just after the turn of the century, the
exclusive remedy for employees injured in the course of their employment has been a
statutory claim for compensation. The right to workers' compensation displaced the
unholy trinity of contributory negligence, assumption of risk, and the fellow servant rule
that had largely barred injured employees from recovering in tort against their employers.
For present purposes, this history is important because it explains why vicarious liability
rules have involved almost exclusively harms to third parties. We must therefore derive
such guidance as the common law of agency has to offer from rules designed for injuries to
third parties. For a brief discussion of the agency doctrines that apply to employee injuries,
see infra note 46.
44 Restatement (Second) of Agency § 213; see infra note 94 and accompanying text
(discussing the theory of negligent hiring, supervision, or retention).
45 See Meritor Say. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 72 (1986). The Meritor majority
appears to believe that the statutory text compels resort to agency principles. The
language of § 706(g), however, only compels the conclusion that agents can be sued for
committing discriminatory acts, not that such discrimination must be imputed to the
employer. For a similar observation, see Phillips, supra note 8, at 1258-62 (concluding that
the statutory language does not address vicarious liability and that legislative history
provides only general support for the imposition of some vicarious liability with no
guidance concerning its specific contours).
46 In addition to the commonly used agency theories of respondeat superior and
negligent hiring, supervision, or retention, Title VII might also be construed to create a
nondelegable duty to keep the workplace free from discrimination. See Restatement
(Second) of Agency §§ 473,492-528 (1958) (outlining nondelegable duty of care to provide
reasonably safe working conditions or to warn employees of unsafe conditions); see also
Phillips, supra note 8, at 1252-55 (discussing application of nondelegable duty doctrines to
sexual harassment). Such a theory could support a uniform standard of strict liability for
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mightily to fashion a coherent law of employer liability. Any effort
to understand the judicial treatment of this issue must therefore
begin with a careful analysis of the agency principles on which
these decisions rest. As subsequent Sections will demonstrate, the
formal agency doctrines courts and commentators commonly
invoke can support either of two extreme liability rules. Employers may be held strictly liable for all discriminatory acts, or liable
for negligence in failing to take reasonable precautions to prevent
discrimination. Agency law also provides a formal explanation,
though not a sound justification, for the distinctions we observe in
current employer liability standards.
A. Respondeat Superior
The doctrine of respondeat superior imposes vicarious liability
on a master for torts that his servants commit while acting within
the scope of their employment. 47 Courts determine whether tortious conduct is in the scope of employment by considering such
factors as the time and place of the act, the nature of the
employee's duties, and the purpose for which he or she acted.48
any discriminatory "conditions." The common law, however, never required a completely
safe workplace. Instead, employers had nondelegable obligations to take reasonable
precautions in hiring and supervising fellow servants and providing suitable equipment and
working conditions. The analogous duties in the context of sexual harassment would
probably include establishing and disseminating antidiscrimination policies, creating
internal complaint procedures, taking care in hiring, training, and supervision, and
ensuring appropriate discipline for wrongdoers. The contours of these nondelegable duties
closely resemble the conditional notice liability rule that I consider below. See infra Part
IV.
47 Restatement (Second) of Agency § 219(1); Keeton et al., supra note 43, § 70, at 502.
48 See Restatement (Second) of Agency §§ 219-237. The Restatement provides the
following general statement of the test for scope of employment:
(1) Conduct of a servant is within the scope of employment if, but only if:
(a) it is of the kind he is employed to perform;
(b) it occurs substantially within the authorized time and space limits;
(c) it is actuated, at least in part, by a purpose to serve the master, and
(d) if force is intentionally used by the servant against another, the use of force
is not unexpectable by the master.
(2) Conduct of a servant is not within the scope of employment if it is different in
kind from that authorized, far beyond the authorized time or space limits, or too
little actuated by a purpose to serve the master.
Id. § 228; see also Thomas Baty, Vicarious Liability 128-45 (1916) (providing an early
twentieth-century interpretation of "scope of employment"); Keeton et al., supra note 43,
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Such a multifactored test is predictably indefinite in application. 49
Although some of the most troubling issues seldom arise,5°
employment discrimination cases particularly implicate the business purpose test. According to this rule, tortious conduct is within
the scope of employment only when an employee acts, at least
partly, with an intent to further his or her employer's business
interests.51 This traditional version of respondeat superior doctrine
would limit employer liability under Title VII to situations involving negligent discrimination or discriminatory acts that might
somehow be related to an employer's business interests. Many
jurisdictions, however, have abrogated the business purpose test in
favor of a more inclusive standard based on concepts of foreseeability and causation. This competing version of respondeat superior doctrine supports strict
employer liability for all discriminatory
52
workplace.
the
in
conduct
§ 70 (providing general definition of "scope of employment"); Warren A. Seavey, Handbook of the Law of Agency § 87, at 148-52 (1964) (defining "scope of employment").
49 See Keeton et al., supra note 43, § 70, at 502 (characterizing the phrase "scope of
employment" as "so devoid of meaning in itself that its very vagueness has been of value in
permitting a desirable degree of flexibility in decisions").
50 Suppose that an employee must drive across town from her employer's office to make
a service call. If she decides to pick up her dry cleaning on the way and negligently runs
down a pedestrian in the dry cleaner's parking lot, the question arises whether the
employer is responsible for her negligence. The answer depends on whether the errand is
considered merely a "detour" or involves such a deviation from her employment duties
that it will be termed a "frolic." Compare O'Connor v. McDonald's Restaurants, 269 Cal.
Rptr. 101 (Ct. App. 1990) (denying defendant's motion for summary judgment because his
attendance at a gathering at a coworker's house following restaurant cleanup for special
event is a detour, and not, as a matter of law, a complete departure from errand) with
Prince v. Atchison, T. & S.F. Ry., 395 N.E.2d 592,596-97 (I11.App. Ct. 1979) (holding that
employees who got drunk at a bar rather than returning to work from remote job site were
on a frolic). Courts historically referred to a "zone of risk" within which the employer is
normally responsible for its employee's negligence. See Young B. Smith, Frolic and
Detour, 23 Colum. L. Rev. 716, 728 (1923) (discussing vicarious liability and the "zone of
risk"). Because employment discrimination almost always occurs on the business premises
of the employer and during working hours, difficult questions concerning the geographic
and temporal "zone of risk" simply do not arise.
51 See Restatement (Second) of Agency § 235 ("An act of a servant is not within the
scope of employment if it is done with no intention to perform it as a part of or incident to
a service on account of which he is employed.").
52 Michael Phillips has also considered the application of agency doctrine to sexual
harassment liability under Title VII. See Phillips, supra note 8. His principal conclusion is
that agency doctrine provides no coherent guidance on the issue of employer liability for
sexual harassment. Id. at 1272. Although I agree with Phillips that the law of agency
cannot definitively resolve the issue, this Part presents quite a different perspective on
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The Business Purpose Test

First, consider how the traditional business purpose test applies
to ordinary torts. Suppose that a building superintendent directs a
janitor to clean and wax the main hallway of a school. Rather than
leaving the details of the work to the janitor's discretion, the
safety-conscious superintendent provides detailed oral and written
instructions explaining among other things how much water to use
for cleaning, elaborate procedures for waxing, and precisely where
to place signs warning people that the floors are slippery. Now
suppose that the janitor completely disregards these instructions,
splashing water indiscriminately, using excessive amounts of wax,
and failing to place the signs. When a visitor hurrying to an
appointment falls and injures her back, a paradigmatic application
of respondeat superior doctrine holds the employer liable for the
janitor's negligence despite all of the superintendent's efforts to
prevent harm. In this sense, it is appropriate to say that the
employer's liability for its janitor's negligence is strict-vicarious
responsibility does not depend in any way on the employer's own
or its supervisory employees' level of care.53
what courts and policymakers might learn from agency cases. First, I demonstrate how two
competing strands of agency doctrine support diametrically opposed rules for vicarious
discrimination liability. See infra Parts II.A-B, C.1. Second, I offer a positive theory that
explains why this doctrinal tension exists and how it might influence discrimination law.
See infra Part II.C.2.
In place of agency law, Phillips tentatively suggests imposing strict liability for
supervisory harassment and a notice standard for coworker harassment. He offers the
conjecture that the attitudes that give rise to coworker harassment "may be relatively
impervious to change." Phillips, supra note 8, at 1270. Although Phillips himself seems to
doubt this empirical assumption, he concludes that the comparative difficulty of preventing
coworker harassment justifies a notice standard. Id. This Article offers instead an
extended analysis of how information influences the costs of preventing discrimination. It
also shows how this analytic framework applies not only to sexual harassment law, but also
to cases involving discriminatory decisions. See infra Parts III-IV. In a footnote, Phillips
briefly considers some of the arguments I develop for a notice rule. Phillips, supra note 8,
at 1269 n.208 (discussing incentives for employers to create antiharassment programs and
incentives for victims to report harassment). He concludes that the benefits of notice
liability must be balanced against the danger of retaliation, the possibility that employees
will be ignorant of notice requirements, and the cost of administering a rule that requires
courts to determine whether an employer's antiharassment program is legally adequate. I
address these objections to notice liability in subsequent Parts.
53 Calling respondeat superior liability strict conforms to the conventional economic
definition of strict liability as a form of liability imposed without regard for the defendant's
level of care. See, e.g., William M. Landes & Richard A. Posner, The Economic Structure
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The sloppy janitor of the previous paragraph may have had personal reasons for his sloppiness; perhaps he was in a hurry to finish
before his lunch break, or he was thinking about the batting order
for his softball team. The fact remains that he was washing the
floor in furtherance of his employer's business purpose. A business
purpose, however, need not be the employee's sole motive for acting, and an employer is liable even if its employee chooses intentionally tortious means of pursuing that purpose. 4 Suppose, for
instance, that our janitor follows the superintendent's instructions
to the letter, but when the hurrying visitor reacts rudely to his suggestion that she slow down to avoid falling, the janitor pulls out a
collapsible baton and hits her on the leg, saying, "That ought to
slow you down a bit." The janitor's employment duties included an
obligation to warn passersby of the slippery floor. His employer
may therefore be liable for the intentional tort he commits to communicate the warning.Despite the apparent expansiveness of this rule, significant doctrinal countercurrents restrict an employer's vicarious liability for
intentional torts. Employers are not liable when employees commit intentional torts for purely personal reasons. 6 In addition, if
the employee's act is sufficiently outrageous or absurdly antisocial,
many courts hold that it could have had no rational business purpose and is therefore outside the scope of employment. 7 Suppose,
of Tort Law 63 (1987); Steven Shavell, Strict Liability Versus Negligence, 9 J. Legal Stud. 1,
2-3 (1980). Of course this strict liability is only imposed when the employee agent has
violated the standard of care applicable to his or her conduct. From the perspective of the
responsible employer, however, the liability is nonetheless strict.
54 Restatement (Second) of Agency § 231 ("An act may be within the scope of
employment although consciously criminal or tortious.").
55 See, e.g., Bryant v. Livigni, 619 N.E.2d 550, 559 (Ill. App. Ct. 1993) (holding that a
grocery store manager who shouted racial epithets and threw a four-year-old child through
the air after seeing the child's companion urinating in the store parking lot had acted
within the scope of employment), appeal denied, 631 N.E.2d 705 (Ill. 1994). There is also
authority for the proposition that when an employee uses an outrageous and therefore
unforeseeable means to pursue a business purpose, the employer is not vicariously liable.
See infra note 57 and accompanying text.
56 See Restatement (Second) of Agency § 235.
57 Wellman v. Pacer Oil Co., 504 S.W.2d 55, 58 (Mo. 1973) (holding that gas station
attendant's shooting of patron was "so excessively violent as to be totally without reason or
responsibility-and hence must be said, as a matter of law, not to be within the scope of his
employment"), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 961 (1974). These decisions sometimes suggest that
liability is inappropriate because the employer could have done nothing to avoid the
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for example, that the janitor comes to work one day feeling angry
after an argument with a close friend. He goes to his locker,
removes a handgun, and shoots the aforementioned visitor as she
rushes down the hall. Because the janitor had no business purpose
in mind and because a random shooting is an outrageous act, his
employer is not liable for the resulting injuries. 58
These general principles apply somewhat uncertainly to employment discrimination cases. Employment discrimination law both
regulates some acts that might be described as negligent and prohibits intentionally discriminatory conduct. We need look no farther than the traditional understanding of respondeat superior to
justify holding employers vicariously liable for their employees'
negligent discrimination.59 If liability is based merely on an
employee agent's failure to take the level of care that the statute
prescribes, then employer liability is not a novel legal proposition.
Intentionally discriminatory conduct requires more careful analysis. As we have seen, the business purpose test requires us to
examine the motives for which employees commit intentional torts.
Consider, for example, the sales manager of an automobile showroom who has strict instructions from his superiors to make all personnel decisions on a nondiscriminatory basis. Perhaps the
dealership even requires that managers attend diversity training
and submit periodic affirmative action reports to company headquarters. Despite these employer precautions, the manager is
firmly convinced that hiring minority and female salespeople is bad
outrageous and unforeseeable act. See, e.g., id. (" 'The master can reasonably anticipate
that servants may commit minor crimes in the prosecution of the business, but serious
crimes are not only unexpectable but in general are in nature different from what servants
in a lawful occupation are expected to do.'" (quoting Restatement (Second) of Agency
§ 231 cmt. a)).
58 See, e.g., Harrington v. Chicago Sun-Times, 502 N.E.2d 332, 335 (Ill. App. Ct. 1986)
("Scarpelli acted in an outrageous manner and inflicted punishment out of proportion to
the necessities of his employer's business. Thus, he departed from the scope of his
employment and acted for purely personal reasons."), appeal denied, 508 N.E.2d 728 (Ill.
1987). There is substantial authority, however, for the proposition that the employer
should be liable if the anger that led to the assault was causally connected to the
employment relationship. See, e.g., Lyon v. Carey, 533 F.2d 649, 655 (D.C. Cir. 1976). For
further discussion of this causation theory, see infra Parts II.A.2, C.1.
59 For an extended discussion of the role of negligence concepts in the law of
employment discrimination, see David B. Oppenheimer, Negligent Discrimination, 141 U.
Pa. L. Rev. 899 (1993). Agency law also incorporates a negligence theory of liability. See
infra Part II.B.
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for business. He believes that many customers prefer to buy cars
from a white male with that special blowdried look. If the sales
manager acts on this belief and refuses to hire women and minorities, he has engaged in disparate treatment on the basis of race and
sex made unlawful by Title VII. 6 A desire to maximize sales at the
dealership motivates his discriminatory conduct, and it would be
hard to imagine a purpose more central to this business than the
goal of selling cars. The sales manager, like the baton-wielding
janitor, has simply chosen to pursue his employer's business interests by means that are both illegal and contrary to express instructions. The traditional respondeat superior analysis is therefore
sufficient to impose liability on the sales manager's employer.
Suppose, however, that his unwillingness to hire minority salespeople springs instead from a deep racial hatred. This case is
arguably more similar to the angry gun-toting janitor than to the
baton-wielding janitor with a distorted sense of safety. The sales
manager, like the angry janitor, is acting for a personal motive in a
way that is contrary to his employer's business interest. Discriminatory employment decisions are not quite as absurdly antisocial as
shooting people in a school hallway, but there is a social, legislative, and judicial consensus that racial bigotry is reprehensible.
Framed in less political terms, the sales manager has violated his
employer's trust solely to further his own interests. He could have
no illusion that violating express instructions to make nondiscriminatory decisions promoted his employer's business interests. 6 1 His
sole motive for acting in the way that he did-refusing to hire
minority salespeople-was to satisfy his personal preferences. The
discriminatory decision is therefore outside the scope of employment.62 Sexual and racial harassment, like bigoted decisions, also
60 See 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(1) (1988); McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S.
792, 801 (1973) (delineating individual disparate treatment theory). It is firmly established
that customer preference cannot be used to justify discriminatory employment practices.
See, e.g., Diaz v. Pan Am. World Airways, 442 F.2d 385, 389 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 404
U.S. 950 (1971).
61 Cf. Shager v. Upjohn Co., 913 F.2d 398, 405 (7th Cir. 1990) (recognizing that sexual
harassment springs from personal motives but concluding that the outward appearance of
discriminatory decisions and quid pro quo harassment justifies respondeat superior
liability).
62 A consistent application of the business purpose test implies this conclusion. Of
course, courts are capable of distorting or ignoring the test in order to bring personally
motivated conduct within the scope of employment. Dissatisfaction with the constraints of
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arguably involve outrageous acts engaged in for purely personal
motives. The personal motives that animate bigotry and harassment thus preclude a finding of employer liability for these forms
of discrimination under the traditional understanding of respondeat superior doctrine.63
There is, however, something profoundly unsatisfying about this
superficially plausible doctrinal analysis. The formal category
"scope of employment" depends heavily on an inquiry into the
motives for which employees act. If these motives are too exclusively personal or the resulting conduct is too outrageous, then the
employer escapes liability. But what is the justification for distinguishing between what an employee does and why he does it?
When the sales manager makes a bigoted decision, he still makes
an employment decision. He decides to disregard his employer's
antidiscrimination policy just as the negligent janitor consciously
decides to ignore his employer's safety instructions. Both employees perform in an unauthorized manner an act that is part of their
respective jobs. It thus seems quite artificial to claim that personal
motives should absolve the employer for bigoted decisions but not
for intentional safety violations. The only analytic distinction
between the two situations is that the negligent janitor's personal
indulgence creates some, perhaps quite high, probability of harm
whereas the bigoted manager discriminates with certainty. This
distinction, however, does not provide any justification for treating
the two cases differently. 64 Discriminatory decisions thus appear to
fall within the scope of employment.
a motive-based test, however, has led many courts to adopt a broader interpretation of
scope of employment based on foreseeability and causation. See infra Part II.A.2.
63 The employer, however, might still be liable for negligence in failing to prevent even
torts committed outside the scope of employment. See infra Part II.B.
64 The legal distinctions among negligent, reckless, and intentional conduct are most
clearly relevant to determining the agent's own level of culpability. In each case, however,
a personal motive ordinarily animates the agent's breach of duty. So long as employers are
held vicariously liable for personally motivated negligence and recklessness, see, e.g.,
Miller v. Stouffer, 11 Cal. Rptr. 2d 454, 457-58 (Ct. App. 1992) (holding employer liable
when employee, while on errand for employer, practiced driving and thereby negligently
injured pedestrian), and found not liable for personally motivated intentional conduct, see,
e.g., Noah v. Ziehl, 759 S.W.2d 905, 912 (Mo. Ct. App. 1988) (holding employer not liable
when bouncer at night club violently assaulted customer because customer made a pass at
his girlfriend), something other than motive must explain and justify these decisions.
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A similar argument could support the imposition of employer
liability for racial and sexual harassment. Imagine that the sales
manager has overcome his aversion to hiring minorities and
women, perhaps in response to a pointed directive from company
executives. Despite this outward conversion, however, he continues to harbor animosity towards those outsiders who would invade
his white male fraternity. His conduct towards nonwhite salespeople mingles contempt with racially charged commentary on their
performance. With women, the manager adopts a largely paternalistic attitude, but he intersperses conversations with bawdy jokes
and suggestions that the saleswomen would really prefer to be having sex with him rather than selling cars. The manager singles out
one saleswoman for special attention, calling her into his office on
a regular basis and offering to make her an assistant sales manager
in exchange for a sexual liaison between them.65
This singularly unpleasant manager has now engaged in racial
harassment and both hostile environment and quid pro quo sexual
harassment. He harasses minority and female salespeople purely
because of his personal desire to preserve his occupation as the
exclusive domain of people like himself or to convert his authority
over employment decisions into a means for obtaining sexual gratification. But it would surely be strange to suggest that, under a
motive-based test, the manager's employer should be liable for his
bigoted employment decisions but not the rest of his bigoted workplace conduct.66 Both forms of conduct are equally a consequence
of his personal motives-to exclude and subordinate outsiders or
to get sex. In one case, this motive operates directly to exclude
minorities through his power to make employment decisions; in the
other, it exerts a more indirect influence that makes their working
lives unpleasant. Only a theory based on the means by which discrimination is perpetrated, rather than on the perpetrator's
65 See, e.g., Highlander v. K.F.C. Nat'l Management Co., 805 F.2d 644 (6th Cir. 1986)
(involving a supervisor who allegedly informed employee that he would consider her for a
promotion if she accompanied him to the motel across the street).
66 As other writers have observed, the harasser's conduct, even when it does not succeed
in excluding outsiders altogether, perpetuates the subordinate status of women and
minorities in the workplace. See, e.g., Estrich, supra note 8, at 859 (arguing that courts
should not translate "the tolerance of powerless women for offensive conditions into a
normative standard of acceptable workplace conduct").
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motives, could distinguish between these two forms of discriminatory conduct.
A semantic problem also undermines the business purpose test.
Motive attaches both to the doing of an act and to the manner of
doing it. Define the act broadly enough-washing floors, warning
passersby, making employment decisions, interacting with other
employees-and virtually any conduct in the workplace will appear
to serve an employer's business purpose. Even hostile environment sexual harassment by coworkers fits a broad definition of
social interaction with other employees. Because employers presumably do not intend for their employees to operate as asocial
automata in the workplace, unwelcome sexual conduct may be
construed as a misguided effort to contribute to the organizational
culture in an unauthorized manner. In contrast, a narrower definition of "act" could incorporate the more specific manner in which a
general act is done and thereby exclude from the scope of employment acts such as harassment and bigoted decisions on the ground
that no rational employee could think that such an "act" furthers
his employer's business interests. 67 The motive-based business purpose test is thus a radically indeterminate method for deciding
whether employers should be vicariously liable for their employees' discriminatory conduct.
If motive does not provide a coherent basis for respondeat superior doctrine, then perhaps some other principle can harmonize the
cases. The next Subsection considers what has become the dominant modern interpretation of scope of employment.
2. Authority, Foreseeability,and Causation
In many jurisdictions, strong jurisprudential forces have displaced elements of the traditional respondeat superior doctrine.
Gone is any significant limitation of liability based on whether a
business purpose motivates an employee to act. In its place, many
67 See, e.g., Hunter v. Allis-Chalmers Corp., 797 F.2d 1417, 1422 (7th Cir. 1986) ("It
would be the rare case where racial harassment against a co-worker could be thought by
the author of the harassment to help the employer's business."); Barnes v. Costle, 561 F.2d
983, 995-96 (D.C. Cir. 1977) (MacKinnon, J., concurring) (concluding that the common law
of agency would not impose employer liability for harassment by supervisor, because no
employee could understand that sexual harassment furthered an objective of employer or
that harassment fell within supervisor's actual or apparent authority).
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courts apply a test that asks if the intentionally tortious act was
foreseeable or if the employer's enterprise in some way caused the
tort.68
As anyone familiar with the role of foreseeability and causation
in ordinary tort law could predict, this change has simply provided
doctrinal cover for an expansion of respondeat superior liabilityan expansion that is consistent with a broader trend towards enterprise liability.69 Courts that might at one time have said that most
68 See Sage Club v. Hunt, 638 P.2d 161, 163 (Wyo. 1981) ("The employer need not have
foreseen the precise act or exact manner of injury as long as the general type of conduct
may have been reasonably expected."); Johnson v. Weinberg, 434 A.2d 404, 408 (D.C.
1981) ("The critical question to be resolved is whether the conduct in question was
foreseeable as being within the range of responsibilities entrusted to the employee."). The
issue has arisen most frequently when a victim of sexual assault sues her attacker's
employer. Many courts conclude that such outrageous conduct is outside the scope of
employment as a matter of law. See, e.g., Rabon v. Guardsmark, 571 F.2d 1277, 1279 (4th
Cir.) (holding employer exempt from liability for rape by private security guard), cert.
denied, 439 U.S. 866 (1978). Courts in Washington and California, however, have imposed
vicarious liability on employers in similar circumstances. See Simmons v. United States,
805 F.2d 1363, 1369-70 (9th Cir. 1986) (applying Washington law to hold the employer
liable for damages arising out of a sexual encounter between a counselor and a patient);
Mary M. v. City of Los Angeles, 814 P.2d 1341, 1350-52 (Cal. 1991) (holding the city liable
for rape by police officer). These courts rely on the fact that the employee's job created
the opportunity to commit the assault. See generally Rochelle R. Weber, Note, "Scope of
Employment" Redefined: Holding Employers Vicariously Liable for Sexual Assaults
Committed by Their Employees, 76 Minn. L. Rev. 1513, 1527-30 (1992) (proposing
vicarious liability based on job-created authority or access).
The theory of job-created opportunity finds partial expression in the Restatement. See
Restatement (Second) of Agency § 219(2)(d) (noting respondeat superior liability for torts
outside the scope of employment when the servant "was aided in accomplishing the tort by
the existence of the agency relation"). The Restatement offers the examples of "a
telegraph operator send[ing] false messages purporting to come from third persons" and of
the manager of a store who "is enabled to cheat the customers because of his position." Id.
§ 219 cmt. e. The comment concludes with the exculpatory observation that "[t]he
enumeration of such situations is not exhaustive, and is intended only to indicate the area
within which a master may be subjected to liability for acts of his servants not in [the]
scope of employment." Id. Federal courts have often relied on § 219(2)(d) to find
employer liability for discrimination when a supervisor's managerial authority enables him
or her to commit the discriminatory act. See infra note 84 and accompanying text.
69 On the general trend towards enterprise liability, see George L. Priest, The Invention
of Enterprise Liability: A Critical History of the Intellectual Foundations of Modern Tort
Law, 14 J. Legal Stud. 461 (1985). Although a full analysis of the issue is beyond the scope
of this Article, it appears that the trend towards enterprise liability for employment-related
injuries began well before the analogous movement for products. The advent of workers'
compensation statutes in the early 1900s and judicial receptivity to the notion of cost
internalization for employee torts predated by nearly 50 years the landmark products
liability decisions that ushered in more expansive enterprise liability for products. See
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employee assaults on third parties were outside the scope of
employment now often hold that the employment was causally
related to the assault. In Lange v. NationalBiscuit Co., ° for example, the Minnesota Supreme Court repudiated the business purpose test. A cookie salesman had assaulted the manager of a
grocery store in a dispute over shelf space for the products of the
salesman's employer. Holding that the assault was within the
scope of employment as a matter of law, the court abandoned the
prevailing motive-based test and asserted that "an employer is liable for an assault by his employee when the source of the attack is
related to the duties of the employee and the assault occurs within
work-related limits of time and place.'
In practical application,
this approach amounts to an inquiry into causation.72
Other courts have relied even more explicitly on the concepts of
foreseeability and causation. The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, in a particularly colorful example, upheld
the imposition of vicarious liability when a drunken sailor named
Lane, returning to his ship from shore leave, turned the water
intake valves on a drydock, causing extensive damage to both the
ship and the drydock.73 In the court's opinion, "Lane's conduct
was not so 'unforeseeable' as to make it unfair to charge [his
employer] with responsibility."'74 An employer must bear all risks
Greenman v. Yuba Power Prods., 377 P.2d 897 (Cal. 1962); Escola v. Coca Cola Bottling
Co., 150 P.2d 436 (Cal. 1944). In this sense, the further expansion of liability described in
the text is less a break with past practice than the natural progression of trends established
much earlier.
70 211 N.W.2d 783 (Minn. 1973).
71 Id. The court cited Mississippi, California, Kentucky, Illinois, Alabama, Connecticut,
and Montana as other states that had already abandoned the business purpose test. Id.; see
also Marston v. Minneapolis Clinic of Psychiatry & Neurology, 329 N.W.2d 306,311 (Minn.
1983) (en banc) (reaffirming Lange rule).
72 The Lange court's standard closely resembles the "arising out of and in the course of
employment" test that determines whether workers' compensation covers an employee's
personal injury. See generally Arthur K. Larson, The Law of Workmen's Compensation
§ 29.22 (1994) (summarizing the "course of employment" test in workers' compensation
cases). Most courts and commentators interpret workers' compensation coverage disputes
as issues of causation. See, e.g., Technical Tape Corp. v. Industrial Comm'n, 317 N.E.2d
515, 518 (Ill. 1974) ("The evidence showed that the claimant's intoxication was a result of
his cleaning the [glue] churn and that the injuries sustained in the collision had their origin
in the intoxication.").
73 See Ira S. Bushey & Sons v. United States, 398 F.2d 167 (2d Cir. 1968).
74 Id. at 171.
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"which may fairly be said to be characteristic of its activities," 7
including those resulting from the "proclivity of seamen to find sol76
ace for solitude by copious resort to the bottle while ashore.
Lane was returning to his ship in the drydock, and his inebriated
condition was far from unusual for sailors returning from shore
leave.77 Accordingly, the court concluded that Lane's intentionally
tortious conduct was both foreseeable and causally related to his
employer's enterprise. 78 Needless to say, Lane could not possibly
have thought, if indeed he was thinking at all, that his conduct furthered his employer's business purpose.
Still other courts reformulate the causation inquiry to focus on
the connection between job-created authority or access and the
employee's opportunity to commit a tort. In Mary M. v. City of
Los Angeles, 79 the California Supreme Court affirmed a jury verdict holding the city vicariously liable for a rape committed by an
on-duty police officer. A decisive factor supporting respondeat
superior liability was the "extraordinary power and authority" that
society confers on police officers.8 0 Repeatedly emphasizing the
exceptional scope of their authority, the court concluded that
"[w]hen police officers on duty misuse that formidable power to
commit sexual assaults, the public employer must be held accountable for their actions."'" In Lyon v. Carey,' the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit relied on a closely
analogous argument to uphold a jury verdict against the employer
of a deliveryman who raped and slashed a customer. The court
found it significant that the victim only admitted the deliveryman
after he showed her the delivery receipt for her merchandise,
which the court termed "a badge of employment. 8s3 Here the
Id.
Id. at 172.
77 The court asserted that the tendency of sailors to become drunk while ashore "has
been noted in opinions too numerous to warrant citation." Id.
78 Id. at 171-72.
79 814 P.2d 1341 (Cal. 1991).
s0 Id. at 1349. The court enumerated some of those powers: "Officers may detain
[suspects] at gunpoint, place them in handcuffs, remove them from their residences, order
them into police cars and, in some circumstances, may even use deadly force." Id. at 134950.
81 Id. at 1352.
82 533 F.2d 649 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
83 Id. at 651-52.
75
76
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deliveryman's job, like the police officer's authority, gave him
access to potential victims. In each of these cases, the court's holding rests essentially on the ground that there was a causal connection between the employment and plaintiff's injuries.
The use in agency law of foreseeability and causation arguments
has also influenced the law of employment discrimination. Courts
quite commonly rely on the argument that an employer should be
held liable for the natural and foreseeable consequences of delegating decisionmaking authority to its supervisory employees. 84 In
the oft-cited case Henson v. City of Dundee,85 the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit held that employers are strictly
liable for quid pro quo sexual harassment. As the court framed the
issue:
[T]he supervisor relies upon his apparent or actual authority to
extort sexual consideration from an employee. Therein lies the
quid pro quo. In that case the supervisor uses the means furnished
to him by the employer to accomplish the prohibited purpose. He
acts within the scope of his actual or apparent authority to "hire,
fire, discipline or promote." Because the supervisor is acting
within at least the apparent scope of the authority entrusted to him
by the employer when he makes employment decisions,8 his
con6
duct can fairly be imputed to the source of his authority.
This rationale for respondeat superior liability echoes the analogous reasoning of the California Supreme Court in Mary M. -an
employer should be liable for all of the foreseeable consequences
that follow from vesting employees with power or authority over
others. Although one might quibble that a police officer wields far
more power than a mere supervisor, the distinction is merely one
of degree. A supervisor's considerably more limited authority
"causes" the harm of discrimination just as surely as, in Mary M.,
the police officer's extraordinary power "caused" the rape.
84 These courts typically invoke Restatement (Second) of Agency § 219(2)(d) (1958) for
the proposition that employers should be liable when job-created authority aids an
employee in the commission of discrimination. See, e.g., Bouton v. BMW of N. Am., 29
F.3d 103, 106 (3d Cir. 1994); Hicks v. Gates Rubber Co., 833 F.2d 1406, 1418 (10th Cir.
1987); Sparks v. Pilot Freight Carriers, 830 F.2d 1554, 1559 (11th Cir. 1987).
85 682 F.2d 897 (11th Cir. 1982).
86 Id. at 910 (citations omitted) (quoting Miller v. Bank of Am., 600 F.2d 211, 213 (9th
Cir. 1979)).
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On its surface, this authority-based argument appears to explain
the distinctive treatment of hostile environment sexual harassment.
If job-created authority justifies respondeat superior liability, then
both quid pro quo harassment and discriminatory decisions should
result in strict vicarious liability because both obviously involve the
use of delegated authority to commit discriminatory acts. Indeed,
courts applying a notice liability standard to hostile environment
harassment often justify their decision not to impose strict
employer liability by explaining that harassing supervisors do not
rely on their authority to create a hostile environment. 87 Because
the employer's decision to delegate supervisory authority has no
causal connection to the hostile environment, respondeat superior
liability is allegedly inappropriate.
As a factual matter, however, nothing could be farther from the
truth. First, a supervisor is vested with the employer's authority
unless and until he can no longer exercise it. Fear of that authority
must often deter victims of hostile environment harassment from
objecting to their mistreatment.8 Supervisors also have wide discretion to control many aspects of the working environment of
those under their supervision. This control over intangible but
important amenities, coupled with the power to control how frequently he interacts with each subordinate, gives a supervisor more
leverage than the average coworker over employees' work environment.89 Supervisory authority increases both the opportunity
to harass others and the likelihood that the supervisor will get away
with it. The Henson authority rationale thus appears to require at

87 See, e.g., Bouton, 29 F.3d at 107 ("[I]n a hostile environment case, the harasser is not
explicitly raising the mantle of authority to cloak the plaintiff in an unwelcome
atmosphere. Employer liability should not be imputed under § 219(1) without use of
actual authority.").
ss See Estrich, supra note 8, at 855 ("[A supervisor's] threats carry weight and his insults
must be tolerated precisely because he is the supervisor, this is a workplace, and most
women need their jobs.").
89 See Meritor Say. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57,76-77 (1986) (Marshall, J., concurring).
The authority rationale would also appear to support a rule of strict liability for supervisory
racial harassment. A supervisor's control over the workplace both provides opportunities
to create a racially hostile environment and deters victims of racial harassment from
objecting.
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least a uniform rule of strict employer liability for discrimination
committed by supervisors.90
Even more damning, however, is the fact that the authority argument is little more than a causation argument dressed up in the
language of agency law. The employer creates supervisory authority that in turn causes harms. But if the argument depends solely
on causation, then it applies equally to coworker harassment.
Coworkers, no more or less than supervisors, are an essential part
of the productive process. Employers bring together a group of
coworkers as surely as they cause supervisors to have decisionmaking authority. The natural consequence of having a group of people working in close proximity to one another is that some of them
will engage in antisocial behavior such as sexual and racial harassment.91 Why, then, should courts distinguish the creation of decisionmaking authority that may be abused from the creation of a
social organization in which some members will be abused by
others? An appeal to concepts of causation cannot distinguish
these harms, 92 and foreseeability does no better.93 We are left,
90 See Phillips, supra note 8, at 1243-44; see also Meritor, 477 U.S. at 75-77 (Marshall, J.,
concurring) (arguing against an exception to the general rule of strict vicarious liability in
cases of supervisory hostile work environment harassment).
91Some courts have recognized this point in the context of vicarious liability for
employee assaults:
"Men do not discard their personal qualities when they go to work. Into the job
they carry their intelligence, skill, habits of care and rectitude. Just as inevitably
they take along also their tendencies to carelessness and camaraderie, as well as
emotional make-up. In bringing men together, work brings these qualities together,
causes frictions between them, creates occasions for lapses into carelessness, and for
fun-making and emotional flare-up.... These expressions of human nature are
incidents inseparable from working together. They involve risks of injury and these
risks are inherent in the working environment."
Ira S. Bushey & Sons v. United States, 398 F.2d 167, 171 (2d Cir. 1968) (alteration in
original) (quoting Hartford Accident & Indem. Co. v. Cardillo, 112 F.2d 11, 15 (D.C. Cir.),
cert. denied, 310 U.S. 649 (1940)).
92 Another form of the authority argument might emphasize the fact that the employer
derives a significant benefit from being able to delegate decisionmaking authority.
Because the employer equally derives benefits from the ability to organize production in a
way that requires social interaction among workers, such a benefit theory of liability also
cannot distinguish coworker harassment.
93 Insofar as it is foreseeable that some supervisors will abuse their authority and engage
in sexual harassment, it is equally foreseeable that some coworkers will take advantage of
their proximity to other workers to engage in harassing conduct.
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then, with an argument that plainly supports strict vicarious liability for all forms of discrimination.
Thus, neither foreseeability nor causation offers a more compelling reason than the motive-based business purpose test to distinguish among the various types of discrimination or between
supervisor and coworker discrimination. We will thus have to look
elsewhere to explain the pattern of employer liability rules. The
next Section considers the leading common-law alternative to
respondeat superior liability.
B. Negligent Hiring, Supervision, or Retention
Plaintiffs sometimes fail in their attempt to bring an employee's
conduct within the scope of employment and therefore also fail to
subject the employer to strict vicarious liability for that conduct.
Under the theory of negligent hiring, supervision, or retention, an
employer can be held liable even for intentionally tortious acts
committed outside the scope of employment. 94 Although the theory is often called "direct" or "employer negligence" liability, it is,
in application, really a species of respondeat superior for managerial negligence. It imposes on managers a duty to take reasonable
precautions to prevent subordinate employees from causing harm
outside the scope of their employment. A breach of that duty, just
like the negligent janitor's breach of his duty to take reasonable
safety precautions, is negligence for which a manager's employer is
responsible. In the latter case, as in the former, the corporate
employer is liable regardless of whether it has taken all reasonable
precautions in hiring, training, and supervising its managerial
94 See Restatement (Second) of Agency § 213 (1958) (providing that a principal is liable
for negligence or recklessness in "the employment of improper persons or
instrumentalities in work involving risk of harm to others" and for "permitting, or failing to
prevent, negligent or other tortious conduct by persons, whether or not his servants or
agents, upon premises or with instrumentalities under his control"). The Restatement
carefully distinguishes this liability, asserting that it is based on tort principles rather than
"upon any rule of the law of principal and agent or of master and servant." Id. § 213 cmt.
a. Such a distinction, however, only applies when the principal himself is negligent. The
much more common case involves negligence by a supervisory employee that is then
imputed to his employer. See, e.g., Long v. Turner, 871 S.W.2d 220, 222-25 (Tex. Ct. App.
1993) (holding employer liable for injuries to employee when supervisor negligently left
loaded gun in car and instructed employee to clean out the car). The negligence itself is
properly understood as an application of tort law, but the imputation of liability depends
on the agency principle of respondeat superior.
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employees. Thus, the movement to a negligence theory of
employer liability imposes no more or less than a requirement that
the plaintiff prove negligence on the part of a managerial employee
acting within the scope of his or her employment.
Based as it is on negligence, this theory requires the employer,
through its managerial employee, to have failed in some respect to
take due care to prevent tortious conduct. There are two common
factual situations. First, plaintiffs sometimes allege that the
employer should have screened applicants more carefully for positions, such as a telephone repairer or delivery person, that create a
special risk of harm to others. 95 Second, plaintiffs often try to
prove that the employer failed to respond to actual or constructive
knowledge of facts, such as a history of violence towards customers, which should have indicated that the employee himself posed a
special threat.96
The second, and larger, category of claims involves a rulenotice liability-that should be familiar from my review of the law
of employer liability for hostile environment harassment. Employers that learn of a tendency towards violence, like those that
receive notice of harassing conduct, must respond with appropriate
precautions against further harm. There is thus ample precedent
for imposing a duty on employers to react to information about
prospective injuries. The existence of that alternative legal theory,
however, cannot explain the distinctive treatment of hostile environment harassment. As I have observed, the negligence theory
simply supplements the doctrine of respondeat superior-it offers
victims a second bite at the vicarious liability apple. Even if they
are unsuccessful in arguing that the tort was committed within the
95 See, e.g., McLean v. Kirby Co., 490 N.W.2d 229,238-39 (N.D. 1992) (holding that the
job of door-to-door salesman presents foreseeable risks of harm to third parties for which
Nan employer is required to take precautions); D.R.R. v. English Enters., 356 N.W.2d 580
(Iowa Ct. App. 1984) (finding a cause of action against an employer who failed to check
the criminal record of cable television installer where installer is provided with master
key).
96 See, e.g., Bryant v. Livigni, 619 N.E.2d 550, 558-59 (Ill. App. Ct. 1993) (holding that
employer had notice of supervisor's violence where supervisor had thrown milk crate at
coworker and had assaulted his son at home), appeal denied, 631 N.E.2d 705 (Ill. 1994). Of
course, plaintiffs may also allege that an employer failed to take the reasonable precautions
required to select employees for ordinary employment. Virtually all of these negligence
cases, however, involve either a special risk of harm or actual or constructive notice of a
specific threat.
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scope of employment, they may still be able to identify a managerial failure that permitted the tort to occur. 97 Negligent hiring,
supervision, or retention cases are those that have failed the scope
of employment test. It is thus the scope of employment test that
determines whether an employer's liability is strict or based on
notice. Similarly, if hostile environment or coworker claims are
what is left over after the application of plaintiffs' preferred strict
vicarious liability theory, then it is the doctrine controlling the use
of strict liability that must explain when plaintiffs will need to
resort to the notice alternative.
C. An Economic Perspective on Vicarious Liability
Formal agency doctrines and the commonly invoked policy arguments offered in support of those doctrines seem incapable of
explaining the existing pattern of employer liability rules. As this
Section demonstrates, the dominant economic theory of vicarious
liability rests on a principle of causation that supports strict vicarious liability for all discriminatory acts. An alternative economic
perspective, however, shows that empirical uncertainty about the
effects of strict liability can explain why courts might adopt a variety of legal approaches to the issue of vicarious liability. This Section explores whether the empirical characteristics of hostile
environment harassment might explain its distinctive legal treatment. The Section concludes, however, that a formal rather than a
functional distinction explains existing legal rules. Courts use a
notice standard for hostile environment harassment and strict liability for all other types of discrimination because hostile environment harassment alone has no direct connection to employment
decisions and the employer-created authority to make those
decisions.
Enterprise Causation
The concept of enterprise liability has led courts and commentators to abandon the business purpose test and to expand vicarious
1.

97 Pleading practice confirms this theoretical observation. Plaintiffs routinely plead
vicarious liability cases by maintaining that the tort was in the scope of employment or, in
the alternative, that the employer failed to take reasonable care in hiring, training,
supervising, or retaining the wrong-doing employee. See, e.g., id. at 553 (pleading both
respondeat superior and negligent retention claim).
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responsibility for tortious acts.98 In its most rudimentary form, this
argument simply demands that the law impose on each employer
all costs that are attributable to its enterprise. More careful analysts offer several distinct reasons for pursuing a policy of cost
internalization. First, liability for harms creates an incentive to
invest to prevent those harms. Employers may therefore be
induced to screen their employees more carefully, to train and
supervise them closely, and to discharge any employee who seems
likely to cause harms for which the employer will be liable. Second, liability compensates victims for the consequences of tortious
acts, and employers may be able to spread the cost of this compensation, a form of insurance, among many individuals by including it
in the price of their products and services. Third, liability influences the scale of the employer's enterprise. As more costs are
internalized, the employer's cost of doing business increases.
Higher costs imply higher prices, and higher prices mean less
demand for the product or service. The employer's activity level
will thus vary inversely with the extent to which costs are
internalized.
This basic economic model of deterrence, insurance, and activity
levels must also incorporate the unique aspects of vicarious liability. Alan Sykes develops the economic analysis of vicarious liability using a concept he calls "enterprise causation." 99 According to
Sykes, "[a]n enterprise 'fully causes' the wrong of an employee if
the dissolution of the enterprise and subsequent unemployment of
the employee would reduce the probability of the wrong to
zero." 00 Sykes recognizes that the decision whether to impose
respondeat superior liability for intentional torts is essentially a
question of whether to apply strict vicarious liability or vicarious
liability based on negligence.' 0 ' He argues that strict liability is
likely to be efficient when two conditions hold. First, the tort must
be causally related to the employer's enterprise. The closer the
causal nexus between the employment and the tort, the stronger
98 See supra note 69 and accompanying text.
99 See Sykes, supra note 8, at 571-73.
100 Id. at 572. In addition, "[ain enterprise 'partially causes' the wrong of an employee if
the dissolution of the enterprise and subsequent unemployment of the employee would
reduce the probability of the wrong but not eliminate it." Id.
101 Id. at 577-78.
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the case for strict vicarious liability.102 Second, the imposition of
liability on the employer must not decrease the employee's incentives to avoid tortious conduct. 10 3 The essence of Sykes' analysis is
thus a consideration of enterprise causation qualified by the need
to preserve employee incentives to avoid harm.
Sykes maintains that his theory of vicarious liability supports a
distinction between the conduct of supervisors and the conduct of
coworkers. 4 He argues that managerial conduct is fully caused by
the employer's enterprise whereas coworker harassment is not
causally related to the employment. Because coworkers cannot
rely on any authority unique to their job, and because they are
likely to engage in a similar amount of harassment if unemployed,
the causal link to the employer's enterprise is too attenuated to
justify strict vicarious liability. Sykes would therefore apply strict
liability to harassment by supervisors while requiring proof of
employer negligence to find liability for coworker harassment. 05
This economic theory cannot support such a doctrinal distinction. Sykes errs first as a matter of statutory construction. The
harm that Title VII defines is employment discrimination. Hostile
environment harassment is illegal because it alters the conditions
10 6
of employment for some workers on the basis of race or sex.
However reprehensible, and perhaps even tortious, it may be to
engage in harassment outside the workplace, Title VII singles out
workplace harassment for special attention. If harassment at work
is a harm sufficiently distinctive to warrant special legislative attention, then the possibility that coworkers might engage in otherwise
identical harassment outside the workplace does not sever the
causal link between the employer's enterprise and the special harm
of workplace harassment. In Sykes' terms, the harm of employment discrimination is fully caused by the employer's enterprise.
Id. at 581, 588.
Id. at 588. Vicarious liability dilutes employee incentives to avoid harm to the extent
that employees are less likely to face personal liability either by direct suit or in an
indemnity action brought by the employer and that the employer is.unable to impose direct
and effective sanctions to punish employee misconduct.
104 Id. at 606-08.
102
103

105 Id.
106

See Meritor Say. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 67 (1986).
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Supposing for the sake of argument that workplace harassment
is not a harm distinctive from ordinary harassment, it also seems
likely that employment, as opposed to unemployment, 10 7 gives
even coworkers additional opportunities to engage in harassment.
Unemployed workers may be able to seek out and abuse women
and minorities in the course of their daily activities. The victim,
however, will not have any obligation to stay around and listen.
Moreover, it may be more difficult to harass strangers than to harass one's coworkers. A would-be harasser has substantially less
information about strangers than about coworkers. It is thus more
difficult to base harassing comments on personal details of their
lives. In addition, the harasser cannot know whether the victim, or
unknown friends or relatives, might react violently to the harassment. In marked contrast, potential victims in the workplace may
be at least casual acquaintances before the harassing conduct
begins. In addition, the work environment isolates individuals
from their ordinary defenses of friends and relatives and constrains
the range of socially permissible reactions to offensive conduct.
One who becomes enraged and assaults a harasser may very well
lose his or her job as a result. Outside the workplace, however, the
risk of such assaults may be far greater because there are fewer
constraints on the victim of unwelcome conduct.
I have shown that Title VII identifies employment discrimination
as a unique harm-by its very definition causally related to the
employer's enterprise. Moreover, as a factual matter, employment
may increase substantially the probability that harassment will
occur. Sykes' economic theory of enterprise causation, like the
related legal causation theory,10 8 thus supports strict vicarious liability for all discriminatory acts. Neither theory can explain or justify the prevailing pattern of strict and notice liability that governs
employers' liability for discrimination. The next Section considers
the possibility that there is no sufficiently compelling justification
for choosing one rule over another. If so, purely formal considerations or even historical accident may explain the existing pattern.
107 Recall that Sykes' enterprise causation theory depends on comparing the probability
that an employee will commit harm in the employed state to the hypothetical probability
that he will commit the identical harm in the unemployed state. See supra note 100 and
accompanying text.
10S See supra Part II.A.2.
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2. Variety and Uniformity in the Law of Vicarious Liability
The business purpose test, though semantically indeterminate, is
ordinarily applied to limit employers' vicarious liability for intentional torts. Such an approach supports strict liability for a small
subset of discriminatory acts and leaves most discrimination subject to a negligence theory. In contrast, the theory of legal causation, and its cognate economic theory of enterprise causation,
ultimately support across-the-board strict liability for all forms of
employment discrimination. The current common law of vicarious
liability might best be described as an uneasy truce between these
two competing theories. Some jurisdictions retain important elements of the older business purpose test. 10 9 Others have boldly
embraced the theory of enterprise causation." 0 The present trend
is toward more expansive interpretations of the scope of employment. This movement, however, is not without historical precedent. In some early formulations of the doctrine of vicarious
responsibility, slaveowners and masters were strictly liable for
harms caused by their slaves and servants."' Indeed, John Wigmore describes a generally cyclical fluctuation between more and
less expansive readings of the employer's responsibility for wrongs

109 See Andrews v. United States, 732 F.2d 366, 370 (4th Cir. 1984) (holding that a
hospital is not liable for therapist inducing patient to have sex because such actions are not
in the furtherance of the employer's interest); Roberts v. Benoit, 605 So. 2d 1032, 1040 (La.
1991) (holding that vicarious liability is imposed by statute when employees commit
tortious acts "in the exercise of the functions in which they are employed").
110 According to Fruit v. Schreiner, 502 P.2d 133 (Alaska 1972):
"Scope of employment" as a test for application of respondeat superior would be
insufficient if it failed to encompass the duty of every enterprise to the social
community which gives it life and contributes to its prosperity. . . . The basis of
respondeatsuperiorhas been correctly stated as "the desire to include in the costs of
operation inevitable losses to third persons incident to carrying on an enterprise, and
thus distribute the burden among those benefitted by the enterprise."
Id. at 140-41 (quoting Smith, supra note 50, at 718); see also Doe v. Samaritan Counseling
Ctr., 791 P.2d 344 (Alaska 1990) (holding that employer can be liable for counselor's sexual relations with former patient).
111 See John H. Wigmore, Responsibility for Tortious Acts: Its History, 7 Harv. L. Rev.
315, 383 (1894).
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committed by employees. 112 The extent of vicarious responsibility
thus varies considerably across both time and jurisdictions."
Saul Levmore has suggested that patterns of variety in the law
may be a signal that legal rules do not matter"14 or, more germane
to the present discussion, that "their behavioral effects are so
uncertain ... that reasonable people may easily disagree about
their relative superiority.""' 5 This latter explanation for variety is
consistent with the observed pattern of common-law rules for
intentional torts. We have already seen that deciding whether a
tort was committed within the scope of employment is, in functional terms, a decision whether the employer will be strictly liable
for the tort or liable only for managerial negligence in failing to
prevent that tort. According to the conventional economic analysis, the choice between strict liability and negligence ordinarily
does not affect precautions." 6 In this sense at least, the rule does
not matter. Moreover, the second-order effects of the two rules are
extremely uncertain. Litigation costs might be lower under the
simpler strict liability standard. On the other hand, these costs
might be higher due to the larger number of cases brought under
that standard. Similarly, employer activity levels might be closer to
the social optimum because strict liability internalizes more of the
costs of the enterprise." 7 Or their activity levels may be too low
because employers seldom internalize all of the social benefits of
112 Id. at 316.
113There is also evidence of variation in ancient legal rules of vicarious liability. See

Saul Levmore, Rethinking Comparative Law: Variety and Uniformity in Ancient and
Modem Tort Law, 61 Tbl. L. Rev. 235, 287 n.161 (1986).

114 Levmore predicts that variety will be common when the rule does not matter in a
behavioral sense, that is, when whatever the rule, parties will still be able to achieve an
efficient allocation of resources. Id. at 239 ("In short, we can look for uniformity when the
rules matter in a direct behavioral way, and variety among rules when they do not
matter."); cf. R.H. Coase, The Problem of Social Cost, 3 J.L. & Econ. 1, 15-19 (1960)

(demonstrating the importance of transaction costs in impeding parties' attempts to
bargain around inefficient legal rules). The choice of rules, however, may have significant

distributional consequences, and because societies' distributional preferences are quite
different, different societies will often choose different rules. Rules will tend to be uniform
when deviating from the norm has significant efficiency consequences for a society. See

Levmore, supra note 113, at 237.
115 Levmore, supra note 113, at 243.
116 See, e.g., Shavell, supra note 53 (comparing incentives to take precautions under
strict liability and negligence rules).

117 See Sykes, supra note 8, at 569-70.
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providing employment, and many of the social costs of alternative
activities are imperfectly internalized."" Given these profound
uncertainties about the relative merits of strict liability and negligence, the diversity in vicarious liability rules is not surprising. 119
The theory of variety and uniformity may also be a plausible
explanation for the pattern of employer liability rules under Title
VII. Ordinarily offered as an explanation for jurisdictional or historical variation, 20 the theory could also explain variety across different branches of one substantive area of law. Courts may have
made their best guess about the likely effects of alternative rules
and concluded that different rules will be somewhat better for different branches of employment discrimination law. Thus, strict liability is marginally better for discriminatory decisions and quid pro
quo harassment whereas notice liability has subtle advantages for
hostile environment harassment.' 2 ' Although this is a plausible
account of how such a pattern might arise, it would be far more
convincing if a theory could explain how these comparative advantages are consistent with the historical development of the legal
standards.
118For example, the costs of unemployment are borne in large part by society as a
whole.
119 The uniformity side of Levmore's thesis is also consistent with agency rules. All
jurisdictions impose liability for an agent's negligence. See, e.g., J. v. Victory Tabernacle
Baptist Church, 372 S.E.2d 391 (Va. 1988) (rejecting expansive interpretation of scope of
employment but embracing negligence theory holding church liable for sexual assault by
pastor on parishioner). Because modern corporate employers act only through their
agents, any contrary rule would amount to an immunity for negligent conduct. Employers
would have strong incentives to hire judgment-proof agents to conduct their business. See
Sykes, supra note 8, at 568 (noting that the absence of vicarious liability "may motivate
employers to seek out insolvent employees to bear the risk of dangerous activities").
These agents could commit torts with impunity, and employers would thereby externalize
many of the costs of their enterprises. As Levmore suggests, no legal system can be
expected to survive long that does not impose some form of sanction designed to
discourage negligent conduct. See Levmore, supra note 113, at 237, 243-45.
120 See, e.g., Levmore, supra note 113 (jurisdictional and historical variation); Saul
Levmore, Variety and Uniformity in the Treatment of the Good-Faith Purchaser, 16 J.
Legal Stud. 43 (1987) (jurisdictional variation).
121 It is safe to ignore the holding in Vance v. Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co., 863 F.2d
1503 (11th Cir. 1989), that employers are strictly liable for supervisors' racial harassment.
See supra note 26. The remaining rules consistently distinguish cases on the basis of the
type of discrimination, singling out hostile environment harassment for the more lenient
notice liability rule.
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An empirical presumption of notice could provide the missing
link. Early Title VII cases were about formal policies and overt
practices that plaintiffs challenged as discriminatory. 122 Courts
rightly presumed that employers, through their top managers, were
fully aware of these policies and of their effect on the employment
opportunities of minorities and women. Either a notice rule or
strict vicarious liability would produce exactly the same outcome in
these circumstances. Because the rule does not matter, it makes
sense to choose the one that makes litigation cheaper. Strict liability eliminates the issue of whether the employer had notice of the
discriminatory conduct and therefore reduces litigation costs for
both parties. So long as the presumption of notice is justified, a
rule of strict liability is clearly preferable to a notice regime.
As individual claims of discriminatory discharge, and then later
harassment claims, became important parts of the Title VII docket,
courts were forced to confront a more subtle choice between rules
for employer liability. In cases involving discriminatory decisions,
courts were aware that the employer was defending the decision in
court. Because the filing of a charge with the EEOC triggers
notice to the employer of possible discrimination and an opportunity for informal conciliation efforts,123 the employer's litigation
position could be interpreted as a ratification of the challenged
decision. Quid pro quo claims also require a tangible job detriment. The employer's apparent refusal to make good the plaintiff's loss again might appear to ratify the original decision to
impose that detriment. Accordingly, the presumption of notice,
122 A particularly important example of this tendency in early Title VII litigation is the
line of cases holding employers liable for perpetuating the present effects of past
discrimination. See, e.g., Quarles v. Philip Morris, Inc., 279 F. Supp. 505 (E.D. Va. 1968)
(holding employer liable for departmental seniority system that perpetuated segregated
employment pattern); United Papermakers & Paperworkers v. United States, 416 F.2d 980,
987-88 (5th Cir. 1969) (same), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 919 (1970). The Supreme Court
ultimately rejected the present effects of past discrimination theory in International Bhd.
of Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324 (1977); see also 3 Larson & Larson, supra note
20, § 66.11 (describing "change from overt to subtle discrimination"). See generally John J.
Donohue, III & Peter Siegelman, The Changing Nature of Employment Discrimination
Litigation, 43 Stan. L. Rev. 983 (1991) (describing the decline of class action lawsuits
seeking structural changes in the workplace and the comparative increase in individual
discriminatory discharge claims).
123 See 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(e)(1) (Supp. V 1993) (stating that EEOC must notify
employer of charge within 10 days of filing).
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and consequently a rule of strict liability, extends more or less naturally to individual discriminatory decisions and quid pro quo
harassment.
Hostile environment claims most clearly challenge the validity of
this presumption. Faced with a charge of hostile environment harassment, all an employer can do is try to stop the harassment and
make a settlement offer to the charging party.124 If the victim proceeds to litigate her claim, a court can presume nothing about
whether the employer found the claim credible and took appropriate remedial action. Defending the claim only shows that the
employer was unwilling to accept the plaintiff's terms for settlement, if any were offered, or that the plaintiff rejected the
employer's settlement offer. 25 Indeed an employer has every
incentive to offer evidence that as soon as it learned of the hostile
environment it took prompt and effective remedial measures. The
employer's defense thus no longer creates the appearance of ratifying the allegedly discriminatory conduct. Courts may have
responded to this uncertainty by adopting a notice liability rule for
hostile environment claims. 2 6
124 Prior to the 1991 amendments to Title VII, plaintiffs in hostile environment cases
could seek only injunctive relief and attorney's fees. The doctrine of constructive discharge
permitted some plaintiffs to seek back pay. Because it lacked provisions for compensatory
or punitive damages, however, the statute provided no remedy for the injury of the
harassment itself. It is also possible that this remedial limitation convinced courts that
hostile environment harassment was less worthy of judicial concern. Without suggesting
this connection to the remedial provisions of Title VII, Susan Estrich speculates that courts
impose notice liability for hostile environment harassment because they see it as less
serious. See Estrich, supra note 8, at 856.
125 The employer may have found the claim credible and taken all appropriate
corrective measures. Alternatively, the employer may believe that the conduct never
occurred and seek to avoid liability for what it views as a false claim. In the first case,
notice liability would excuse the employer from any responsibility, and in the second, the
employer could be held liable under a notice standard if it has failed to respond to what the
court ultimately determines was a credible claim of harassment. In contrast, a rule of strict
vicarious liability would hold the employer liable in both cases. Because the presumption
of notice is no longer justified, the notice liability rule reflects the court's underlying
conviction that employers should be liable only for negligence in failing to prevent
intentionally wrongful employee conduct.
126 In a subsequent Subsection I develop an alternative model of the notice
presumption. Notice may depend on awareness of either inherently discriminatory acts or
discriminatory motives for ostensibly nondiscriminatory acts. Notice in these
circumstances depends on agents' incentives to conceal their actions and motives and an
inquiry into whether employers or victims are more likely to have access to the relevant
information at the lowest cost. See infra Part IV.A.2.
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This analysis of notice presumptions may provide an empirical
explanation for the existing pattern of employer liability rules.
However, an alternative theory based exclusively on the formal
distinction between employment decisions and other conduct
affecting the work environment comes even closer to capturing the
rationale of these decisions. It is not a decisive point against the
notice presumption theory, but courts have never sought to justify
employer liability distinctions in terms of notice or lack of notice.
Instead, they have emphasized repeatedly the difference between
abusing the authority to make employment decisions and simply
abusing those with whom one works. 127 It is thus considerably
more likely that employer liability decisions depend on the concept
of delegated authority. In the Parts that follow, I explore whether
notice liability has any functional connection to delegated authority to make employment decisions. I also examine other functional
explanations for notice liability and consider whether they might
yield a more coherent doctrine of vicarious liability for employment discrimination.
III. NOTICE LIABILITY AND INFORMATION
As I have shown, agency doctrines provide equivocal guidance to
courts on the issue of employer liability. A plausible reading of
those doctrines can support either strict vicarious liability or notice
liability for most forms of employment discrimination. This Part
explores more systematically the role of notice requirements in liability regimes. It explains the relationship between notice liability
and incentives to invest in information and considers how the argument for notice liability varies according to the type of information
at issue.
A.

The Nature and Function of Notice Liability

First and foremost, notice liability involves information. Consider again the rule governing employer liability for hostile envi127 Courts have also relied somewhat loosely on notions of enterprise causation to justify
their employer liability rules. Perhaps they have an intuition that, contrary to Sykes'
belief, it is only discriminatory employment decisions that are caused by the enterprise. As
the earlier discussion of that theory has shown, the concept of causation cannot provide a
principled basis for distinguishing between employment decisions and conduct creating a

hostile work environment. See supra Part II.A.2, C.1.
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ronment sexual harassment. An employer escapes vicarious
liability for the harassing conduct of its employees so long as it has
no prior notice of the objectionable behavior. 128 The relevant
information for this notice rule is thus the existence of harassment.
An employer may obtain that information directly from the
employee, as when a victim of harassment files an internal complaint, or it may have constructive notice of harassment that takes
place so openly and frequently that the employer would be
expected to have observed the conduct. 2 9 The employer's liability
thus depends on whether it knew or should have known of the fact
of harassment. 3 °
In general terms, notice liability is a legal standard that makes
liability depend on whether the defendant possesses certain information. With that information, the defendant has a duty to protect
the victim against harm. Without it, a notice rule imposes no duty
128 See supra note 23.

129 For one view of what constitutes notice of harassment, see EEOC: Policy Guidance
on Sexual Harassment, 8 Fair Emp. Prac. Man. (BNA) 405:6681,6695-97 (Mar. 19, 1990). I
postpone until Part IV.B.2 an inquiry into the proper standard by which to determine when
and how an employer receives such notice. For example, it is not immediately obvious as a
matter of principle or doctrine to whom notice must be given. The "employer" will most
often be a corporate "person" thus requiring courts to decide which human agents of that
corporation may receive notice on behalf of the employer.
130 A notice liability standard may be expressed in a variety of linguistic forms. The
most obvious formulation conditions liability on actual or constructive notice of relevant
facts. Carroll Air Sys. v. Greenbaum, 629 So. 2d 914, 917 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1993)
(holding that employer had actual or constructive notice that employee was intoxicated
when he left company gathering and thus was liable for fatal injuries from a subsequent car
accident). Alternatively, courts often observe that a defendant knew or should have
known those facts. Destefano v. Grabrian, 763 P.2d 275, 288 (Colo. 1988) (holding church
diocese liable for priest's misconduct if it knew or should have known that priest had a
propensity to seduce parishioners who sought counseling from him). In tort cases, courts
sometimes inquire whether "a person of reasonable intelligence or of the superior
intelligence of the actor would infer that the fact in question exists, or that such person
would govern his conduct upon the assumption that such fact exists." Restatement
(Second) of Torts § 12(1) (1965). Finally, an approach often adopted in products liability
cases and in workplace safety and health regulation asks whether a particular hazard was
recognized in the relevant industry. Occupational Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S.C.
§ 654(a)(1) (1988) (imposing liability for failure to protect employees against "recognized
hazards"); National Realty & Constr. Co. v. Occupational Safety & Health Rev. Comm'n,
489 F.2d 1257, 1265 n.32 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (explaining meaning of "recognized hazard");
Restatement (Second) of Torts § 290 cmt. e ("In general, the actor is required to know
everything with respect to the risk of harm which is a matter of common knowledge in the
community in which his conduct occurs.").
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(or a lesser duty) on the defendant. Notice liability is thus a type of
information-contingent liability. It has three basic elements: (1) a
prenotice standard of care, (2) specification of what constitutes
notice, and (3) a postnotice standard of care. Under what I will call
simple notice liability, an employer has no prenotice duty to invest
in information. The doctrine of constructive notice, however, provides that an employer will be treated as though it had actual
notice whenever it casually acquires information from which it can
deduce the relevant facts.131 In contrast to a simple notice rule,
conditionalnotice liability requires an employer to conform its conduct to a prenotice standard of care. In order to take advantage of
the notice requirement, the employer must make specified investments or a specified level of investment in information. Finally, to
avoid liability entirely under either a simple or conditional notice
standard, the employer must respond to notice in a manner consistent with the applicable postnotice standard of care.
The notice rule for hostile environment harassment illustrates
each of these elements. In order to avail itself of the notice
requirement, an employer must make available a procedure calculated to enable harassment victims to make timely complaints

131 The judicial treatment of constructive notice sometimes deviates from this
interpretation. Some courts hold that a defendant that failed to make reasonable
investments in information had constructive notice. See, e.g., Bridgman v. Safeway Stores,
348 P.2d 696, 698 (Cal. 1960) (holding that the failure of store owner to conduct regular
inspections creates factual issue concerning notice); Bell v. Sewerage & Water Bd., 235 So.
2d 164, 165 (La. Ct. App. 1970) (finding constructive notice when "the defect.., had
existed for such a period of time it would have been discovered and repaired if [defendant]
had exercised reasonable care"); Joseph A. Page, The Law of Premises Liability 162 (2d
ed. 1988) (stating that constructive knowledge exists when a dangerous condition has
existed long enough that the defendant should have inspected the area and discovered the
danger). Although this usage is doctrinally coherent-liability is based on something other
than actual notice-it conflates two analytically distinct functions of the rule. A
requirement to invest actively in information is quite different from a duty to draw
reasonable inferences from passively acquired information. See, e.g., Kline v. 1500
Massachusetts Avenue Apartment Corp., 439 F.2d 477 (D.C. Cir. 1970) (discussing
landlord's knowledge of security problems); Johnston v. Harris, 198 N.W.2d 409 (Mich.
1972) (same); Trentacost v. Brussel, 412 A.2d 436 (N.J. 1980) (same). I use the term
constructive notice to isolate the latter requirement, along with its corollary that an
employer may not take active steps to avoid discovering information. The concept of
conditional notice liability and a prenotice standard of care captures the other aspect of
constructive notice doctrine.
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within the company. 132 An employer may then avoid liability
unless it has notice of the harassment. Once it has received actual
or constructive notice of harassing conduct, however, the employer
must take immediate and appropriate steps to ensure that the harassment does not continue. Harassment law thus determines how
much an employer must do to trigger the notice requirement, what
constitutes notice, and, finally, how an employer must respond to
notice. A failure to conform to either the prenotice or postnotice
standard of care can trigger vicarious employer liability.
The primary function of notice rules is to control incentives to
invest in information. 133 Information-contingent liability excuses a
defendant from responsibility for harm when she lacks certain
information. The absence of liability eliminates an incentive that
would otherwise exist to invest in the relevant information. But if
a defendant will be held liable for all harms regardless of whether
she possesses the information-a rule of strict liability-then she
will consider whether investing in that information might allow her
to prevent some of those harms and thus reduce her expected liability costs.
The influence of notice liability is most obvious when an actor
must choose between taking the precaution of gathering additional
information or simply engaging in an activity without further investigation. For example, a driver at a railroad grade crossing could
stop his car, look and listen for a train, and proceed only if the
track appears clear after this careful investigation. Or he could
glance left and right as he speeds across the track. 34 Similarly, a
132 Meritor Say. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 73 (1986) (holding company procedure
inadequate because complaint must be made to harassing supervisor); EEOC Proposed
Guidelines on Harassment Based on Race, Color, Religion, Gender, National Origin, Age,
or Disability, 58 Fed. Reg. 51,266, 51,269 (1993) (to be codified at 29 C.F.R. § 1609)
(proposed Oct. 1, 1993) ("An employer should provide an effective complaint procedure
by which employees can make their complaints known to appropriate officials who are in a
position to act on them.").
133 An employer may either produce the information itself or pay to acquire the
information from someone else who has already produced it. For ease of exposition, I will
often refer to both producing and acquiring information as "investing" in information.
However, think not of stock brokers and futures traders but rather of personnel policies,
employee screening, and workplace monitoring.
134 Despite Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.'s celebrated views to the contrary in Baltimore
& O.R.R. v. Goodman, 275 U.S. 66, 69-70 (1927), the failure to conduct such an
investigation is not negligent. Pokora v. Wabash Ry., 292 U.S. 98 (1934). Proceeding
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landlord could make daily safety inspections of her buildings to discover broken locks, loose carpet, and burned out lights. Or she
could make only infrequent inspections and wait for residents to
call her with specific complaints. Under a notice rule, lack of
knowledge about an approaching train or a dangerous building
condition would excuse the uninformed party from responsibility
for the resulting harms. If, however, ignorance of the relevant
information is no excuse, as under a rule of strict liability, the landlord will consider whether more frequent inspections will allow her
to avoid an expected liability greater than the cost of acquiring that
information. The driver likewise will choose his precautions at railroad grade crossings with the knowledge that he will bear whatever
losses his lack of care creates.
This analysis suggests a relationship between notice requirements and negligence principles. Suppose, for example, that a thief
enters the landlord's building through a door with a broken lock
and assaults a resident in the darkened hallway outside his apartment. Under negligence law, the landlord's failure to conduct daily
inspections may not be a breach of the applicable duty of care, and
her resulting lack of knowledge would thus excuse her failure to
correct the dangerous conditions. 135 If a resident had complained
of security problems prior to the assault, however, or if the landlord happened to learn of the problems inadvertently, actual notice
of the conditions might impose on her a duty to take prompt corrective action. 136 The landlord might also be held liable if the dangerous conditions were sufficiently obvious that a reasonable
program of inspections should have discovered them.

across the tracks immediately in front of an oncoming train, however, probably is. See
Weil v. Southern Pac. Transp. Co., 478 So. 2d 697, 701 (La. Ct. App. 1985).
135 The formal legal basis of such suits is negligence in failing to protect someone with
whom the landlord has a special relationship from the tortious acts of a third party. See,
e.g., Kline v. 1500 Massachusetts Avenue Apartment Corp., 439 F.2d 477, 481 (D.C. Cir.
1970); Davidson v. City of Westminster, 649 P.2d 894, 897-99 (Cal. 1982); Keeton et al.,
supra note 43, § 56, at 383. But see Spitzak v. Hylands, Ltd., 500 N.W.2d 154, 157 (Minn.
Ct. App. 1993) (denying existence of special relationship that would impose a duty on
landlord to protect tenant from criminal acts of third parties).
136 Paterson v. Deeb, 472 So. 2d 1210, 1220 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1985) (plaintiff
established cause of action for negligence where landlord had notice of inadequate locks
and of prior incidents of criminal attacks).
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Notice rules, like negligence, protect from liability those uninformed parties who have met their applicable standard of care.
The economic analysis of accident law provides a rigorous theoretical model by which to determine the economically efficient standard of care. In the context of information, the fundamental
problem is to determine what resources should be devoted to producing or acquiring information. Thus, for example, the law is concerned with adjusting the landlord's incentives to investigate. The
economic approach to these questions of resource allocation asks
whether the social cost of a particular investment in information
will exceed the social costs of accidents.
If we model investments in information in the same way that the
economic analysis of accident law models ordinary precautions, an
economically efficient notice standard imposes a duty to undertake
all cost-justified efforts to produce or acquire information. 137 Costjustified investments in information reduce expected losses (net of
the cost of any additional precautions required) by more than the
total cost of that information. 3 8 Relevant information influences
employers' estimates of the probability or severity of injuries or
their knowledge of available precautions. Once employers become
aware of formerly unknown risks or opportunities to avoid risk,
they are able to take more effective and appropriate precautions.
137 At the core of the economic theory of negligence is the concept of a cost justified
precaution. A particular precaution is cost justified if its marginal benefit exceeds its
marginal cost. The marginal cost of a precaution is simply the incremental cost of taking
that additional precaution. The marginal benefit of a precaution is the reduction in
expected losses that will occur if the precaution is taken. Expected losses in turn are a
function of the probability and severity of possible injuries. A precaution may reduce
either or both of these quantities. More formally, define p a vector of accident
probabilities, and S, a corresponding vector of accident severity. Then the expected loss
from accidents equals the product of their probability and severity, E(L) = p.S. The
marginal benefit of a precaution equals the change in expected losses caused by taking that
precaution, MB = AE(L). A precaution is cost justified if and only if MB > MC, where MC
equals the marginal cost of the precaution. The negligence calculus thus concerns the
relationship between the quantities MC, p and S. Information about any one of these
quantities is relevant to the determination of whether a particular precaution is cost
justified. Note that the benefit of an activity is relevant to the extent that increased
precautions involve a reduced activity level. The forgone benefits from the activity become
an implicit cost of greater precautions.
138 Let p.S I l 0,P0 denote expected losses given an initial set of information I0 and an
initial set of precautions P0. Define a general cost function C(.). A cost justified
investment in information I, - I0 must satisfy the condition:
p.S IIo,Po - p.S II1 , > C(I, - 10) + C(P, - Po).
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Information also may reveal that the probability or severity of injuries responds more or less to a particular precaution. Investing
actively in information is costly, however, and information may
sometimes be more cheaply obtained passively from others. A
notice rule must find the optimal balance between informational
investments and passive reliance on casually acquired information.
Three characteristics of information make it particularly difficult
to determine when an investment is cost justified. First, as compared to other forms of precautions, investing in information
involves special risks and uncertainty. We often cannot know
whether information will be valuable until it has been produced, by
which time the resources have already been spent. Notice rules
may sometimes be used to reduce the uncertainty
defendants face
1 39
in deciding whether to invest in information.
Second, the cost of producing particular information depends on
when it must be produced. It is generally cheaper to produce information after some relevant events have occurred. For example,
although it may be quite costly to identify violent employees at the
time of hiring, there are a variety of workplace behaviors that may
predict future violent conduct. 4 ° Monitoring current employees
for danger signs at a comparatively low cost may be preferable to
making massive investments in background checks and psychological testing for all applicants. Higher levels of comparatively costly
preemployment screening may be appropriate, however, for
employees whose jobs create a special risk of harm from violent
conduct.
Finally, the optimal technology for producing information varies
considerably according to the type of information that must be produced. General scientific information, for example, may require
enormous public expenditures on basic research and carefully controlled epidemiological studies. Information about how a particular employment practice affects the racial composition of an
employer's workforce generally requires that the employer maintain detailed personnel records by race. Information about specific
interactions between employees and an employer's agents, howSee infra Part III.B.
See Handling Actual and Potential Violence in Workplace Is Discussed at Midwinter
Meeting of ABA Committee, 145 Lab. Rel. Rep. (BNA) 362,363 (Mar. 28, 1994) (detailing
predictors of workplace violence).
139
140
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ever, may best be produced jointly by employers and the victims of
discriminatory acts.
Courts designing a notice liability rule must thus determine
whether the rule should be designed to encourage employers to
rely on public production of information, to produce information
on their own, or to establish mechanisms for joint production of
relevant information. The conditional notice rule for hostile environment harassment requires employers to create an internal complaint procedure and to respond appropriately to any
complaints.' 4 ' Victims in turn must inform employers when they
experience harassment. 42 Conditional notice liability thus appears
most suitable for situations requiring joint production of
information.
Given the complexity of the task, one might reasonably wonder
whether it would not be better to avoid these difficult social calculations entirely and impose strict liability. As the economic analysis of conventional precautions has shown, negligence and strict
liability ordinarily create equivalent incentives to take optimal precautions. 43 Thus, a strict liability rule could exploit the fact that,
when faced with liability for all losses caused by its activities, each
employer has an incentive to weigh the cost of investing in more
information against the possibility that that investment will reduce
its liability costs. Under strict liability, each employer's decision
calculus should theoretically mimic the socially optimal balance of
benefits and harms. Litigation becomes simpler, and thus cheaper,
because courts no longer must specify a standard of care. In addi141 See

infra Part IV.B.
Such a rule encourages harassment victims to participate in the production of
information necessary to combat workplace harassment. See infra Part III.D.3.
143 See, e.g., Shavell, supra note 53. Under strict liability, damages awarded must equal
the social loss from the defendant's conduct, and a contributory negligence defense is
necessary. Under negligence, the standard of care must be set at the social optimum and
applied without error, and damages must be at least equal to, though they may exceed, the
social loss. A defense of contributory negligence is not formally required under negligence
because, in equilibrium, there will be no negligent conduct and victims will bear all of their
accident losses. As Mark Grady has suggested, however, the common observation of
negligent conduct in the world suggests that something is amiss in this theoretical model of
negligence. See Mark F. Grady, Why Are People Negligent? Technology, Nondurable
Precautions, and the Medical Malpractice Explosion, 82 Nw. U. L. Rev. 293 (1988). My
analysis and evaluation of notice liability does not depend on this property of negligence
rules.
142
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tion, a rule of strict liability provides more extensive compensation,
a form of insurance against harms, for victims of nonnegligent conduct. Finally, strict liability internalizes a far greater share of social
costs to the employer's activity than does negligence. Fuller cost
internalization ensures that the employer's enterprise does not
grow beyond its socially optimal scale.
The desirability of strict liability, however, also depends on a set
of contestable empirical calculations. First, the employer's decision
calculus may be distorted if its expected liability costs are more or
less than the social benefits of the information or if its private costs
are less than the social costs of obtaining the information. 144 Second, although litigation may be simpler and cheaper, there is likely
to be more of it. All of those injured by nonnegligent conduct will
now have legally cognizable claims for compensation. Third, the
insurance that strict liability provides imposes far higher administrative costs than the first-party insurance coverage that it often
duplicates. 145 Fourth, in a second-best world, the policy of cost46
internalization may or may not achieve optimal activity levels.
Employers particularly capture less than the full social benefit of
keeping workers employed. Less than complete internalization of
injury costs may therefore avoid a socially undesirable chilling
effect on the activity of employment. Finally, strict liability without
a contributory or comparative negligence defense diminishes the
incentives of potential victims to take precautions against harm. If
joint care by victims and employers is the socially optimal strategy
for preventing discrimination, then a notice requirement might be
necessary to induce victims to cooperate with employers in avoiding losses.147
This discussion of strict liability and negligence demonstrates
that legal liability for harms has the potential to exert a significant
influence on how much actors invest in information. Information,
however, comes in many forms. A liability rule that is appropriate
for one type of information might be quite inappropriate for
another type. A simple taxonomy of information that can help
144 See infra Part III.B, D.1, D.4.
145 See George L. Priest, The Current Insurance Crisis and Modem Tort Law, 96 Yale
L.J. 1521, 1553-60 (1987).

146 See infra Part III.D.1.
147 See infra Parts II.C.2, IH.D.2.
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explain and justify the pattern of legal rules involving information
distinguishes between general information and several types of
comparatively specific information. First, general information is
not specific to an employer, a victim, or an agent. Employer-specific information relates exclusively to the expected losses of a single employer. Victim-specific information concerns the risks faced
by only one victim. Agent-specific information tells a principal how
the conduct of a particular agent will influence expected losses.
B.

General Information

General information is relevant to the expected losses of many
employers and potential victims. Examples include basic scientific
information such as the fact that freon gas is heavier than air 148 and
epidemiological information such as the hazardous properties of
coal dust, cotton dust, and asbestos. 4 9 Choosing a standard of liability for injuries caused by the failure to invest in general information depends on the incentive effects of alternative rules. As I have
argued, a theoretically optimal liability regime induces employers
to make all cost-justified investments in acquiring information.
What then is the efficient level of individual investment in general
information?
The basic economic theory of negligence requires an employer to
compare the marginal benefit of each additional precaution with its
marginal cost. 150 Mechanical application of negligence rules thus
would hold an employer liable for any harms caused by its failure
to invest in general information when the expected social value of
investing exceeds its cost. As with more conventional precautions,
such an approach uses liability for compensatory damages to spur
cost-justified investments in information. The external benefits of
general information, however, complicate this cost-benefit analy148 This seemingly innocuous scientific property was responsible for the death of an
employee in UAW v. General Dynamics Land Sys. Div., 815 F.2d 1570 (D.C. Cir.), cert.
denied, 484 U.S. 976 (1987).
149 See Occupational Safety and Health Standards, 29 C.F.R. § 1910.1000 (1993)
(delineating the air contaminants standard); see also Beshada v. Johns-Manville Prods.
Corp., 447 A.2d 539 (N.J. 1982) (recognizing the hazards of asbestos).
150 See supra note 137.
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sis, 151 and compensatory damage liability is unlikely to provide an
adequate incentive to invest.
A rational employer will invest in general information only to
the extent that its own savings in liability judgments exceed the
cost of its investment. By definition, general information also permits other employers to reduce their expected losses. An
employer's private decision calculus under a compensatory damages rule thus differs from the socially optimal comparison because
it understates the value of general information by excluding benefits to other employers.
Just as pollution is likely to be overproduced because its harms are externalized, general information will
be underproduced because some of its benefits are externalizedthat is to say it has the characteristics of a public good. 5 3
Even employers facing strict liability have an inadequate incentive to invest in general information. Strict liability for compensatory damages, like negligence, limits an employer's liability
exposure to harms caused by its own activities. An employer's
marginal private incentive to produce or acquire general information can only be made equal to the marginal social benefits of that
information if courts impose supercompensatory damages on
defendants that fail to invest up to the socially optimal level. But
151 The socially optimal strategy for making such investments is unclear. A court must
determine whether each employer should have an equal duty to invest or a duty in
proportion to its comparative costs of producing information. To the extent that
compensatory damages are able to induce any investment in general information, courts
must recognize that general information need only be produced once before it can be
shared among all employers for whom it is relevant. Case-by-case adjudication is poorly
adapted to coordinating such informational investments.
152 The benefit to employer i from investing in information I - I0 is p-S, I10 ,Po prSi I
- C(I1 - Io) - C(P1 - P0). The social value of that information includes an
additional term, the net benefit to other employers:

NB =

pj.Sj I 0, Po - pj-Sj II, P, - q(T(I, - I0)) - q(P - Po),

where T(.) is a function that expresses the actions necessary to transfer a particular set of
information. This additional term NB measures the net benefits that other employers
derive from the general information I, - 10.
153 First, general information is ordinarily nonrivalrous in consumption. Once produced,
information often can be disseminated at negligible cost. Second, most general
information relevant to legal liability is nonexclusive. It is often impracticable to restrict
the distribution of general information or to protect the producer's property right in that
information. Each employer thus has a strong incentive to wait and hope that someone
else will incur the costs of producing general information.
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the optimal level of damages is difficult to determine, 54 and
supercompensatory damages introduce complex new incentive and
coordination problems among employers. 55
Given the complexity of the task, it seems unlikely that courts or
legislatures will rely exclusively on liability for harms to create adequate incentives to produce general information. Alternative legal
strategies include public production, state subsidies for private production, and regulatory directives to require private production of
general information. In order to decide which legal approach may
be most appropriate, it is helpful to characterize the available technologies for producing general information.
One possible technology is a centrally administered allocation of
public resources to support a portfolio of distinct projects. It
requires that a central administrator either know which research
strategies are most promising or have some independent basis for
ordering proposals. This central planning model may be most
154 Expected damages must equal at least the full expected value of the social benefits.
The actual damage payment thus must include the victim's loss plus a probability-weighted
measure of net benefits to other employers. An employer i must pay damages, D, equal to
S, with probability pi plus NB with probability 1. Thus, E(D) = prSi + NB. Because
damages, D, are only awarded in the event of an injury (corresponding to one element in
each of the vectors p, and Si), the necessary damage award is D = S, + NB/Xpi, where we
impose the constraint that 7pi < 1. This solution requires each employer to invest in
producing general information so as to avoid supercompensatory liability. Unless
employers can avoid making duplicative investments, however, supercompensatory
damages will induce massive overinvestment in general information.
155 A private market in information could, in theory, solve this coordination problem.
Employers could contract for third parties to make optimal investments in general
information on their behalf, or they may band together in industry research associations.
On the supply side of a private market for general information, we would find some of the
problems that are present in natural monopolies. See generally Richard Schmalensee, The
Control of Natural Monopolies (1979) (discussing scale economies in production). There is
empirical evidence, however, that decentralized mechanisms are able to coordinate some
investments. A number of industry-funded organizations such as the Insurance Services
Office, the Conference Board, and the Textile Institute conduct research designed to
produce general information. Many other industry organizations such as the Tobacco
Institute and the Automobile Manufacturers' Association appear primarily to serve
members' general and largely uniform interest in producing favorable propaganda and
engaging in political lobbying efforts. Nonetheless, coordination and bargaining problems
must often arise. The appropriate distribution of burdens to contribute to centrally
administered investments has the potential to engender significant controversy. Similarly,
the choice of a research agenda may influence how the benefits of any research are
distributed. The less uniform the potential benefits from alternative projects, the more
difficult an organization will find the task of selecting an agenda.
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appropriate for basic science and expensive projects such as large
epidemiological studies. 6 An alternative approach involves
repetitive and more or less random experimentation with a wide
range of processes or precautions. This scattershot model may
work well for smaller scale engineering innovations and detailed
adaptation of basic inventions or principles to particular environments. Careful observers can then try to determine which of the
experimental solutions works best for each set of conditions.
Liability rules have no role in inducing the first sort of investment. 5 7 In the second situation, we should distinguish the effects
of three possible rules: (1) a simple notice requirement, 5 8 (2) a
conditional notice standard requiring that employers make some
level of experimental investments in general information, and (3)
strict liability. When experimentation is necessary to produce general information, simple notice is undesirable because it creates no
incentive whatsoever for employers to invest. They are free to wait
for someone else to bear the costs of producing the information.
Under strict liability, employers will, in theory, make those investments for which the expected savings in damage payments exceed
the cost of experimentation. Similarly, conditional notice could
impose a duty to undertake the socially optimal amount of experimentation. Thus, either conditional notice or strict liability could
induce the appropriate level of investment.
Although the choice between strict liability and a negligence-like
standard such as conditional notice usually depends on a comparison of administrative costs and activity level effects, 59 another factor influences the choice. The conditional notice rule acts as an
156 Examples include research projects funded by the National Institutes of Health, the
National Science Foundation, and other federal funding agencies.
157 The very necessity of large scale investment and a centrally coordinated research
budget means that neither strict liability nor negligence will create incentives for individual
employers to invest in producing such general information. It is of course possible that
imposing liability on an industry will turn the firms in that industry into lobbyists for public
funding of research. No conventional model of the incentives created by liability rules can
readily incorporate such an indirect political effect. If the lawmaker who imposes liability
also has the authority to appropriate money for research, such an indirect mechanism
seems to waste the resources devoted to lobbying. It is also questionable whether creating
political constituencies for research is a legitimate goal for courts, which lack the
constitutional power of appropriation.
158 See supra note 131 and accompanying text.
159 See supra note 143 and accompanying text.
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unusual form of safe harbor, thus encouraging employers to comply with the standard it specifies for prenotice conduct. 60 Conditional notice increases the salience of the required level of
investment by offering immunity from damages for employers that
comply with the relevant standard. In contrast, employers facing
strict liability must make a speculative calculation about how particular informational investments will influence their own liability
costs. Recall that experimentation is only necessary when no one
is certain which approach will best reduce the harms that the
employer's activity produces. From a social standpoint, unsuccessful experiments provide useful information. Under strict liability,
however, employers that undertake unsuccessful experiments incur
both the cost of the investment and liability costs for the
unprevented harms. A safe harbor such as conditional notice
increases the incentive to experiment by guaranteeing employers a
payoff-lower liability costs in exchange for complying with the
61
prenotice standard of care.'
Even if conditional notice liability induces employers to experiment, the effort to analyze and synthesize the results of these various experiments is a pure public good. No individual employer has
a compelling interest in conducting such research. Moreover,
many employers might be resistant to cooperating with competitors in a project that would require them to disclose potentially
sensitive facts about their businesses. Government and independent academic researchers thus play an important role as
intermediaries in the production of this last aspect of the general
information. Public support for such research projects is therefore
160 For an analysis that emphasizes the role of safe harbors in reducing uncertainty
about the interpretation of a legal standard, see Peter P. Swire, Safe Harbors and a
Proposal To Improve the Community Reinvestment Act, 79 Va. L. Rev. 349,371-75 (1993).
161 The most common type of safe harbor "allows a regulated entity to choose between
compliance with either a standard or a rule." Id. at 369. It is relief from uncertainty
concerning legal interpretation that motivates actors to avail themselves of the safe harbor.
Id. at 370. In contrast, a conditional notice rule relieves employers from uncertainty about
the success of their experimental precautions. The safe harbor may even require
compliance with a comparatively vague standard such as "provide an effective internal
complaint procedure" in order to enable the employer to escape liability under the
relatively simple causation rule for strict liability. Of course, conditional notice could
become a doubly safe harbor if the legal rule specifies more precisely the required
prenotice conduct.
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necessary to combat the problem of underproduction. 62 Finally, if
the data reveal that one type of precaution is universally desirable,
then a direct regulatory command may be appropriate. 63
This analysis of general information offers several lessons for the
design of employment discrimination liability rules. Given the
diverse considerations that influence social policy concerning general information, one should expect to find an uncertain mix of
direct regulation, public production of information, public subsidies for the private production of information, and liability for
harm.
The theory suggests that liability rules are irrelevant to the production of basic scientific information, for which the state already
provides substantial subsidies. A far more important goal for
employment discrimination liability should be to induce employers
to undertake a wide range of experiments with alternative employment practices and policies. The problem of combating discrimination demands adaptation and innovation in basic techniques of
hiring, supervising, and disciplining employees. A conditional
notice standard provides particularly strong incentives for experimentation. A desire to encourage such experiments could justify
the notice rule that applies to hostile environment harassment.
Courts sometimes suggest that strict liability will "add nothing to
liability based on fault."' 64 One way of interpreting this sentiment
is as a recognition that the best we can expect employers to do is to
take some reasonable steps designed to combat harassment. The
fault standard itself thus conditions a notice requirement on
employers' participation in the process of discovering which
approaches work best.
The effort to synthesize useful general principles from these
experiments requires public subsidy. One plausible strategy would
be to establish an administrative body that can support major systematic research efforts and disseminate the resulting general
information. Although its budget provides only the most limited
funds for this purpose, the EEOC is ideally situated to evaluate
162 The funding mechanism for that research could rely on general revenue or impose a
special assessment on employers that stand to benefit from the research.
163 As regulatory commands become increasingly specific, they increasingly resemble a
more traditional safe harbor. See supra note 161.
164 Shager v. Upjohn Co., 913 F.2d 398, 404 (7th Cir. 1990).
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and synthesize the experiences of many employers. 165 Indeed, the
only substantive regulation that the EEOC has authority to adopt
requires employers to provide data on the distribution of their
employees by occupational group and demographic characteristics. 1 66 These data are precisely the sort of information that would
be necessary to evaluate the efficacy of employers' antidiscrimination efforts.
C. Specific Information
This Section considers two types of information the value of
which is confined to narrower-more specific-sets of actors.
Employer-specific information concerns the expected losses of only
one employer. Victim-specific information concerns the expected
losses of only one victim. Neither category is mutually exclusive of
the other, so information may be both employer- and victim-specific. Nevertheless, distinctive characteristics of each type of information dre relevant to the choice of a liability rule.
1.

Employer-Specific Information

Employer-specific information, unlike general information, is a
private good. Because it has value only to a single employer, there
is no divergence between the private and social benefit of investing
in that information. The employer is thus likely to be the cheapest
cost avoider 67 for harms caused by its failure to invest in
employer-specific information.
For example, a manufacturing employer using subjective interviews to screen applicants must decide how much effort to devote
165 The EEOC has statutory authority to process administrative charges of
discrimination. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(b) (1988). It conducts an initial investigation during
which its personnel can collect valuable information about the operation and effects of
various personnel practices. The EEOC also collects statistical information on
employment patterns by race and sex. The combination of broadly collected statistical
data and more particular information from investigations provides an exceptional
opportunity to draw generally applicable lessons about the efficacy of alternative strategies
for combating discrimination.
166 See 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e-8, -12 (1988).
For the resulting regulations, see
Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements Under Title VII and the ADA, 29 C.F.R.
§ 1602 (1994).
167 See Guido Calabresi, The Costs of Accidents 135 (1970); Guido Calabresi & Jon T.
Hirschoff, Toward a Test for Strict Liability in Torts, 81 Yale L.J. 1055, 1060-61 (1972).
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to learning whether the interviews exclude minority applicants.
The employer is in the best position to decide the appropriate level
of investment in such information. It has the greatest access to
confidential information concerning its products, personnel, production methods, and customers, and this information allows the
employer to assess the likely costs and benefits of any particular
investment. In the case of an interview process, the employer can
quite easily maintain records of applicants' interview ratings and
race and then compare the performance of different racial groups.
The employer also controls the activities to which the information
is relevant. It is thus able to experiment freely with different
responses to its unique problems. Finally, the employer alone realizes all of the benefits from any investment in employer-specific
information.' 68 If the employer's subjective interview process
excludes minorities, knowledge of that fact enables the employer
to evaluate the need for the screening device and to compare it to
possible alternatives.
Simple notice liability-excusing from liability an employer that
lacks actual or constructive knowledge169 -- is quite inappropriate
for employer-specific information. An employer's failure to invest
optimally in discovering such information violates the efficiency
norm. It is thus necessary to adopt either a conditional notice
standard or strict liability. Under strict liability, the employer
undertakes a private cost-benefit analysis of potential investments,
and because its private costs include compensatory damages for
harms that could have been prevented by investments in employerspecific information, it will make any cost-justified investments in
such information. The manufacturing employer of our example
will invest in learning about the effects of its interview process so
long as it expects to save more in liability judgments than the cost
of those investments.
168 The employer may avoid disparate impact liability, see 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(k) (Supp.
V 1993), or may discover an alternative selection practice that allows it to reduce its labor
costs by drawing on a more racially diverse labor pool. See James J. Heckman & J. Hoult
Verkerke, Racial Disparity and Employment Discrimination Law: An Economic
Perspective, 8 Yale L. & Pol'y Rev. 276, 290 (1990) (describing how the elimination of
exclusionary practices in southern manufacturing industries lowered labor costs).
169 Recall that I am using the term "constructive knowledge" in the restrictive sense of a
duty to draw inferences from passively acquired information and to refrain from active
steps to avoid such information. See supra note 131.
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There are comparatively few reasons to prefer conditional notice
liability for employer-specific information. The cost of administering the standard for prenotice conduct is likely to be greater than
for a strict liability rule. Judges and juries are poorly situated to
evaluate the adequacy of a particular employer's program of
investment in information that is specific to the employer.
Whether such investments are cost justified turns on details of that
employer's operation that are not easily generalized to other
employers and cannot be readily derived from the experiences of
others. 70 Conditional notice, however, will be considerably more
attractive if there are many unpreventable harms 17 ' or if the
employer's activity is seen as especially desirable from a social
standpoint. In those circumstances, strict liability may be more
expensive to administer because many more cases are brought than
under a conditional notice standard. Strict liability also imposes
greater costs on the employer's socially desirable enterprise and
therefore depresses its activity level as compared to a conditional
notice standard.
To the extent that employment discrimination liability turns on
information about the employer's own workplace, one should
expect to see a pronounced tendency towards strict liability. The
employer is the cheapest cost avoider for harms related to such
information. Thus, for example, employers should be held strictly

170 In contrast, the prenotice standard for general information requires only that juries
evaluate whether employers made a generally reasonable effort to combat discrimination.
The hostile environment standard, for instance, requires a specific harassment policy and
an adequate internal complaint procedure. For the purposes of producing general
information, only a good faith effort is required. Judges and juries are far more competent
to determine whether an employer has only paid lip-service to its harassment policies than
they are to analyze how well adapted those policies are to a specific employment
environment.
171 Of course, the harms are not strictly unpreventable. All employment discrimination
could be avoided by eliminating employment. I follow the convention of using the term
"unpreventable" to refer to those harms that employers will determine are not worth the
cost of prevention. See Jon D. Hanson & Kyle D. Logue, The First-Party Insurance
Externality: An Economic Justification for Enterprise Liability, 76 Cornell L. Rev. 129,
170-71 (1990); Gary T. Schwartz, The Ethics and the Economics of Tort Liability
Insurance, 75 Cornell L. Rev. 313, 341 (1990). For these harms, strict liability imposes what
amounts to a duty to insure victims against the losses they suffer. See George L. Priest,
Can Absolute Manufacturer Liability Be Defended?, 9 Yale J. on Reg. 237,241-43 (1992).
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liable for systemic discrimination. 172 Courts should not inquire
73
whether employers were aware of systemic disparate treatment
or of a practice alleged to have an adverse impact on the employment of a protected group. 174 Similarly, a harassing or other discriminatory practice that has become a standard operating
procedure for the employer should result in strict liability. 7 5
Not all forms of specific information, however, warrant the same
conclusion. As the next Subsection demonstrates, the arguments
for notice liability are stronger in these other contexts.
2.

Victim-Specific Information

Just as information can be specific to one employer, it can also
concern the expected losses of a specific victim. I argued above
that employers are ordinarily in the best position to produce
employer-specific information. Similarly, one might expect that
victims should be held responsible for producing victim-specific
information. The following analysis demonstrates, however, that
the proper legal treatment of victim-specific information is more
varied. Notice rules play an important part in tailoring liability to
create optimal incentives. In employment discrimination law, however, that role is strictly limited to situations in which the victim has
an opportunity to convey victim-specific information that will permit an employer to prevent discriminatory conduct.
Tort lawyers assume with virtually axiomatic certainty that an
injurer takes her victim as she finds him. Thus, we have the famous
eggshell skull cases in which a victim is particularly susceptible to
172 For a fuller discussion of systemic theories of employment discrimination, see infra
Part IV.A.1.
173 See International Bhd. of Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324 (1977) (finding
discrimination where segregation of truck drivers prevented minority group drivers from
obtaining more attractive intercity routes).
174 See also Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405 (1975) (finding discrimination
notwithstanding employer's haphazard and casual attempts to validate use of personnel
tests to screen employees).
175 Proof of a pattern of disregard for the rights of minority employees or for the
existence of a pervasively hostile environment would warrant either the conclusion that the
employer has failed to invest appropriately in employer-specific information or that the
employer has constructive notice of the pattern of discrimination. Either approach would
find the employer liable for the resulting harms. Moreover, there is no reason to believe
that the victim of such discrimination has an informational advantage over the employer.
See infra Part III.D.2.
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injury.1 7 6 The defendant's negligence would cause comparatively
minor injuries for a normal person but proves catastrophic to the
specially susceptible victim. Although one might think it fair to
impose on the defendant only the losses that would have been suffered by an ordinary victim, the law holds her responsible for all of
the concededly improbable consequences of her negligent act. A
conventional explanation for this rule claims that it demonstrates
the commitment of tort law to a compensatory model of damages. 7 7 Thus, the plaintiff's actual losses are compensated despite
their atypicality. Legal economists have offered the alternative justification that less than compensatory
damages provide inadequate
7
incentives for precautions.1
The model of information-contingent liability casts a somewhat
different light on the eggshell skull rule. In fact, the rule has two
obverse faces. First, a negligent defendant must pay even a specially susceptible plaintiff's actual loss without the protection of a
notice liability rule. As the economic theory suggests, full compensatory damages insure that the expected damage judgment for negligent conduct exactly equals the expected loss associated with that
conduct. Compared to information-contingent damages, this
aspect of the eggshell skull rule increases the injurer's expected
liability.
The other face of the rule has the opposite effect. Suppose, for
example, that a person with osteoporosis is driving a car. Such a
person is likely to suffer more severe injuries if she is involved in
an accident. Because a special susceptibility to more severe harm
increases the expected losses from accidents, more costly precau176 For

example, in Benn v. Thomas, 512 N.W.2d 537 (Iowa 1994), the court held:

[T]he trial court erred in refusing to instruct the jury on the "eggshell plaintiff' rule
in view of the fact that plaintiff's decedent, who had a history of coronary disease,
died of a heart attack six days after suffering a bruised chest and fractured ankle in a
motor vehicle accident caused by defendant's negligence.
Id. at 538; see also Schafer v. Hoffman, 831 P.2d 897 (Colo. 1992) (en banc) (upholding
appropriateness of "thin skull" instruction that read, "In determining the amount(s) of
plaintiff's actual damages ... you may not refuse to award nor reduce the amount of any
such damages because of any physical frailties of the plaintiff that may have made her
more susceptible to injury, disability or impairment").
177 See Stanley Ingber, Rethinking Intangible Injuries: A Focus on Remedy, 73 Cal. L.
Rev. 772 (1985).
178 See, e.g., Steven Shavell, Economic Analysis of Accident Law 128 (1987).
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tions will satisfy the cost justification test.179 If it were possible,
motorists would wish to take greater precautions near cars with
osteoporotic drivers. The nature of driving, however, makes it
impractical to take special precautions for specific cars. Drivers
must select a set of precautions (or intended responses to various
situations) that does not vary according to the unobservable characteristics of other drivers. 80 The efficient negligence standard
thus incorporates a notice requirement for this victim-specific
information. A defendant is not negligent for failing to take
extraordinary precautions to prevent harms unless she has notice
of the victim-specific information that makes those added precautions cost justified. For example, signs on cars proclaiming "Student Driver" must be intended to induce other drivers to be more
cautious.' 8 ' When there is no such notice, however, liability is and
should be determined by whether the defendant has taken the precautions appropriate for a normal or average victim. In this sense,
liability is information-contingent because it is only after obtaining
knowledge of a potential victim's special susceptibility that an
actor
18 2
is obliged to take additional or extraordinary precautions.
It is perhaps unremarkable that a negligence standard will often
incorporate a notice rule for information about potential victims
that is relevant to the defendant's choice of precautions. Even
179 It is also possible that drivers with osteoporosis are less agile and therefore less able
to avoid accidents. More formally, let drivers i have osteoporosis. Expected losses must
satisfy the condition, pi.S1 > pj.Sj, V j~i. If osteoporosis increases both the probability and
the severity of accidents, then p, > pj and Si > S, V ji.
180 Most driver precautions relevant to other cars are nondurable in the sense that they
must be remembered continuously in order to be effective. See Grady, supra note 143, at
295. Grady's analysis shows why courts do not formulate negligence rules that incorporate
an optimal rate of forgetting to take nondurable precautions. My model, on the other
hand, concerns how legal rules respond to the information that makes it rational to try to
remember to take precautions at all. If translated into the present model of information,
Grady's nondurable precautions would form a category of event-specific information (i.e.,
the need to maintain a particular precaution at a specific time and place).
181Although the signs might induce extra caution without changing the legal standard, it
is an interesting question whether such signs increase the duty of care applicable to other
drivers. I have found no case expressly addressing this question.
182 For an example of victim-specific information closer to the law of the workplace, see
Rhodes v. Sun Elec. Corp. 121 L.R.R.M. (BNA) 2203 (N.D. Ill. 1985). In her suit for
outrage, the employee claimed she was terminated in the midst of a contested divorce and
while recovering from major surgery. Id. at 2204. The court denied the employer's motion
to dismiss, noting that the plaintiff had alleged that the termination had "aggravated her
condition." Id.
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under strict liability, however, a notice requirement for victim-specific information may be needed to achieve an efficient result.
Economic theory suggests that negligence and strict liability can
both induce the same efficient precautions. 83 But the equivalence
of strict liability and negligence depends on the inclusion of a con-4
tributory or comparative negligence defense under strict liability.'8
Suppose, for example, that the efficient precautions for blasters
include posting conspicuous signs throughout the area in which the
blasting will take place and sounding warning sirens in advance of
each blast. There are some activities for which blasting poses special risks of harm. Thus, mink farmers may need time to segregate
adult mink from their young, and antique dealers may need to take
special precautions against breakage due to vibration. These specially susceptible victims should have a duty to inform the blaster
of the need for special precautions that might avoid extraordinary
harms. For example, it may be that a change in the schedule for
blasting would dramatically reduce the risk of harm to the mink
crop or to particularly fragile collections of china or glassware. In
these circumstances, it is cheaper to tailor precautions to specially
susceptible victims than it is to use more expensive precautions for
all potential victims. Notice liability thus can play an important
role in tailoring the incentives to share information under both
negligence and strict liability.
Consider an employer choosing what precautions to take against
discriminatory practices. Suppose also that the employer's choice
depends on victim-specific information about the need for special
precautions. If the employer can rely on the cooperation of potential victims, its precautions can be tailored to the needs of specially
susceptible victims. A simple notice rule would excuse the
employer from liability for failing to take those additional precauSee supra note 143.
There is now a growing body of literature considering the efficiency properties of the
comparative negligence rules that govern in 44 states. See Tai-Yeong Chung, Efficiency of
Comparative Negligence: A Game Theoretic Analysis, 22 J. Legal Stud. 395 (1993); Robert
D. Cooter & Thomas Ulen, An Economic Case for Comparative Negligence, 61 N.Y.U. L.
Rev. 1067 (1986); Aaron S. Edlin, Efficient Standards of Due Care: Should Courts Find
More Parties Negligent Under Comparative Negligence?, 14 Int'l Rev. L. & Econ. 21
(1994); David Haddock & Christopher Curran, An Economic Theory of Comparative
Negligence, 14 J. Legal Stud. 49 (1985). For ease of exposition, I use the simpler
contributory negligence concept in the text.
183
184
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tions unless it had actual or constructive notice of the victim's special needs. Simple notice liability is appropriate when the
employer has no economical means to discover the victim-specific
information or to aid the victim in communicating it-when
employers are in a position analogous to those driving near student
drivers. Unlike drivers, however, employers have an ongoing relationship with their potential victims, employees. In these circumstances, a conditional notice rule could impose on employers a
prenotice duty to inquire about certain conditions or to make it
easy for employees to communicate relevant victim-specific information. Beyond these negligence-inspired standards, a limited
notice requirement could even be part of a strict liability regime.
Under strict liability, however, a temporal dimension distinguishes
situations in which victim-specific information has practical value
from those in which no purpose can be served by conditioning liability on that information. The parties must have an interaction
that provides sufficient opportunity for the employer to learn the
victim-specific information and then prevent some harms by taking
additional precautions.
Victim-specific information plays a significant role in employment discrimination law, particularly in hostile environment cases.
Consider, for example, the quite common situation in which a male
supervisor repeatedly propositions a female subordinate." 5 The
law does not establish a per se rule against sexual relationships
between supervisors and subordinate employees. 86 Instead, the
supervisor's conduct can become hostile environment harassment
185 See, e.g., Horn v. Duke Homes, Inc., 755 F.2d 599, 601-02 (7th Cir. 1985) (describing
evidence of sexual advances including leers, obscene gestures, lewd comments, remarks
about plaintiff's sexual needs, and repeated requests to "go out" with harasser). If coupled
with an express or implied threat that failing to submit to the advances will result in a
tangible job detriment, such advances would constitute quid pro quo harassment. See, e.g.,
Karibian v. Columbia Univ., 14 F.3d 773,778 (2d. Cir.), cert. denied, 114 S. Ct. 2693 (1994).
Courts, however, analyze advances without such a threat, even highly persistent and
offensive advances, under the hostile environment theory. See Meritor Say. Bank v.
Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 60-69 (1986) (applying hostile environment analysis where the
supervisor initiated sexual relationship that allegedly included indecent exposure in the
workplace and rape).
186 But see Estrich, supra note 8, at 860 ("As things stand now, we protect the right of a
few to have 'consensual' sex in the workplace... at the cost of exposing the overwhelming
majority to oppression and indignity at work.").
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only if it is unwelcome." Before the supervisor has made any
advances, the only person who knows definitively whether such
advances would be welcome is the subordinate employee. This
knowledge is victim-specific information. Once she has informed
the supervisor that she has no romantic interest in him, he has
notice that repeated advances would be unwelcome. A notice liability rule thus mediates the delicate and sensitive conflict between
welcome sexual relationships and unwelcome sexually harassing
advances. Courts evidently believe that society values the opportunity to initiate such workplace relationships without the threat of
sexual harassment liability more than the costs imposed on those
who must repel their supervisor's advances. 88 In contrast, sexually
abusive conduct and sexually motivated insults should be presumed to be unwelcome. Because it is the rare person who would
welcome such conduct, the burden of proving that the behavior
was welcome should fall on one who makes that claim.
The legal regulation of workplace insults and sexually explicit
conversation, like the tort law governing drivers, raises the problem of the specially susceptible victim. That special susceptibility is
a form of victim-specific information. The legal duty of any
employee to his or her coemployees is only to avoid verbal or physical conduct that would give offense to a "reasonable person" in
the victim's circumstances. 8 9 This avowedly objective test incorporates the principle of the average victim that we found should
define the duty of drivers towards other cars. Similarly, supervisors and their subordinates must exercise sufficient care to achieve
an average level of civility. Case law suggests that some judges at
least have a rather bleak view of this average. 9 The model of
notice liability, however, implies that courts might be willing to
187 See Meritor, 477 U.S. at 68 ("The gravamen of any sexual harassment claim is that
the alleged sexual advances were 'unwelcome.' "); EEOC Guidelines on Discrimination
Because of Sex, 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(a) (1994) ("Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for
sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual
harassment . . . ."). See generally Estrich, supra note 8, at 826-34 (criticizing
unwelcomeness standard).
188 For a contrary view, see Estrich, supra note 8, at 860.
189 See Harris v. Forklift Systems, 114 S. Ct. 367, 370-71 (1994).
190 See Kathryn Abrams, Gender Discrimination and the Transformation of Workplace
Norms, 42 Vand. L. Rev. 1183, 1199-1200 (1989) (discussing cases); Estrich, supra note 8, at
843-47 (criticizing the doctrinal requirement of pervasiveness); Note, supra note 8.
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impose a higher duty when victims inform potential harassers that
they are specially susceptible to injury, that is, when they give
notice of this victim-specific information. If courts are concerned
about imposing liability when in fact the conduct was reasonable in
the circumstances, then unequivocal notice from the victim provides valuable information both to the harasser and the court. 191
Finally, the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA") 192 creates
a notice regime for the duty of reasonable accommodation. An
employer has no duty to accommodate unless and until it has
notice of a disability that might require accommodation. The ADA
also prohibits employers from asking if job applicants need accommodation 93 Once an employer has notice of a disability, it has a
duty to accommodate unless the necessary accommodation is an
undue hardship or no reasonable accommodation can permit the
employee to perform the job. 9 4 This notice rule serves two functions. First, the prohibition on inquiries protects people with disabilities from uncomfortable and intrusive questions about their
condition. This aspect of the rule thus protects a dignitary interest
in personal privacy. Second, and more germane to the present discussion, the notice rule places a duty on disabled employees to
come forward after being hired with information about any disabilities that would not be apparent to the employer. The person with
a disability generally has the best information about any physical
or mental limitations and how they influence his or her ability to
work. 95 An efficient liability rule thus relies on potential discrimi191 A significant problem with such a scheme is that victims may have an incentive to
give notice too often. They create the possibility of a lawsuit with damages and attorney's
fees by objecting to their coworker's conduct. It thus seems likely that courts will not
entertain notice-based claims that an employee takes offense at ordinarily tolerable
comments.
192 Pub. L. No. 101-336, 104 Stat. 327 (1990), (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C.

§§ 12,101-12,213 (Supp. V 1993)).
193 42 U.S.C. § 12,112(d) (Supp. V 1993).
194 Id. § 12,111 (8)-(10).
195 This condition may not be met for people with certain types of mental or learning
disabilities. They may lack the self-awareness necessary to communicate their need for
accommodation to the employer. The theory of notice liability suggests that a conditional
notice rule might be more effective for such situations. Employers might be able to elicit
relevant victim-specific information by making limited inquiries concerning an employee's
prior diagnoses or medical or academic history. For a thorough examination of this issue,
see Maureen Reilly, Hidden Disabilities and the Duty to Accommodate (1995)
(unpublished manuscript, on file with the Virginia Law Review Association).
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nation victims to come forward with this victim-specific information when it is relevant to the precautions that employers must take
to avoid disability discrimination.
D. Vicarious Liability and Agent-Specific Information
The analysis of notice liability thus far has spoken of "employer
liability" as though the employer itself engaged in the relevant conduct. Most employment discrimination liability, however, is
imposed vicariously on employers for the discriminatory acts of
their employees. It is thus appropriate to consider in detail a type
of specific information that is unique to vicarious liability rules.
Agent-specific information relates to the probability or severity of
losses that a particular agent is likely to cause.
When liability is imposed on an employer for the tortious acts of
its employee-agent, investing in agent-specific information may be
an important precaution against harm. Because an employee is
typically employed by only one principal, information about that
agent can properly be considered employer-specific. The analysis
above suggested that strict liability may often be appropriate for
employer-specific information. We might therefore expect courts
to impose strict vicarious liability for harms caused by employee
agents. In fact, respondeat superior doctrine is one of the most
significant examples of strict liability in modem law.196 Vicarious
liability rules, however, also incorporate notice requirements for
certain types of harms. Several aspects of vicarious liability-its
effects on employer activity levels, its relationship to the technologies available to prevent harms committed by agents, and its interaction with the structure of the market for agents-help explain
the appeal of these notice elements in otherwise strict liability.
1.

Employer Activity Levels

Strict vicarious liability shares with other forms of strict liability
a distinguishing feature. It imposes on employers liability for
harms that no cost-justified investment in precautions will prevent.1 97 Employers therefore assume a responsibility to insure vic196 For an explanation of why respondeat superior for employee negligence is strict
employer liability, see supra note 94 and accompanying text.
197 See supra note 171 and accompanying text.
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tims against these "unpreventable" harms. 98 As other scholars
have criticized the effect that the insurance component of strict
products liability has had on the activities of manufacturers, 199 one
may also question whether vicarious liability doctrine should
impose this insurance obligation on employers.
The obligation to insure for unpreventable harms makes an
employer's activity more costly and thus may reduce its scale.
According to the theory of enterprise causation, full internalization
of injury costs is necessary to force the employer to contract its
operations to the efficient level.2 00 This economic theory finds its
clearest doctrinal expression in respondeat superior cases that
impose liability solely on the basis of legal causation, foreseeability,
or employment-created authority or access.20 ' A significant strand
of modem vicarious liability doctrine thus demands that employers
treat this insurance obligation as a necessary cost of doing business.
There are, however, theoretical reasons to be cautious about
imposing this cost on employers. First, the efficiency of cost internalization depends on perfect regulatory internalization across all
activities. If there are unregulated or imperfectly regulated activities among the substitutes for a regulated activity, full internalization may not be socially optimal. Internalizing all costs to the
regulated activity may induce employers and workers to substitute
imperfectly internalized activities that impose even greater social
costs. Moreover, socially optimal cost internalization also requires
full internalization of any external benefits from an employer's
activity. If an employer bears all the social costs of its activity but
cannot capture some of its public benefits-such as the positive
economic and social impact of higher employment on a community-then full cost internalization may be a socially undesirable
deterrent to activities that create these benefits.2 02 Full internaliza198 See supra note 171 and accompanying text (explaining usage of term
"unpreventable" to denote harms that no cost-justified precaution will prevent).
199 See Priest, supra note 145, at 1550.
200 See Sykes, supra note 8, at 579-80.
201 See supra Part II.A.2.
202 The California Supreme Court implicitly recognized the importance of
uninternalized public benefits in a case involving a public school's liability for a sexual
assault committed by a teacher. See John R. v. Oakland Unified Sch. Dist., 769 P.2d 948
(Cal. 1989). The court observed that strict vicarious liability might well induce the school
to ban unsupervised contacts between teachers and students. Id. at 956. This concern only
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tion is theoretically desirable in an ideal world of perfect regulation. In the imperfect, second-best world in which we live,
however, the theoretical case for internalizing costs to affect activity levels is considerably more ambiguous. °3
Second, vicarious liability, even more than products liability, can
influence not just the scale of production but also the choice
between comparatively labor- or capital-intensive production
methods. Machines do not commit discrimination; workers do.
Thus, the imposition of substantial liability for unpreventable discrimination could lead an employer to look for production technologies that avoid this cost. If hiring, managing, and disciplining
workers creates liability exposure, employers will try to do less of
these activities. Discrimination law in this sense operates as a tax
on human resource management activities. The expected response
to a tax is less of the taxed activity. In this case, that means less
employment of workers who may present discrimination claims. If
it is impossible or illegal to refuse to hire those who may bring such
claims, 20 4 then employers will simply hire fewer workers of any
kind.205
Despite the theoretical coherence of these arguments against
internalization, they provide only equivocal support for notice liability rules. The most compelling justification for the pockets of
arises if the school is unable to capture the full social benefit of such individualized
instruction while at the same time it must bear the full social loss from unpreventable
assaults. In the context of employment discrimination law, the analogous concern is that
employers will establish excessively restrictive workplace policies in an effort to avoid
vicarious liability for discrimination. To the extent that such policies impose costs on
employees, such as loss of privacy or opportunities to have social relationships at work, and
for which employers may not pay a fully compensating wage differential, strict vicarious
liability may induce socially excessive precautions.
203 See James A. Henderson, Jr., Extending the Boundaries of Strict Products Liability:
Implications of the Theory of the Second Best, 128 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1036 (1980). See
generally R. G. Lipsey & R. Kelvin Lancaster, The General Theory of Second Best, 24
Rev. Econ. Stud. 11 (1956) (outlining the theory of the second best).
204 See Donohue & Siegelman, supra note 122, at 1024 (discussing the perverse incentive
that the expected cost of discriminatory discharge actions creates for employers to avoid
hiring minority workers).
205 More generally, employers are involved in two activities, production and
employment. Even if production is not deemed sufficiently socially desirable to warrant a
movement to negligence, employment is always desirable. Where the incidence of tort or
discrimination liability costs can be avoided by substituting capital for labor, we should
expect to see some tendency to ameliorate the harshness of the respondeat superior rule.
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strict liability in modem tort law is a cheapest cost avoider principle. °6 Thus, defeating an internalization argument still leaves
open the possibility that a cheapest cost avoider analysis justifies
strict liability for employment discrimination. For example, it is
possible that the notice rule for hostile environment harassment is
an effort to avoid the chilling effects of strict vicarious liability on
employment. But such an interpretation appears inconsistent with
a rule of strict liability for discriminatory decisions. Liability for
discriminatory decisions has a direct influence on employers' willingness to have employees about whom employment decisions
must be made. Similarly, quid pro quo harassment is an inevitable
consequence of vesting managers with supervisory authority over
others. Although the trend in management is towards flatter organizational hierarchies with fewer intermediate supervisory relationships, 20 7 someone still must make hiring and firing decisions. If
supervisory authority exposes an employer to liability, then it will
wish to create fewer situations in which that authority may be
abused. Strict liability for discriminatory decisions and quid pro
quo harassment is, therefore, just as likely to reduce employment
levels as is strict liability for hostile environment harassment.
Thus, it is necessary to consider other justifications for notice rules
in the context of employment discrimination.
2. Victim InformationalAdvantage
Employers often have several alternative strategies for avoiding
workplace harms. In informational terms, they may invest heavily
in information about all applicants and current employees in order
to discipline or discharge those who are causing or seem most
26 I intend to make both a normative and a positive claim here. As a normative matter,
I believe that internalization has very little to recommend it. Theoretical problems arising
from the theory of the second-best combine with the enormous administrative costs of the
tort system to militate strongly against such expansive use of liability for harm to regulate
activity levels. My positive claim is more tenuous, but I would suggest that despite the fact
that courts often invoke the theory of enterprise liability, see Priest, supra note 69, at 46364, pure cost internalization logic has had surprisingly little influence on the scope of tort
liability. The most durable inroads that strict liability has made on the prevailing
negligence standard have a plausible cheapest cost avoider rationale.
207 There is now an extensive literature on so-called corporate restructuring. See, e.g.,
Waiter B. Wriston, The State of American Management, Harv. Bus. Rev., Jan.-Feb. 1990,
at 78, 79 ("In well-run corporations.... layers of management are disappearing.").
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likely to cause harm to others. Or they may, like the landlord in
our earlier example, adopt a more passive posture, waiting for victims to complain about the conduct of particular employees. The
choice between these two approaches depends on an assessment of
their comparative social costs. This Subsection considers situations
in which the victim of discrimination can supply agent-specific
information more cheaply than an employer can obtain it through
other means.
Consider, for example, Anita Hill's allegation that Clarence
Thomas sexually harassed her. All of the conduct she described in
her affidavit and Judiciary Committee testimony occurred either in
the privacy of Thomas' office or out of the hearing of any third
party.2"' Hill was thus the only person other than Thomas who
could know what he said. If her allegations were true, Thomas
engaged in hostile environment sexual harassment. Thomas'
employer could have learned of his harassing conduct by receiving
a complaint from Hill. It could have placed video cameras in all
private offices and hired someone to monitor what was said and
done. Or it might have undertaken extensive psychological testing
of job applicants, refusing to hire anyone who seemed at all likely
to engage in harassment. Of course, each of these approaches has
advantages and disadvantages. For example, video monitoring
should virtually eliminate private office harassment, but it requires
an enormous investment in hardware and personnel and does nothing about harassment in unmonitored public areas such as lunch
rooms and lobbies. Psychological testing is substantially less costly
than video monitoring, but it has a high rate of both false positives
and false negatives. 209
Relying on victim complaints implicates similar considerations.
It is less costly for the employer than either monitoring or testing,
but it imposes the cost of complaining on the victim of harassing
conduct. The harassment victim may feel both embarrassment
208 Hearings, supra note 1, at 42-43, 45 (statement of Anita Hill) ("These incidents [at
the Department of Education] took place in his office or mine. They were in the form of
private conversations which would not have been overheard by anyone else... . The
incidents [at the EEOC] occurred in his inner office.").
209 See Office of Technology Assessment, The Use of Integrity Tests for PreEmployment Screening (1990); Kevin R. Murphy, Detecting Infrequent Deception, 72 J.
Applied Psychol. 611 (1987).
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concerning the events and fear that a complaint will lead to retaliation against her.210 Moreover, she must suffer at least some harassment before she has any reason to complain. Exposing workers to
these undesirable experiences is a real social cost of relying on victim complaints. Relying on complaints will also produce some
false allegations of harassment. These errors may be more frequent than with video monitoring and less frequent than with testmng, but they are nonetheless a social cost of the complaint
technology. As this description has suggested, it is far from clear
which of these technologies for producing agent-specific information will emerge from a careful social welfare calculation. Instead,
the outcome will depend on how much value we attach to such
nonpecuniary concerns as victims' fears of embarrassment and
retaliation as compared to the more easily quantified employer
costs of monitoring and testing. 1 '
Although neither theoretical speculation nor even empirical
investigation can determine definitively how these value judgments
should be made, my model of notice liability provides some predictions and prescriptions concerning the design of rules for employment discrimination cases. Notice requirements become
increasingly attractive as victims' cost of complaining declines. A
simple notice rule exerts no legal control over the factors that
210 See Hawkins v. Hennepin Technical Ctr., 900 F.2d 153, 154 (8th Cir.), cert. denied,
498 U.S. 854 (1990); Sahs v. Amarillo Equity Investors, 702 F. Supp. 256, 258 (D. Colo.
1988).
211 If internal complaints substantially increased the danger of retaliation against victims
of discrimination, then the case for notice liability would be far weaker. At first glance, the
burden on a victim to provide notice to his or her employer seems to expose the victim to
the possibility of retaliatory action. Three arguments, however, suggest that the risk of
retaliation is no greater, and may indeed be reduced, under a notice liability regime. First,
existing law requires a victim to file an administrative charge of discrimination with the
EEOC as a prerequisite to bringing suit against his or her employer. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e5(e) (Supp. V 1993). Victims who are willing to run the risk of retaliation under the
present system bear no greater risk under a notice liability regime. For those victims
currently deterred from filing with the EEOC, improved internal complaint procedures
may induce some of them to object to discrimination that now goes unremedied. Second,
those who complain of discriminatory treatment are protected by statute against
retaliation. See id. § 2000e-3(a) (1988). Finally, the very act of complaining to his or her
employer may well enhance a discrimination victim's protection against retaliation by
creating a documentary record of opposition to particular practices. An employer
contemplating retaliatory action will give at least some thought to the danger that adverse
personnel actions following closely on the heels of a formal complaint will create a firm
evidentiary foundation for a factfinder to infer discriminatory intent.
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determine those costs. Conditional notice liability, however, can
be tailored to influence complaint costs. The theory thus predicts
that notice rules for agent-specific information will often include a
prenotice standard of care that reduces the impediments to and
risks of victim complaints. The existing conditional notice rule for
hostile environment harassment is fully consistent with this prediction. Prenotice standards require a specific policy against sexual
harassment and an adequate internal complaint procedure. 12 A
complaint procedure facilitates victim complaints, and an
antiharassment policy provides some assurance to victims that the
employer is committed to disciplining harassers rather than retaliating against those who complain. These features of the present
conditional notice regime thus make notice more appealing by
reducing victims' cost of complaining.
Second, notice is most appropriate when victims have an informational advantage over the employer. 13 Because victims of harassment often are the only people other than the harasser who
have relevant agent-specific information, victims frequently have
such an informational advantage in sexual and racial harassment
cases. The theory thus predicts that at least harassment cases
should employ a conditional notice standard.
As we have seen, however, courts distinguish between quid pro
quo and hostile environment sexual harassment. The informational function of notice liability provides no support for this distinction. In informational terms, quid pro quo sexual harassment is
212 See Meritor Say. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 65, 72 (1986); Scherer v. Rockwell,
Int'l, 975 F.2d 356,358-59 (7th Cir. 1992); Kauffman v. Allied Signal, 970 F.2d 178, 185 (6th
Cir.), cert. denied, 113 S. Ct. 831 (1992); Swentek v. USAir, 830 F.2d 552, 558 (4th Cir.
1987); Barrett v. Omaha Nat'l Bank, 726 F.2d 424, 427 (8th Cir. 1984).
213 If the underlying theory of liability is negligence, then it does not necessarily matter
whether the victim has an informational advantage. Negligence asks only whether the
employer has failed to take a cost-justified precaution. It is quite possible that an employer
will have no cost-effective means of discovering relevant agent-specific information. In
these circumstances, negligence excuses the employer from any responsibility for resulting
harms regardless of whether the victim could or could not have provided the necessary
information. I focus the discussion in the text on the more interesting case in which a
notice requirement modifies otherwise strict liability. There is ample evidence that
Congress is committed to aggressive enforcement of discrimination statutes. See, e.g., Civil
Rights Act of 1991, Pub. L. No. 102-166, 105 Stat. 1071 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 1981 (Supp.
V 1993) (reversing six Supreme Court decisions interpreting employment discrimination
statutes in a restrictive fashion). It thus seems appropriate to analyze notice as an element
of strict liability.
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the type most likely to be concealed from an employer's conventional means of monitoring. Supervisors have comparatively
greater opportunity than coworkers to arrange private interactions
with potential harassment victims. In addition, they are more
likely to make offensive comments or gestures that would support
a hostile environment claim than they are to make specific threats
concerning job benefits in front of other employees. The theory of
victim informational advantage thus challenges the prevailing rule
of strict liability for quid pro quo harassment. If conditional notice
liability is appropriate for hostile environment harassment, then
the current treatment of quid pro quo harassment cannot be justified on informational grounds.214
Finally, notice rules are most valuable when an internal complaint allows the employer to prevent continuing harms or reverse
the effects of completed harms. We have seen that the social costs
of a complaint are the victim's private costs plus the errors associated with false claims of discrimination. On the other side of the
ledger, the social value of a complaint includes the employer's savings from avoiding more expensive alternative means of obtaining
the same agent-specific information plus the harms that the
employer can prevent as a result of the complaint. Because many
of these avoided harms benefit other potential discrimination victims and the employer, victims may have inadequate incentives to
report relevant information. Agent-specific information about current discriminatory conduct presumably signals that an agent is
likely to continue to discriminate in the future. Disciplining or discharging such an agent thus will often prevent him from committing many other harassing or discriminatory acts in the future. 215 A
214 Some might argue that the definition of hostile environment harassment includes a
number of uncertain elements such as unwelcomeness and pervasiveness and therefore
requires a notice rule to protect employers against such uncertain liability. The simple
answer to this contention is that nothing could be more uncertain than the liability
resulting from concealed quid pro quo harassment or discriminatory decisions. Moreover,
this argument ignores the effect of the notice requirement on victims. Victims have no
reason to complain until the conduct is harassing, but they must be at least as uncertain, if
not more uncertain, than employers about what constitutes a hostile environment. The
hostile environment rule thus perversely imposes on victims responsibility for complaining
when the definition of harassment is most uncertain.
215 Prompt discipline for harassing conduct not only deters the specific perpetrator from
continuing to harass the complaining victim, but also deters him from harassing others and
deters other potential harassers from engaging in similar conduct. In case of a discharge,
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victim deciding whether to report harassing conduct will consider
her very real personal costs of complaining, which include both
possible embarrassment and the danger of retaliation. She may
conclude that these costs are not worth bearing in part because, if
the conduct becomes unbearable in the future, she will have a right
to sue and recover damages for all of her losses.216 She may also
undervalue the social benefits of a complaint by ignoring or discounting its role in preventing future harms to others. Conditional
notice liability encourages early internal complaints by eliminating
the right to sue for harms caused by agents about whom no one has
complained.
Existing rules cannot be explained in these terms. Agent-specific information about discriminatory decisionmaking, quid pro
quo harassment, or hostile environment harassment are equally
likely to permit an employer to avoid future harms. There is no
reason to believe that employees who engage in these differing
forms of discrimination have different tendencies to continue the
practice. Similarly, employers are no better able to stop one form
of discrimination than any other. If a comparison of opportunities
to prevent future harms suggests no difference among types of discrimination, an analysis of the employer's ability to reverse completed harms suggests that existing doctrine has the pattern of
liability rules exactly backwards. Discriminatory decisions are perhaps the easiest harm to remedy: an employer need only reverse
the discriminatory decision and make the victim whole for any

the value of discipline depends crucially on whether the discharge will deter other
employers from hiring the perpetrator and giving him another opportunity to commit more
discrimination or harassment. See infra Part III.D.4 (discussing benefits of screening and
monitoring in terms of improving the match between workers and jobs).
216 Prior to the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1991, hostile environment
harassment victims could not receive compensatory damages, and quid pro quo harassment
victims could sue for only the value of any tangible job detriment they suffered. Such
limited damages undermine the case for notice liability because victims who do not
complain can expect to suffer significant uncompensated losses. Such considerations,
however, cannot explain the distinctive notice rule for hostile environment harassment
because pre-1991 damages were least adequate for that form of harassment. Victims of
hostile environment harassment thus had the strongest incentive to complain in order to
avoid uncompensated losses, and notice liability was therefore least necessary for that form
of discrimination. Moreover, the 1991 amendments now provide substantial monetary
relief for all forms of discrimination.
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financial losses suffered before the reversal.217 An offer of such full
relief would also go a long way toward remedying any dignitary
harm the victim has suffered, because the remedy repudiates the
prior decision and vindicates the victim's view of her value to the
employer. Quid pro quo harassment typically involves a tangible
job detriment that the employer can remedy as in the case of discriminatory decisions. 218 Although the emotional scars from sexual
coercion may be more difficult to heal, once again the employer's
positive reaction to a complaint vindicates the victim's position and
brands the harasser's conduct as illegitimate. Hostile environment
harassment is the least reversible form of discrimination. Only the
victim's sense that justice has been done to the harasser is in any
real sense commensurable with the harm inflicted. Although monetary relief certainly acts as a financial deterrent to misconduct, it
seems doubtful that money damages are an effective way to compensate for the purely nonpecuniary harm of hostile environment
harassment.
Courts thus have no informational justification for limiting
notice liability to hostile environment cases. Indeed, analyzing the
reversibility of harm suggests that notice liability for quid pro quo
harassment and discriminatory decisions would impose the burden
of fewer irreversible harms on discrimination victims than does the
current notice rule for hostile environment harassment. Before we
consider the implications of this analysis for the design of employer
liability rules, we should consider another way in which strict liability may impede the efficient use of agent-specific information.
3. Self-Enforcement Bias
Just as notice liability may encourage victims to provide information concerning discrimination, strict vicarious liability may discourage employers from producing information that they would be
willing to produce under a less stringent liability rule. Jennifer
Arlen has suggested a mechanism by which vicarious corporate
217 I show later that prudential considerations militate against requiring monetary relief
in an internal complaint procedure. See infra Part IV.B.3.
218 Quid pro quo cases involving submission to sexual coercion are more similar to
hostile environment cases. An employer has nothing to offer that is strictly
commensurable with the injury the victim has suffered.
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criminal liability may have such perverse effects. 219 Adapting this
argument to the employment discrimination context would suggest
that notice liability may encourage employers to invest more in
agent-specific information and thus prevent more discriminatory
conduct.
Arlen observes that courts and commentators routinely assume
that corporate criminal liability necessarily reduces corporate
crime by inducing corporations to sanction their agents for wrongful acts.220 The conventional analysis, however, ignores the effect
vicarious liability has on corporate enforcement expenditures.
Arlen suggests that corporations often are more able than the government to detect and investigate crimes such as "securities fraud,
government procurement fraud, and some environmental
crimes." 1 In this context, corporate criminal liability may deter
companies from spending their own resources on enforcement.
Such self-enforcement efforts increase the probability that
employee crimes will be detected and thus also increase the corporation's expected liability. Arlen's central insight is the observation that corporate criminal liability could reduce corporate
enforcement expenditures below the level of self-enforcement that
would be undertaken without corporate liability. Thus, the perverse effect of vicarious criminal liability may be to increase corporate crime. 222 I will call this problem "self-enforcement bias."
If enforcement of employment discrimination laws depends to
some extent on employers' own investments in detecting wrongful
conduct, then vicarious liability may induce lower corporate
enforcement expenditures and concomitantly higher levels of discrimination. Under strict vicarious liability, an employer will tend
to avoid any monitoring or enforcement activity that increases the
probability either that a lawsuit will be filed or that once filed such
a suit will be successful. At first glance, one might think that this
theory has no application to employment discrimination cases.
Arlen's model of corporate criminal liability assumes that the cor219 See Arlen, supra note 11, at 836. Arlen suggests that her "analysis also may be
relevant to administrative sanctions against corporations and to vicarious civil liability,
including employer liability for sexual harassment under Title VII." Id. at 837.
220 See id. at 833.
221 Id. at 835.
222 Id. at 843.
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poration is in the best position to detect and investigate wrongdoing.' In contrast, my analysis of vicarious discrimination liability
has suggested that victims often are in the best position to observe
crucial agent-specific information.' 4 As I have suggested, this victim informational advantage provides an independent justification
for conditional notice liability.22 5 Considering solely the
probability of detection, then, self-enforcement bias seems unlikely
to affect employer investments in agent-specific information.226
Nevertheless, an important category of employer enforcement
efforts could influence the probability of suit. Under the current
hybrid of strict liability and notice rules, many employers have
established internal complaint procedures. The existence of an
internal complaint procedure could conceivably encourage
employees to file claims of discrimination that ultimately become
lawsuits. An employer worried about this effect might adopt a less
responsive approach in an attempt to discourage employees from
even considering a claim.

23 Id. at 835.
224 See supra Part III.D.2. The victim of discrimination is also the party that initiates
virtually all employment discrimination litigation. The EEOC brings a negligible
proportion of all discrimination claims, and most of these suits arise out of victim
complaints. See Donohue & Siegelman, supra note 122, at 1000 n.66 (noting that between
1972 and 1989, EEOC only brought four percent of all employment discrimination suits).
225 See supra Part III.D.2.
226 Self-enforcement expenditures could conceivably influence the probability of
detection for employer-specific information. As I suggested earlier, employers are well
positioned to collect and evaluate information concerning patterns that might reveal
systemic discrimination. The doctrinal structure of both disparate treatment and disparate
impact liability, however, tends to equalize the informational position of victims and
employers. Plaintiffs make out a prima facie case of systemic disparate treatment if they
can produce evidence of a statistical imbalance coupled with some anecdotal evidence of
bias. See, e.g., International Bhd. of Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324, 334-43
(1977) (stating that statistical evidence of "the inexorable zero" coupled with "individuals
who testified about their personal experiences with the company brought the cold numbers
convincingly to life"). Disparate impact doctrine permits a claim based on statistical
evidence alone. See 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(k) (Supp. V 1993); Albemarle Paper Co. v.
Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 425 (1975); Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 430-32 (1971).
EEOC reporting requirements help to ensure that some of the necessary statistical
information is available. See supra note 166. Employees' own observations concerning the
racial or sexual composition of the workforce supplement these official sources. It thus
seems unlikely that employers' own enforcement efforts significantly affect the probability
of detecting systemic discrimination.
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Casual empiricism suggests that many employers do not believe
that internal procedures encourage lawsuits or that they have
adopted those procedures in spite of this effect.227 It is, however,
possible that strict liability for discriminatory decisions and quid
pro quo harassment has deterred some employers from adopting
complaint procedures. There are also other feasible proceduresperiodic surveys of employees or rewards for substantiating evidence of bias-for encouraging employees to come forward with
information about potential problems. Existing strict liability rules
may make such comparatively aggressive approaches to internal
enforcement unattractive. Encouraging employees to come forward with information might increase the chances that aggrieved
employees will proceed to file charges, and the evidence produced
in investigating internal complaints could improve a plaintiff's
chance of success. The danger of self-enforcement bias is probably
somewhat greater for discriminatory decisions than for sexual and
racial harassment. 228 Moreover, the human resources management
and legal literature promoting the adoption of internal complaint
procedures argues consistently that internal procedures decrease
the likelihood that dissatisfied employees will bring formal discrimination claims against their employer.229
There is a more subtle way that self-enforcement bias might
influence employers' behavior. With the protection of a notice liability or negligence standard for internal investigations, employers
W See infra Part IV.C (discussing special role of internal complaint procedures and
presenting some statistical evidence on the prevalence of such procedures).
228 Harassment cases typically depend on assessing the comparative credibility of the
alleged victim and perpetrator. The victim, who is the only party ever likely to bring suit,
necessarily knows whether her story is true. An employer's investigation may turn up
corroborative evidence such as witnesses, inconsistencies in the harasser's version of
events, or prior complaints against the alleged harasser. But a determined plaintiff can
ordinarily uncover the same evidence through her precomplaint investigation and
subsequent discovery requests. In a discriminatory decision case, an employer may at least
initially have essential information that supplements the victim's own observations. For
example, a discriminatory failure to hire case depends on comparing the qualifications of
several applicants. Similarly, a discharge case may turn on comparing the plaintiff's job
performance to that of other employees. Although such information can be obtained
through discovery, it is less immediately available than the personal experiences of a
harassment victim.
229 See, e.g., Stuart H. Bompey, Max G. Brittain, Jr. & Paul I. Weiner, Wrongful
Termination Claims: A Preventative Approach (2d ed. 1991); Alan F. Westin & Alfred G.
Feliu, Resolving Employment Disputes Without Litigation (1988).
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might be willing to support quite independent and objective review
of personnel decisions and allegations of harassment. The presence of strict liability, however, may cause employers to view the
internal procedure as an opportunity to create a documentary record strong enough to defeat any potential discrimination claim.
Strict vicarious liability thus influences not only the level but the
character of the internal enforcement activities of corporations
subject to that liability." 0 A notice standard thus would make
objective internal investigations comparatively less costly for
employers.
4. The Market for and Monitoring of Agents
As I have just explained, self-enforcement bias under strict liability may cause employers to spend too little on detecting and
investigating discrimination and too much on concealing agent
wrongdoing. Strict liability also may distort employers' incentives
in the market for and monitoring of agents, inducing them to
engage in both too much screening and too much monitoring of
their employee agents. A conditional notice standard diminishes
these socially undesirable incentives. Vicarious liability rules influence the production of agent-specific information at two distinct
stages of the employment relationship.
a. Preemployment Screening
An employer's first opportunity to acquire agent-specific information relevant to avoiding losses occurs during preemployment
screening. Information about a prospective employee disclosed on
an application form, in an employment interview, by references, or
as a result of the employer's independent investigation sometimes
signals that an applicant would be unusually likely to engage in
harm-producing conduct. These signals range from the comparatively subtle and ambiguous, such as a prior employment history
marked by frequent job changes and spells of unemployment, to
the painfully obvious, such as an applicant at a daycare center who
has been convicted of sexually abusing children in his care. The
230 See Arlen, supra note 219, at 858-60 (discussing the role of corporate criminal
liability in creating incentives for concealment).
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applicable liability rule determines
how vigorously an employer
31
searches for such information.
Our goal in designing vicarious liability rules should be to induce
employers to engage in the socially optimal amount of screening.
An employer will invest in screening employees so long as those
investments reduce its expected liability costs by more than the
cost of screening. Strict vicarious liability requires employers to
pay the social cost of harms resulting from their employees' conduct in the scope of employment. We should, therefore, expect
firms to screen for additional agent-specific information only when
that information produces a net savings in expected social costs. 232
Without further argument, such screening would be efficient and
socially beneficial. Strict liability, however, may create incentives
for employers to screen excessively.
Consider first the private and social purposes served by screening. An employer would like to discover any information about a
prospective employee that can predict how productive he will be
and how employing him will affect the employer's expected liability. Given a choice between two equally productive employees, the
employer benefits, to the full extent of any difference in expected
liability costs, from hiring the employee who is less likely to cause
harm. The employer thus will be willing to continue investing in
screening so long as it expects each new screening device to reduce
its expected liability by more than its cost. The social benefit of
each investment in screening, however, is not as large as the
employer's private return. When a potentially more costly
employee is eliminated from consideration, he will inevitably try
again at another employer. That employer and all subsequent
231 The question of how the employer responds once it has negative agent-specific
information is also a subtle one. Under a postnotice standard of negligence, the employer
faces a liability cliff that may induce it to take more precautions than the legally specified
standard of care. Intuitively, uncertainty about what precautions are required makes the
marginal value of precautions in the vicinity of the standard of care higher because a small
error can lead to a large increase in liability costs. Strict liability has continuously variable
liability costs without the discontinuity of negligence. Employers thus might take
comparatively fewer postnotice precautions under a strict liability standard. See generally
John E. Calfee & Richard Craswell, Some Effects of Uncertainty on Compliance with
Legal Standards, 70 Va. L. Rev. 965 (1984) (describing overcompliance and
undercompliance with legal rule in response to uncertainty about liability).
232 See, e.g., supra note 138 and accompanying text (discussing socially optimal
precautions).
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employers will also bear the costs of screening for the same characteristics. These costs are worth bearing only so long as the screening process sorts workers into jobs for which they are better suited
than those that they would receive from random and costless
assignment.
Labor economists refer to these gains as improvements in match
quality. z 3 Screening is socially beneficial to the extent that it better matches workers to jobs. The concept of match quality thus
suggests a normative benchmark by which to measure the desirability of increased preemployment screening. Applying this norm
to the risk of vicarious liability for employee torts, we must consider whether screening prospective employees for a tortious disposition will enhance match quality. Match quality will improve,
for example, if potentially violent employees are not employed in
occupations that give them special opportunities or incentives to
commit violent acts. Similarly, match quality would be better if
clumsy employees do not work at jobs that require good coordination to perform safely. There is thus a social benefit to inducing
employers at which such workers present special risks to screen for
these characteristics. Employers hiring for jobs at which the risk
from violent or clumsy behavior is no greater than average, however, have a private incentive to screen so long as that screening
reduces their expected liability. But because screening devices are
imperfect, those workers screened out will keep applying for jobs
until they pass through another employer's preemployment screening. The expense of each privately successful screen will thus be a
social loss because the ultimate job match is no better than any of
the earlier matches would have been. In these circumstances, society may be better off eliminating strict vicarious liability for the
harms in question. If expected liability costs are zero, then
employers will have no legally induced incentive to screen. z 4

233 See, e.g., John M. Barron, Dan A. Black & Mark A. Loewenstein, Job Matching and
On-the-Job Training, 7 J. Lab. Econ. 1 (1989); K.G. Binmore & MJ. Herrero, Matching
and Bargaining in Dynamic Markets, 55 Rev. Econ. Stud. 17 (1988); Dale T. Mortensen,
Matching: Finding a Partner for Life or Otherwise, 94 Am. J. Soc. 5215 (1989).
234 Of course, employers still may screen wastefully for characteristics related to
productivity. There is, however, no obvious way to reduce that excessive screening by
adjusting employer liability doctrines.
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Labor market dynamics exacerbate this tendency to overinvest
in screening out high-risk applicants. Successful screening by any
one employer increases the proportion of high-risk workers in the
available labor pool. The presence of more high-risk workers
increases the expected value of successful screening for other
employers because the alternative of random selection now yields
higher expected liability costs. The interaction of employers'
screening strategies thus creates a strong incentive for employers to
continue screening. Although all employers might be better off by
agreeing to random selection, any individual employer would face
a severe adverse selection problem if it stopped screening for highrisk applicants- 35 The likely market equilibrium involves socially
excessive screening for the characteristic of risk. 6
Conditional notice liability thus can be seen as an effort to avoid
socially excessive screening. 237 So long as a particular agent characteristic does not increase an employer's expected liability, the liability regime creates no incentive to screen for that characteristic.
The contours of vicarious liability for physical assaults seem consistent with this information-based explanation. Screening for violent
employees is likely to be excessive from a social standpoint
because successfully screening out a potentially violent employee
simply leads that employee to try again at another employer. 238
235 The standard citation on the problem of adverse selection is Michael Rothschild &
Joseph Stiglitz, Equilibrium in Competitive Insurance Markets: An Essay on the
Economics of Imperfect Information, 90 QJ. Econ. 629 (1976). There has also been a
spate of recent empirical work on the issue of adverse selection. See, e.g., Georges Dionne
& Neil A. Doherty, Adverse Selection, Commitment, and Renegotiation: Extension to and
Evidence from Insurance Markets, 102 J. Pol. Econ. 209 (1994); Robert Puelz & Arthur
Snow, Evidence on Adverse Selection: Equilibrium Signaling and Cross-Subsidization in
the Insurance Market, 102 J. Pol. Econ. 236 (1994).
236 There is at least one potentially countervailing effect on the market for workers.
Some employers might chose to freeride on the screening efforts of others. They might
only extend offers to applicants who already have offers from screening employers. This
effect, however, is likely to be minimal because it is quite difficult to verify offers and
screening employers would probably respond to such a strategy by extending only shortfuse offers.
237 Employers also may imperfectly internalize certain social costs of their
preemployment screening. Expansive vicarious liability for all employee torts could create
an incentive for employers to intrude into applicants' private lives. Concerns about
excessively intrusive screening might, therefore, help explain why the employer should not
be an insurer of all employee conduct. Liability should be limited when it may create an
incentive to pry.
238 Sykes makes an analogous point in the context of motel security:
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The socially beneficial effect of screening in this context is solely in
improving the match quality.2 39 A potentially violent employee
should presumably work at a job that is less likely to incite violence
and at which violence has comparatively minor consequences.
Applying strict vicarious liability for employee assaults, or a stringent negligent hiring standard, to high-risk occupations could promote efficient sorting. 240 Liability induces high-risk employers to
engage in substantial screening. For example, applicants who have
been convicted of violent crimes should probably be disqualified
from performing work that gives them access to vulnerable potential victims. This screening deters high-risk applicants, who would
be screened out, from applying at all. In effect, high-risk workers
are steered towards low-risk jobs by the less stringent screening
conducted for those jobs.
Similar considerations should influence employer screening to
avoid discrimination liability. Those likely to make discriminatory
decisions should be excluded from positions in which they have the
opportunity to make such decisions. Applicants who have a tendency to engage in harassment should be matched to jobs in which
harassment is comparatively difficult.' Unlike violent conduct,
however, discrimination is not a crime and therefore does not
result in a permanent record of wrongdoing. Even severe sexual
harassment short of rape rarely leads to criminal charges against
the harasser.24 ' Without the benefit of a record of arrest and conThe private value of security measures (as between the motel and its guests) may
considerably exceed their social value. If security measures do not reduce the
incidence of crime but merely redirect criminals to easier targets, then the added
safety of motel guests is offset by reduced safety for others in the neighborhood.
Sykes, supra note 8, at 599.
239 Like Sykes' motel and its guests, see supra note 238, the employer's precautions are
only socially valuable if they reduce the global incidence of employee violence or
discrimination. In order for screening to be worthwhile, employees who have a high
propensity to commit violent acts or discrimination must be redirected to jobs in which the
risks from such conduct are lower than in the job from which the screening excludes them.
240 See, e.g., Lyon v. Carey, 533 F.2d 649 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (imposing strict liability for
rape by delivery man); Mary M. v. City of Los Angeles, 814 P.2d 1341 (Cal. 1991) (finding
employer liable for rape by on-duty police officer). Courts could accomplish much the
same objective by imposing a stringent prenotice standard of care under a conditional
notice rule.
241 Victims often bring common-law intentional tort actions in an effort to supplement
the limited relief available in statutory discrimination claims. See DeCoe v. General
Motors Corp., 32 F.3d 212 (6th Cir. 1994) (alleging slander, tortious interference with
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viction, employers must rely on personal interviews, employment
history, and reference checking. These screening devices are so
uncertain in application that high-risk applicants can count on successfully evading them after comparatively few attempts. 242
Screening for potential discriminators may provide some limited
private benefit to an employer wanting to avoid the adverse selection problem that afflicts those who do no screening. But such
imperfect screening exerts only the weakest impulse to improve
match quality. If we could identify certain jobs for which the
expected costs of employment discrimination are extremely highperhaps because the position makes discrimination particularly
damaging or creates unusual opportunities to discriminate-then,
for those jobs, the social benefits of slightly better match quality
might be worth the costs of screening. Without such a theory of
high-risk jobs, however, conditional notice liability eliminates any
residual incentive to screen excessively.
b.

Employee Monitoring

Employers may also control harms by monitoring employee conduct and punishing risky or wrongful behavior. Supervisory
employees monitor the job performance of their subordinates
through personal observation, reporting requirements, and periodic review of business records. Some employers also use electronic monitoring technologies such as video cameras, keyboard
and telephone monitors, and the interception of electronic mail.
Finally, employers can rely on internal complaints concerning
economic relations, conspiracy, and intentional infliction of emotional distress); Steiner v.
Showboat Operating Co., 25 F.3d 1459 (9th Cir. 1994) (alleging intentional infliction of
emotional distress); Jamison v. Wiley, 14 F.3d 222 (4th Cir. 1994) (alleging sexual assault
and battery and intentional infliction of emotional distress). Criminal prosecution,
however, is comparatively rare.
242 Personal interviews produce only the most subjective impression and therefore
depend crucially on more or less random variation in the degree of empathy between the
applicant and the interviewer. An employment history marked by frequent job changes
may be a sign of trouble, but it is not uniquely an indicator of a propensity to discriminate,
and an applicant may be able to explain away some changes as resulting from other than
work-related problems. Finally, the vast majority of employers no longer provide candid
employment references. Fearing defamation liability, most restrict their communications
to confirming job title and dates of service. See Ira M. Shepard & Robert Duston, Thieves
at Work: An Employer's Guide to Combating Workplace Dishonesty 245 (1988).
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employees' conduct. Each of these approaches to monitoring has a
different mix of private and social costs.
The choice of a liability regime for employment discrimination
law influences employers' decisions about monitoring. Under strict
vicarious liability, employers compare the cost of various monitoring technologies to the ability of each to prevent compensable
harms.243 Once an employer detects discriminatory conduct, it may
reassign an employee to a position in which he cannot cause further harm or, if such a position is unavailable, it may discharge him.
The employer's private benefit from this disciplinary action equals
the reduction in expected liability judgments for that employee's
conduct as well as the deterrent effect that discipline has on other
employees. The sanction of discharge, however, puts the offending
employee back into the labor market to search for another position. The analysis of preemployment screening showed that the
risk of reemployment at a similar position reduces the social value
of such a separation. To the extent that disciplinary discharges produce no improvement in match quality, employers will tend to discharge excessively often.244
Monitoring also may impose social costs that employers imperfectly internalize. Intrusive monitoring may invade an employee's
sense of personal privacy and interfere with her sense of autonomy
and control over her work. Monitoring could also invade the privacy of others with whom employees deal. These costs would ordinarily be borne by the firm. An employer that uses intrusive
monitoring techniques will itself suffer if that monitoring reduces
employee productivity and morale. Wage costs should also
increase to compensate for any decline in the psychic returns
employees derive from their jobs. Moreover, monitoring that
affects customers should produce a compensating adjustment in the
243 A desire to avoid discrimination liability is only one of many motives leading
employers to monitor employees. The text abstracts from these other motives by
considering solely the marginal influence of discrimination liability on monitoring
behavior.
244 The same market dynamic that discourages low-risk employers from choosing not to
screen also enhances their incentive to monitor. An employer that offered a workplace
without extensive monitoring would tend to attract a disproportionately high share of highrisk workers because these workers could expect longer job tenure than at firms with more
aggressive monitoring. This adverse selection problem reinforces the employer's tendency
to overestimate the social value of employee monitoring.
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price of the employer's product or service. It seems quite possible,
however, that some of the costs of intrusive monitoring will be
borne by parties who have no contractual relationship with the
employer. One may also question whether the labor market will
necessarily produce perfectly compensating wage differentials for
all intrusive monitoring.24 5 In order for a compensating differential
to arise, job applicants must be well informed about the extent of
monitoring or incumbent workers must be willing to bear the costs
of searching for another position in reaction to intrusive
monitoring.
Conditional notice liability permits employers to abstain from
monitoring for the information on which liability is contingent.
Employers may instead rely on the alternative technology of investigating internal discrimination complaints. This approach permits
employers to restrict the invasiveness of their monitoring and focus
their monitoring resources on the employees who complaints indicate are most likely to be causing social losses. 2 46 Notice liability
thus diminishes the employer's marginal incentive to engage in
socially excessive monitoring.
IV. ADAPTING NOTICE LIAILrY TO EMPLOYMENT
DIsCRIMINATION LAW

The preceding analysis of notice liability shows how notice rules
influence employers' incentives to invest in information. It also
demonstrates that for general, victim-specific, and agent-specific
information a conditional notice standard may create more efficient incentives than would a standard of strict vicarious liability.
245 See Sandra L. King & Harry B. Williams, Shift Work Pay Differentials and Practices
in Manufacturing, Monthly Lab. Rev., Dec. 1985, at 26 (discussing compensating
differentials for evening and night shifts); Sherwin Rosen, Hedonic Prices and Implicit
Markets: Product Differentiation in Pure Competition, 82 J. Pol. Econ. 34 (1974)
(modeling compensating differentials for job characteristics); Robert S. Smith,
Compensating Wage Differentials and Public Policy: A Review, 32 Indus. & Lab. Rel. Rev.
339 (1979) (discussing compensating differentials for health and safety risks).
246 Thus the business purpose test, which limits an employer's vicarious liability, might
be justified as a way to avoid giving employers incentives to monitor employees' outside
activities. A concern about socially excessive precautions might also explain the commonlaw one-free-bite rule. Dog owners might be induced by strict liability to take extreme
precautions such as tall fences, chains, and muzzles. A simple notice rule allows the owner
to avoid these steps unless the dog's behavior indicates that such precautions are necessary.
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These results could justify the notice requirement that courts now
impose in hostile environment cases. The same analysis also suggests, however, that notice liability would be equally appropriate
for other types of discrimination claims, and thus only doctrinal
formalism or an outmoded empirical presumption of notice can
explain the distinctive treatment of hostile environment harassment. In short, the current pattern of strict and notice liability
lacks a coherent functional justification.
This Part develops an alternative approach to the issue of
employer liability. First, it distinguishes those types of discrimination for which notice liability has the greatest appeal. It then
explores how each aspect of a notice liability rule should be
defined, including both prenotice and postnotice standards of care,
the specification of what constitutes notice, and the special role of
internal complaint procedures in a notice regime. The Part concludes by establishing that courts have the necessary authority to
expand their use of notice liability and by exploring the relationship between notice requirements and existing administrative
procedures.
A.

The Scope of the Notice Requirement

A notice requirement is most useful when discrimination victims
have an informational advantage over employers. Victims may
know agent-specific or victim-specific information that would be
extremely costly for employers to discover.247 In these circumstances, conditional notice liability creates incentives for employers
to minimize the cost of filing an internal complaint. Discrimination
victims thus bear reduced costs and are encouraged to share what
they know. A notice requirement is also appropriate when strict
liability would create either a perverse disincentive for employers
to invest in relevant information 248 or equally perverse
incentives
2 49
to engage in excessive screening or monitoring.
The background assumption of employment discrimination law
is, to paraphrase the norm in environmental law, "employer
247 See supra Part III.D.2.
248 See supra Part III.D.3.
249 See supra Part III.D.4.
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pays."5 0 Substantial reasons thus should support any deviation
from that underlying principle. Although existing employer liability doctrine distinguishes quid pro quo harassment and discriminatory decisions from hostile environment harassment, the analytics
of information support quite different distinctions. The next two
Subsections demonstrate the role of information in defining the
appropriate scope of a notice requirement.
1.

Systemic Versus Individual Claims

One broad division in employment discrimination law is between
individual and systemic claims. Individual disparate treatment
claims typically allege that a supervisory employee has made an
adverse employment decision-either failed to hire or promote or
discharged the plaintiff-for a discriminatory reason. In fact, individual discharge cases are by far the most common type of employment discrimination claim brought. 251 Individual claims also
include allegations that a supervisor or coemployee engaged in sexual harassment. In contrast, systemic disparate treatment claims
allege that discriminatory decisions are more than an isolated
occurrence. The plaintiff seeks to prove that discrimination is the
employer's standard operating procedure.z 2 A repeated pattern of
discriminatory conduct and the participation of several managerial
employees in discriminatory decisionmaking typically distinguishes
systemic disparate treatment cases from individual claims. 5 3 Similarly, disparate impact theory allows plaintiffs to challenge facially
neutral selection criteria that disproportionately exclude members
250 Cf. Edith B. Weiss, Environmentally Sustainable Competitiveness: A Comment, 102
Yale LJ. 2123, 2142 (1993) (discussing the "polluter pays" principle).
251 See Donohue & Siegelman, supra note 122, at 1015 (noting that by 1985, 59% of
cases alleged discrimination in discharge).
252 See International Bhd. of Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324, 336 (1977).
253 See id. at 338. In Teamsters, the trial court heard testimony concerning "over 40
specific instances of discrimination," id., and found that
[n]umerous qualified black and Spanish-surnamed American applicants who sought
line driving jobs at the company over the years, either had their requests ignored,
were given false or misleading information about requirements, opportunities, and
application procedures, or were not considered and hired on the same basis that
whites were considered and hired.
Id. See generally Schlei & Grossman, supra note 5 (discussing Teamsters).
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of a protected class.254 Although an individual may bring a disparate impact case, the theory itself normally requires that the challenged selection criterion has been used to evaluate a substantial
number of people. 55 Thus, disparate impact cases more closely
resemble systemic than individual disparate treatment claims.
Employers should be held strictly liable for systemic discrimination. First, both disparate impact and systemic disparate treatment
claims involve principally employer-specific information. Victims
have no informational advantage. Employers are equally able to
monitor the workplace to determine whether there is a pervasive
pattern of discriminatory decisionmaking or statistical evidence of
adverse impact. Systemic disparate treatment cases usually include
both statistical evidence of exclusion and testimony concerning
multiple incidents of discrimination. z 6 This high evidentiary
threshold ensures that employers have ample opportunity to detect
problems before liability attaches. There is also little danger of
self-enforcement bias. Proof of systemic disparate treatment ordinarily demonstrates that the defendant employer has no desire to
control discrimination, and an employer that discovers an unlawful
disparate impact can alter its selection criteria without increasing
*the probability of a successful discrimination suit. Finally, the ease
with which both employers and victims can detect systemic discrimination dramatically reduces the risk that strict liability will induce
excessive screening or monitoring of their employee agents.
In contrast to systemic claims, individualclaims of discrimination
typically involve the interaction of a victim and one agent. In these
circumstances, the probability is high that the victim has observed
something about the interaction that leads her to believe that she
has suffered discrimination. Those observations also are likely to
254 See 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(k) (Supp. V 1993); Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S.
405, 425 (1975); Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 430-32 (1971).
255 In order to establish a statistically significant adverse impact on a protected class, the
selection criterion must either have an extremely severe exclusionary effect or have been
used for many employment decisions. In the latter case, a large sample size permits
plaintiffs to attack a comparatively less pronounced exclusionary effect. It may also be
possible to prove an adverse impact using only statistics concerning the general population.
See, e.g., Dothard v. Ralinson, 433 U.S. 321, 329-31 (1977) (relying on general population
statistics in challenge to height and weight requirement); Griggs, 401 U.S. at 430 n.6
(relying on census statistics in challenge to high school diploma requirement).
256 See, e.g., Teamsters, 431 U.S. at 334-43.
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be either victim-specific, agent-specific, or both agent- and victimspecific. In these cases, the victim has information that would be
comparatively expensive for the employer to obtain through preemployment screening or employee monitoring. When the information is agent-specific, a complaint from the victim also provides
a broad social benefit to all those who might otherwise suffer
future discrimination at the hands of this agent. The victim's informational advantage, coupled with an increased risk of self-enforcement bias and a greater danger of excessive screening and
monitoring, militate against strict vicarious liability. Conditional
notice liability for individual claims would encourage both employees and employers to obtain that information by exploiting7 a comparatively inexpensive technology-internal complaints2
Distinguishing individual and systemic claims in this way
undoubtedly would create an incentive for plaintiffs to bring a systemic claim whenever possible. Perhaps those with individual
claims will plead a systemic theory in the alternative. This incentive to bring systemic claims, however, would be socially beneficial.
A larger number and proportion of systemic claims brought would
increase the chances that discrimination litigation will uncover
more than isolated discriminatory incidents. Because systemic discrimination has the greatest potential to harm the largest number
of people, increased attention to that type of discrimination would
focus enforcement efforts on the most harmful forms of discrimination."~ The line between strict liability for systemic discrimination
257 For a more detailed consideration of internal complaint procedures, see infra Part
IV.B.1.
258 A recent General Accounting Office report, EEOC's Expanding Workload:
Increases in Age Discrimination and Other Charges Call for New Approach (1994), calls
for more active pursuit of systemic discrimination charges. Richard Seymour, an attorney
with the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, has suggested that the EEOC
should assign priorities to cases, devoting the most resources to more serious charges. See
EEOC Enforcement, Family Leave Law, Fair EmpI. Prac. (BNA) 32 (Mar. 29, 1993).
Former EEOC General Counsel Donald Livingston and a panel of EEOC staff members
have also suggested devoting more resources to systemic charges. See EEOC Must
Change Approaches To Deal with Growing Workload, Officials Say, 1993 Daily Lab. Rep.
(BNA) 153 d22 (Aug. 11, 1993). Finally, EEOC Chairman Gilbert Casellas acknowledged
during his confirmation hearings that "we have to come up with something creative,
something different, or the system is going to crash." Casellas Approved as Chairman of
EEOC, 147 Lab. Rel. Rep. (BNA) 174, 175 (Oct. 10, 1994). Considering the agency's
shrinking budget and growing caseload, such suggestions necessarily imply that even less
attention can be given to individual charges. See infra note 310.
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and conditional notice liability for individual claims thus promotes
both a cost-effective strategy of informational investments and a
more efficient allocation of enforcement expenditures.
2. Concealed Actions and Concealed Motives
The central justification for a notice requirement is the victim's
superior access to information about particular kinds of discriminatory conduct. Two distinct types of information, however, are relevant evidence of discrimination-information about acts and
information about motives. An act may be inherently discriminatory, as for example when a supervisor demands sex in exchange
for favorable treatment. Or an act may appear legitimate to a casual observer but be discriminatory because of the motive for which
the action is taken, as when a supervisor discharges a black
employee for conduct he would have excused if engaged in by a
white employee.
The victim's informational advantage is greatest for discrimination involving inherently discriminatory actions. The perpetrator
of an inherently discriminatory act has strong incentives to conceal
the action from all but the intended victim. If anyone else witnesses such an act, that person may report it or be able to corroborate the victim's story in the event that she files a claim. Any agent
who fears discipline for engaging in discriminatory conduct thus
will take steps to conceal inherently discriminatory acts from
others.
Sexual and racial harassment cases provide the clearest examples
of inherently discriminatory acts. The perpetrator of hostile environment harassment implicitly says either "I expect you to tolerate
my offensive behavior," or "I hope my offensive behavior will
make you quit." In each case, both the conduct and its motive violate both the law and any employer's antidiscrimination policy.
The victim necessarily observes the wrongful acts and may also
know the perpetrator's motive. The only way that an employer can
detect such conduct without the victim's aid is by investing in measures to prevent the perpetrator from concealing the wrongful act.
There is a substantial danger that such measures will be excessively
intrusive and therefore socially costly. By comparison, the victim
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learns of the conduct without making any investment at all and can
inform his employer at comparatively low cost." 9
The perpetrator of quid pro quo harassment demands sex as a
form of blackmail. He implicitly says, "Submit to my sexual
demands, or I will make adverse employment decisions that are not
justified by any lack of productivity on your part. ' 260 The typical
plaintiff's case is not complete, however, without an allegation that
she has suffered a tangible job detriment for refusing to submit to
her supervisor's demands.26 ' Quid pro quo harassment thus
involves unconcealed action-an adverse employment decisionabout which the employer can learn even more easily than victims.
Victims thus have no informational advantage on this element of
the claim. The supervisor, however, must make the adverse
employment decision for an impermissible motive-the decision
must be based on the victim's refusal to submit to sexual
advances.262 Concerning motive, the victim has a clear informational advantage. The supervisor has good reason to conceal his
motive from everyone but the victim. But if his sexual blackmail is
to be successful, he obviously must reveal his intentions to the victim. Thus, once again, the victim obtains crucial information-in
this case the concealed motive-without making any investment
and can inform her employer at comparatively low cost.
259 It is of course important that the cost of complaining be as low as possible. Reducing
that cost as much as possible is the main function of the prenotice standard of care.
260 If the supervisor says "Submit to my demands and I will advance your career more
rapidly than your productivity warrants," then his conduct does not strictly satisfy the
tangible job detriment element of the quid pro quo action. The Second Circuit's recent
interpretation of the quid pro quo standard, however, see Karibian v. Columbia Univ., 14
F.3d 773, 778 (2d. Cir.), cert. denied, 114 S. Ct. 2693 (1994), could conceivably cover such a
situation because the harassment victim would obtain a job benefit by consenting to sex
just as in Karibian the plaintiff retained a job benefit by consenting to sexual relations with
her supervisor. In any event, such an offer could help create a hostile environment. Courts
and commentators have also debated whether such an offer constitutes sex discrimination
against those women and men to whom no similar offer was made. Compare DeCintio v.
Westchester Cty. Med. Ctr., 807 F.2d 304 (2d Cir. 1986) (holding men have no claim), cert.
denied, 484 U.S. 825 (1987) with King v. Palmer, 778 F.2d 878 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (recognizing
such a claim brought by a woman).
261 There does not appear to be any doctrine of attempted quid pro quo harassment. If
a supervisor fails to follow through on his threat of sexual blackmail, however, the
unwelcome sexual advance could presumably be the basis for a hostile environment claim.
262 The claim requires that the plaintiff prove her refusal to submit caused the adverse
employment action.
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Like quid pro quo harassment, discriminatory decisions involve
an unconcealed action taken for a concealed motive. Of course,
cases vary tremendously, but a typical individual disparate treatment claim arises from a supervisor's discriminatory decisionmaking process. The supervisor thinks, "I could but I wouldn't fire a
white employee for this level of performance, but I can get rid of a
black employee for doing the same thing." Or somewhat more
subtly, the supervisor would not think badly of a white employee
who performed this way, but tends to assume that black employees
perform poorly and notices selectively those aspects of performance that tend to confirm his prior assumptions about black people.
In neither of these situations does the supervisor have any reason
to reveal his motive to the discrimination victim. Instead he is
likely to wish to conceal his motives from both the victim and his
employer.
What benefit could notice liability provide in these circumstances? The answer is that employees who ultimately sue their
employers must have some basis for believing that their treatment
was discriminatory. For example, they may think that their job
performance was no worse than that of white employees who have
been retained. Alternately, they may know that the supervisor's
description of their shortcomings understates positive aspects of
their performance. Or they may even have observed evidence of
the supervisor's true discriminatory motive in an unguarded
moment. In any event, they have a profound informational advantage over their employer. Unless the victim reveals the basis for
his or her private belief that the action was discriminatory, the
employer must necessarily rely solely on comparatively limited
third-party observation of the circumstances surrounding the personnel action. Notice liability induces victims to share this information in a timely fashion.
The analysis of concealed actions and concealed motives thus
makes the strongest case for notice liability in harassment cases. 63
The very definition of the cause of action requires that the victim
263 If employers had a cost-effective means of testing whether adverse personnel actions
were justified, then they might be able to detect quid pro quo harassment without the
victim's aid. The available devices for supervising supervisors, however, are quite
imperfect. By comparison, the victim has comparatively low-cost access to the most
precise and highly relevant information.
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have private agent-specific information that would be extremely
costly for the employer to discover without the victim's cooperation. The need for notice is less obvious for discriminatory decisions. Nonetheless, the victim who ultimately challenges an
employment decision must have some private information that
makes him believe he has suffered discrimination. This victim-specific or agent-specific information would be difficult for the
employer to obtain without the victim's assistance. Notice liability
permits the employer to focus its investigative resources on personnel actions for which the probability of discrimination is highest.
B. Defining the Notice Standard
A conditional notice liability standard has three components: (1)
a prenotice standard of care, (2) a definition of notice, and (3) a
postnotice standard of care. 264 This Section explores how each of
these aspects of notice liability should be adapted to the employment discrimination context.
1.

The PrenoticeStandard of Care
Conditional notice liability, unlike a simple notice rule, protects
only defendants that conform their conduct to a prenotice standard
of care. The notice requirement thus becomes a lever with which
the law encourages defendants to make certain prenotice investments in information. As the extensive discussion of victims' informational advantage has made clear, a notice requirement cannot
be justified unless the employer has adequate internal procedures
for encouraging, receiving, and responding to complaints of discrimination. An adequate procedure is the employer's required
investment for the privilege of relying on victim complaints to trigger more intensive and expensive investigation of specific personnel actions or allegations of wrongdoing. The procedure lowers the
cost victims must bear when they share their private information
concerning problems of discrimination.
Existing doctrinal standards for hostile environment cases provide a useful framework for defining the prenotice standard of care
under an expanded notice liability rule. The Supreme Court itself
has suggested that an employer whose procedures are "calculated
264

See supra Part III.A.
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to encourage victims of harassment to come forward" should be
protected from liability.265 Lower courts have identified a number
of factors that determine whether an employer's policies and procedures are adequate.
Adapting these decisions to the broader context of discrimination yields the following principles:16 6 an employer must establish a
clear and comprehensive written policy prohibiting all forms of discrimination and specifically identifying the types of conduct that
violate the policy, 267 an employer must communicate this policy to
all employees and regularly reinforce its message, 268 an employer
must provide an effective internal complaint procedure, and a welldesigned complaint procedure must not require the victim to file a
complaint with the perpetrator of the discrimination 269 and should
provide assurance that complainants will not suffer retaliation.270
Of course, notice liability is not necessary to induce employers to
adopt internal complaint procedures if they already provide adequate procedures under the prevailing employer liability standards.
The results of a telephone survey I conducted during the summer
of 1994 suggest the contrary. In a random sample of 120 employers
in Virginia, Texas, California, Michigan, and New York, twentyfour percent of all employers had no internal complaint procedure
whatsoever, and another twenty-seven percent had only an oral
open door policy. About one-third of all employers had a written
open door policy, and a mere twelve percent of employers provided detailed procedures for receiving complaints and protecting

Mentor Say. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 73 (1986).
For an excellent distillation of the sexual harassment case law on this issue, see
Lindemann & Kadue, supra note 2, at 415-21.
267 The Supreme Court, in Meritor, indicated that a general antidiscrimination policy
was insufficient to "alert employees to their employer's interest in correcting" sexual
harassment. Meritor, 477 U.S. at 72-73. An adequate policy thus should include examples
of prohibited conduct and should specifically define sexual harassment as well as other
forms of discrimination.
268 See EEOC Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex, 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(f)
(1994); see also Shrout v. Black Clawson Co., 689 F. Supp. 774, 777 (S.D. Ohio 1988)
(finding liability where policy was not communicated to all managers). See generally
Lindemann & Kadue, supra note 2, at 419 (collecting cases).
269 See Meritor, 477 U.S. at 73.
270 See Lindemann & Kadue, supra note 2, at 418.
265

266
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employees who file complaints. 271 It thus appears that more than
four out of five employers would have to improve their internal
complaint procedures substantially in order to satisfy the proposed
prenotice standard of care.
A notice requirement also could be more narrowly tailored by
permitting plaintiffs to prove that, in the particular circumstances
of an individual case, the discrimination victim could not have provided useful information to the employer. Thus, for example, evidence of discrimination may have been concealed from the victim
although it was apparent to the employer. In such a case, the central rationale for notice liability is absent; the background principle
of employer pays thus would dictate that the victim should be
excused from providing notice to the employer. Both the doctrine
of constructive notice and the prenotice standard of care address
this problem.272 If the employer can obtain the information at negligible cost by, for example, drawing reasonable inferences from
casually acquired information, then it has constructive notice, and
the victim has no obligation to complain. Constructive notice also
eliminates the plaintiff's burden to complain when the discriminatory conduct is so open and notorious that only willful avoidance
could explain an employer's failure to be informed. 273
An efficient prenotice standard of care also should require an
employer to make cost-justified investments in discovering even
agent-specific or victim-specific information whenever the
employer can do so more cheaply than the victim can. If the victim
does not have access to the information and the employer could
have cost effectively obtained it, then the employer's failure to
investigate should be a breach of the prenotice standard of care.
For example, an employer should have some duty to screen out
prospective employees who are especially likely to cause harm. An
271 Of the 120 surveyed employers, 29 had no complaint procedure at all, 33 had an open
door policy communicated only orally to employees, 40 had a written open door policy, 15
had detailed written procedures for handling complaints, 1 required mandatory arbitration,
and 3 had hybrid procedures that could not be classified in these categories. Further
details concerning the sample and survey design are available from the author.
272 For a definition of these terms, see supra note 131 and accompanying text.
273 See, e.g., EEOC v. Hacienda Hotel, 881 F.2d 1504, 1516 (9th Cir. 1989) (holding that
employer should have known of sexual harassment due to its severe and pervasive nature);
Katz v. Dole, 709 F.2d 251, 255 (1983) (holding that "harassment was so pervasive that
employer awareness may be inferred").
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applicant who has a prior history of discriminatory or harassing
conduct should not be hired for a supervisory position that would
give him the opportunity to continue causing harm. Thus, it may
well be cost effective for employers to investigate the prior employment history of prospective managers and ask them whether they
have ever been disciplined for harassment or discrimination. An
employer that knowingly hires someone with such a history should
probably have a duty to monitor him carefully for signs that the
discriminatory conduct is continuing.
2. Notice
The second element of the notice liability regime is a definition
of what constitutes notice. Again, the existing law governing hostile environment claims provides a useful starting point. Without
actual or constructive notice, the employer's duties are limited to
conforming to the prenotice standard of care.
Courts have found actual knowledge of harassment when the
victim has complained to an immediate supervisor or higher managers.274 Supervisors also may directly observe harassment by
others. 275 In either case, the critical question should be whether
the victim was entitled to assume that those with actual knowledge
of the conduct would either take corrective action or communicate
the information to those responsible for investigating allegations of
discrimination. The theory of notice liability only requires victims
to bear the burden of complaining when their complaint is necessary to inform the employer of relevant information. If an agent of
the employer that has a duty to take corrective steps already knows
of the alleged discrimination, there is no need to impose the additional burden on the victim to come forward and complain. Moreover, a liberal actual notice doctrine provides an incentive for
employers to train supervisory employees in the importance of
prompt and thorough investigation of suspected discrimination. It
would, however, be unreasonable for the discrimination victim to
assume that the perpetrator of the discrimination would himself
report his actual knowledge to their employer. Thus, contrary to
274
275

See Lindemann & Kadue, supra note 2, at 241-42 (collecting cases).
Id. at 242.
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the holding of one circuit court, 276 actual notice to a supervisory
employee with such an obvious conflict of interest should not be
considered notice to the employer. 7
Constructive notice complements the theory of actual notice and
ensures that employers whose managerial agents could at a negligible cost have learned of discriminatory conduct may not use the
notice requirement to shield themselves from liability.278 Courts
generally find constructive knowledge when "harassment was so
pervasive that employer awareness may be inferred." 279 Although
the premise is unexpressed in these decisions, such a rule is justified because a victim complaint was unnecessary, and a reasonably
prudent employer would have taken remedial action in response to
the easily observable workplace conduct. Thus, the theory of victim informational advantage provides both an accurate prediction
of how notice will be defined and offers a functional justification
for that definition.
3.

The Postnotice Standard of Care
Once it has received notice, what obligations should an employer
have? The existing standard for hostile environment harassment
demands that the employer take "prompt remedial action reasonably calculated to end the harassment."' '2s The EEOC Guidelines
require "immediate and appropriate corrective action."2'' Courts
have made it clear that they will determine the adequacy of an
employer's response in view of the particular facts of each case. 2s

276 See Highlander v. K.F.C. Nat'l Management Co., 805 F.2d 644, 649 (6th Cir. 1986)
(inputing to employer perpetrator's "knowledge of an employment decision based on
impermissible sexual factors").
277 Cf. Restatement (Second) of Agency § 271 ("A notification by or to a third person to
or by an agent is not prevented from being notice to or by the principal because of the fact
that the agent, when receiving or giving the notification, is acting adversely to the principal,
unless the thirdperson has notice of the agent's adverse purposes." (emphasis added)). In
an employment discrimination case, the victim undoubtedly has notice of the perpetrator's
"adverse purposes."
278 For a doctrinal overview, see Lindemann & Kadue, supra note 2, at 242-44.
279 Katz v. Dole, 709 F.2d 251, 255 (4th Cir. 1983).
280 Id. at 256.
281 EEOC Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex, 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(d) (1994).
282 See, e.g., Waltzman v. International Paper Co., 875 F.2d 468, 479 (5th Cir. 1989)
("What is appropriate remedial action will necessarily depend on the particular facts of the
case-the severity and persistence of the harassment, and the effectiveness of any initial
remedial steps.").
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Among the factors that influence this decision are the severity of
the harassment, the extent to which supervisors acquiesce in or
approve of the harassment, the promptness of the employer's
response, the credibility of the victim's allegations, and the sincer3
ity of the employer's efforts to determine the truth.28 The gist of
these requirements is that the employer must act reasonably in the
circumstances: there is essentially a negligence standard. Some
courts, however, place particular emphasis on whether the harassment ends immediately, suggesting that they are applying something approaching strict liability for postnotice harassment. 2M
An expanded use of notice liability requires courts to develop an
analogous postnotice standard of care for quid pro quo harassment
and discriminatory decision cases. Both types of discrimination
involve an adverse employment decision. Under current law, an
adequate remedy for the continuing violation of hostile environment harassment consists of reasonable efforts to end the harassment. In the vast majority of cases involving adverse decisions,
however, the discrimination victim has suffered all the harm he or
she will ever suffer. There is no ongoing discrimination against the
complainant. An adequate remedy for completed discrimination
thus must include some relief from the effects of the wrongful act.
The remedies available in a Title VII case litigated to final judgment include reinstatement, back pay, compensatory and punitive
damages, and attorney's fees. 5 Because the notice rule for hostile
environment cases denies all monetary relief, in circumstances in
which past harm cannot otherwise be remedied, it would be reasonable to impose a similar limitation on adverse decision cases.
As I have suggested, the prospect of uncompensated harm, in this
case wage losses during the period between the occurrence of discrimination and receiving an internal remedy, can provide a valuable incentive to the employee to complain about discrimination

283 See Lindemann & Kadue, supra note 2, at 245 (collecting cases).
284 See, e.g., Brooms v. Regal Tube Co., 881 F.2d 412, 421 (7th Cir. 1989) (holding
employer liable despite remedial efforts when harassment resumed after a few weeks);
Swentek v. USAir, 830 F.2d 552,558 (4th Cir. 1987) (emphasizing that harassment stopped
after employer issued a written warning).
285 See 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e-5(g)(1) (Supp. V 1993) (injunctive relief and back pay); -5(k)

(1988) (attorney's fees); § 1981a (Supp. V 1993) (compensatory and punitive damages).
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earlier rather than later. Some retrospective relief, however, is
essential in order to vindicate the purpose of the statute.
Fortunately, an employer ordinarily has the ability to reverse an
adverse employment decision. The internal discrimination complaint can be construed as an appeal of the adverse decision. Upon
a finding that the claimant suffered discrimination, her successful
appeal entitles her to retain her original position or to obtain the
position she was denied for a discriminatory reason. Although it
falls short of "make whole relief,' ' 2 6 this approach does put the
claimant in her "rightful place. ''287 Such a rightful place remedy
vindicates the claimant's dignitary interest in nondiscriminatory
decisionmaking and may therefore heal some of the psychological
injury she has suffered. Moreover, the relief must also be quite
prompt.2 88 The speed with which a remedy must be provided
reduces the need particularly for back pay, a monetary remedy that
is intended to protect claimants against the losses they suffer during the long delay between an adverse decision and final
judgment.289
We should also consider whether attorney's fees should be a
required component of adequate relief. Although the American
Rule requires parties to bear their own legal fees, Title VII and
other civil rights statutes include fee shifting provisions that require
an award of attorney's fees to prevailing plaintiffs.290 Some com286 See Franks v. Bowman Transp. Co., 424 U.S. 747, 764 n.21 (1976) (discussing
"rightful place" relief); Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 418-19 (1975)
(discussing "'make whole' purpose of Title VII").
287 See Franks,424 U.S. at 764 n.21.
288 See Lindemann & Kadue, supra note 2, at 245. It would be quite reasonable to
require employers to resolve internal complaints within 30 days after the date of the initial
complaint.
289 In Title VII cases, the average delay for the EEOC to process the charge is 293 days.
See Backlog of Pending EEOC Cases, Fair Empl. Prac. (BNA) 67 (June 20, 1994). To that
figure, one must add the median delay from filing a lawsuit to final judgment, 19 months,
see Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, Annual Report of the Director 282-83 (1983),
for a total delay of approximately 29 months.
290 Although § 706(k) appears to make a fee award discretionary, the Supreme Court
has held that an award of fees for successful claims follows as a matter of course. See
Christiansburg Garment Co. v. EEOC, 434 U.S. 412, 417 (1978) ("It can thus be taken as
established ... that under § 706(k) of Title VII a prevailing plaintiff ordinarily is to be
awarded attorney's fees in all but special circumstances."). A successful defendant may
receive a fee award only if the plaintiff's claim is "frivolous, unreasonable, or without
foundation." Id. at 421.
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mentators have observed that internal procedures in the nonunion
workplace pit an uncounseled employee against company attorneys
or sophisticated human resource managers. 291 This problem is
most serious for arbitral proceedings that extinguish the
employee's right to pursue statutory claims in any other forum.2 2
Even in nonpreclusive grievance proceedings, however, an
employee's lack of sophistication may put him or her at a serious
disadvantage. Accordingly, employees who prevail on an internal
complaint should be entitled to compensation for reasonable attorney's fees.293 The prospect of a fee award will increase the chances
that discrimination victims with strong claims will be able to obtain
legal assistance.
The combination of a prompt rightful place remedy and attorney's fees gives discrimination victims the essential components of
relief from adverse employment decisions. Indeed, the proposed
standard provides more complete relief for discriminatory decision
and quid pro quo cases than the existing notice regime provides for
hostile environment harassment. For this reason, adverse decision
cases are somewhat better suited for resolution by internal complaints than is hostile environment harassment. Adverse decisions
are reversible in a way that hostile environment harassment is not.
The injury a hostile environment inflicts is almost exclusively psychological and emotional, and monetary damages provide a poor
substitute for such losses. In contrast, reversing a discriminatory
291 See, e.g., William B. Gould, IV, The Idea of the Job as Property in Contemporary
America: The Legal and Collective Bargaining Framework, 1986 B.Y.U. L. Rev. 885, 90810 (discussing argument that arbitrators will be less impartial than in union context).
292 See Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 U.S. 20 (1991) (upholding
agreement that provided for final and binding arbitration of all claims arising out of
employment relationship).
293 Current doctrine permits a fee award only if an employee obtains relief in the form
of an enforceable judgment, consent decree, or settlement agreement after filing a formal
charge of discrimination. See Farrar v. Hobby, 113 S. Ct. 566, 573 (1992) (citing Maher v.
Gagne, 448 U.S. 122, 129 (1980)). If after investigating an internal complaint the employer
provides rightful place relief, the complainant is not formally a "prevailing party" within
the meaning of § 706(k), because he was at no time a "party" to any legal action. Under a
conditional notice standard, however, an internal complaint is a necessary precondition for
bringing a successful discrimination claim. Cf. Duello v. University of Wisc., 62 Fair Empl.
Prac. Cas. (BNA) 665 (1993) (denying attorney's fees for woman who successfully invoked
internal review procedures because she did not have to pursue the internal claim in order
to preserve her Title VII rights). Thus, a modest extension of the principles announced in
Farrarwould entitle successful internal complainants to a reasonable attorney's fee.
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decision both eliminates the most important economic impact of
the wrong and vindicates the victim's dignitary interest in being
fairly evaluated for the position. Thus, courts' evident willingness
to permit much unremedied harm from hostile environment harassment suggests that the comparatively minor loss of a brief
period of back pay should not impede the adoption of notice liability for adverse decision cases. The harm in these cases is in fact
more readily reversible.
C. The Legal Status of Notice Liability
If notice requirements are to play a larger role in employment
discrimination cases, it is essential that courts have legal authority
to impose such limitations on available relief. A notice liability
standard must also accommodate the prevailing legal structure for
discrimination claims, including statutory provisions for administrative claim processing.
1.

JudicialAuthority

The Supreme Court's decision in Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson 294 demonstrates unequivocally that the Court believes that it
has judicial authority to impose notice requirements as a condition
for employer liability. Although the Court declined to issue a
"definitive rule," it opined that in interpreting the remedial provisions of Title VII "Congress wanted courts to look to agency principles for guidance in this area. '295 As I have already observed, the
text of Title VII does not require this result. The structure of the
statute, however, along with the evident intent of Congress to confer some measure of remedial discretion on federal courts applying
Title VII, makes reliance on general agency principles a legitimate
exercise of that discretion. Accordingly, the Court had authority to
interpret Title VII to incorporate and adapt the common law of
agency to govern the issue of employer liability.
The Meritor majority derived three substantive conclusions from
its understanding of agency principles. First, employers are not
294

477 U.S. 57 (1986).

295 Id.

at 72.
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always strictly liable for sexual harassment by their supervisors.296
Second, lack of notice does not necessarily protect an employer
from harassment liability.2 97 Third, the fact that an employer has
an antidiscrimination policy and an internal complaint procedure
that the victim has failed to invoke is relevant to the issue of liability, but not dispositive.298 In particular, the contention that a victim's failure to make an internal complaint should insulate an
employer from liability would have been "substantially stronger if
its procedures were better calculated to encourage victims of harassment to come forward. ' 299 The obvious import of these observations is that in appropriate circumstances the Court would
excuse from liability an employer that lacked notice.
Lower courts have interpreted the Court's ambivalent statements as an invitation to continue applying the rules they had
developed in the years before Meritor. The prevailing condftional
notice standard for hostile environment harassment persists. °
Courts have also maintained the preexisting rule of strict liability
for discriminatory decisions and quid pro quo harassment.3 0
Finally, some courts have quietly defied the Court's instructions
concerning strict liability for supervisor harassment, holding that
agency principles dictate strict employer liability.30 2 Thus, without
expressly affirming or even examining the existing pattern of
employer liability rules, the Meritor decision has reinforced and
even entrenched that pattern.
I have already demonstrated that conventional agency principles
and case law provide equivocal guidance concerning the appropriate standard for vicarious discrimination liability. It would thus be
a serious mistake to assume that the existing pattern of rules fol296 Id. (citing Restatement (Second) of Agency §§ 219-237 (1958)). The Court's opinion
does not specifically elaborate this point, but its subsequent discussion of notice and
grievance procedures suggests strongly that a form of conditional notice standard should
apply even in a case such as Meritor in which a supervisor has harassed a subordinate
employee.
297 Id.
298 Id.
299 Id. at 73.

300 See 1 Larson & Larson, supra note 20, § 41A.64(c), at 8-239 to -241.
301 Id.
302 See Yates v. Avco Corp., 819 F.2d 630, 636 (6th Cir. 1987) (finding liability on theory
that sexual harassment by a supervisor was within the scope of employment).
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lows necessarily from the Supreme Court's direction to rely on
agency principles. Instead, the prevailing standards should be considered one among a wide range of alternative configurations that
could ultimately receive the Court's endorsement. My analysis of
notice liability and information challenges the status quo. Hostile
environment harassment is not uniquely well suited for notice liability. Indeed, conditional notice may be equally, if not more,
appropriate for discriminatory decisions and quid pro quo
harassment.
Existing circuit court precedent is the most significant barrier to
a broader application of notice liability. In order to impose conditional notice liability beyond hostile environment harassment
cases, every federal circuit court would have to overrule existing
precedent imposing strict liability-or at least to ignore existing
decisions that assume that employers are strictly liable for those
types of discrimination. Such a bold reversal of direction, however,
can be defended. Meritor requires courts to consult the common
law of agency. Upon consulting that law, courts will discover that
they are free to emphasize restrictive aspects of agency doctrine
such as the business purpose test or expansive concepts such as
respondeat superior liability based on causation. It is thus entirely
legitimate for courts to reexamine periodically how to balance
these competing impulses in determining the scope of discrimination liability. In particular, it would be sensible to consider
whether empirical facts about the nature of employment discrimination that might, at one time, have supported a rule of strict liability are no longer present. Thus, a presumption of notice was quite
sensible in the early years of enforcement, but now employers must
increasingly rely on complaints about discriminating agents to
learn of conduct that is contrary to their policies. As employment
discrimination has become socially unacceptable, those who act for
discriminatory motives have predictably become more discreet.
They now have strong incentives to conceal their conduct from the
employers that are ultimately held liable for the discriminatory
consequences of that conduct. Such a change in the nature of discrimination provides an adequate basis for reversing existing
precedent.
Judicial authority to alter existing employer liability rules thus
exists-in both the Supreme Court and the lower federal courts. A
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far more difficult question, however, is whether a broader application of notice liability would survive political scrutiny. Congress
has consistently reversed decisions of the Supreme Court that contract employment discrimination and other civil rights liability. °3
Advocates of uncompromisingly vigorous enforcement of civil
rights statutes would undoubtedly attack any decision to impose
new notice requirements as a condition for employer liability. It is
difficult to know whether such a new requirement would create the
sort of
firestorm of disapproval that led to the Civil Rights Act of
3 4
1991,

0

which reversed six restrictive rulings in one fell swoop. If

the decision to adopt conditional notice liability for individual
claims of discrimination were packaged as an inducement for
employers to establish internal complaint procedures and aggressive antidiscrimination policies, it might be politically palatable.
The Court could explain its decision as necessary to improve the
quality of internal procedures. Those improved procedures benefit
discrimination victims who thus have a safer and more responsive
avenue for resolving their grievances. °5
303 See Civil Rights Act of 1991, Pub. L. No. 102-166, 105 Stat. 1071 (codified at 42
U.S.C. § 1981 (Supp. V 1993)) (overruling Wards Cove Packing Co. v. Atonio, 490 U.S. 642
(1989); Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, 491 U.S. 164 (1989); Martin v. Wilks, 490 U.S.
755 (1989); Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228 (1989); Lorance v. AT & T
Technologies, 490 U.S. 900 (1989); EEOC v. ARAMCO, 499 U.S. 244 (1991)); Older
Workers Benefit Protection Act, Pub. L. No. 101-433, 104 Stat. 978 (1990) (codified at 29
U.S.C. §§ 621-634 (Supp. V 1993)) (overruling Public Employees Retirement Sys. v. Betts,
488 U.S. 907 (1988)); Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987, Pub. L. No. 100-259, 102 Stat.
28 (codified at scattered sections of 20, 29, and 42 U.S.C. (Supp. V 1993)) (overruling
Grove City College v. Bell, 465 U.S. 555 (1984)); Handicapped Children's Protection Act
of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-372, 100 Stat. 796 (codified at 20 U.S.C. § 1415 (Supp. V 1993))
(overruling Smith v. Robinson, 468 U.S. 992 (1984)); Voting Rights Act Amendments of
1982, Pub. L. No. 97-205, 96 Stat. 131 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 1971 (Supp. V 1993))
(overruling City of Mobile v. Bolden, 446 U.S. 55 (1980)); Pregnancy Discrimination Act of
1978, Pub. L. No. 95-555, § 1, 92 Stat. 2076 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(k) (Supp. V
1993)) (overruling General Elec. Corp. v. Gilbert, 429 U.S. 125 (1976)).
304 Civil Rights Act of 1991, Pub. L. No. 102-166, 105 Stat. 1071 (codified at 42 U.S.C.
§ 1981 (Supp. V 1993)).
305 State legislatures have sometimes imposed analogous notice or exhaustion
requirements. See Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 26, § 833 (West 1988) (requiring prior notice to
employer in order to bring claim for whistleblower protection); Wrongful Discharge from
Employment Act, Mont. Code Ann. § 39-2-911(2) (1993) ("If an employer maintains
written internal procedures ... under which an employee may appeal a discharge within
the organizational structure of the employer, the employee shall first exhaust those
procedures prior to filing an action under this part"); NJ. Stat. Ann. § 34:19-4 (West 1988)-
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2. ProceduralConsiderations
If conditional notice liability is to play a more significant role in
employment discrimination cases, courts also must consider how to
incorporate a notice requirement into the existing administrative
and judicial procedures for handling discrimination claims.3 6 Title
VII requires discrimination victims to fie a timely charge with the
EEOC as a precondition to bringing suit in federal court.3 0 7 After
receiving it, the EEOC has a statutory obligation to "serve a notice
of the charge" on the employer within ten days and to "make an
investigation thereof. ' 30 8 If the Commission determines that there
is reasonable cause to believe that the charge is true, it "shall
endeavor to eliminate any such alleged unlawful employment practice by informal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion.13 0 9 In the event that these efforts fail and the Commission
elects not to file suit on behalf of the charging party within 180
days from the date the charge is filed, the EEOC must "notify the
person aggrieved," who then has 90 days in which to bring a civil
action against the employer. 1 °
(same). Courts have also imposed such requirements. In Springer v. Wal-Mart Assocs.
Group Health Plan, 908 F.2d 897 (11th Cir. 1990), the court noted the
[w]ell-established law in this Circuit that plaintiffs in ERISA cases must normally
exhaust available administrative remedies under their ERISA-govemed plans
before they may bring suit in federal court. This requirement applies both to
breach-of-contract actions, such as the present one, and to actions based on alleged
statutory violations.
Id. at 899.
306 Of course the same could be said about the more limited use of notice liability for
hostile environment harassment. To my knowledge, however, no one has analyzed the
relationship between notice liability and Title VII administrative procedures.
307 Although some courts initially thought conformity to the limitation period for this
administrative claim was a jurisdictional prerequisite to suit, the Supreme Court has held
that it is not jurisdictional and is therefore subject to waiver, estoppel, and equitable
tolling. See Zipes v. Trans World Airlines, 455 U.S. 385, 393 (1982).
308 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(b) (1988).
309 Id. The statute directs the EEOC to "make its determination on reasonable cause as
promptly as possible and, so far as practicable, not later than one hundred and twenty days
from the filing of the charge." Id.
310 Id. § 2000e-5(f)(1). In practice, the EEOC ignores the 180-day time limitation in this
section. The average length of time from the filing of a charge to the issuance of a right-tosue letter is now 293 days. Backlog of Pending EEOC Cases, supra note 289, at 67. As a
practical matter, § 2000e-5(f)(1) is construed to allow the charging party to demand a rightto-sue letter after 180 days rather than to create an obligation for the EEOC to process a
claim within 180 days. The recently announced cut in the EEOC's budget, at a time when
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It is evident from this legislative scheme that Congress placed
considerable value on informal methods of resolving such claims31
and on expeditious claim processing. The current approach to
most discrimination claims respects neither of these concerns. The
administrative procedures are anything but expeditious, requiring
an average of 293 days to resolve a claim. Moreover, the enormous
caseload of EEOC investigators means that for only a small proportion of claims will there be a thorough investigation and serious
attempts at conciliation.312
The use of conditional notice liability offers some hope that
these statutory objectives may be more fully realized. Only
employers that offer an internal complaint procedure designed in a
way "calculated to encourage victims of [discrimination] to come
forward 313 could avail themselves of the notice requirement.
Claim processing in a legally adequate internal procedure would be
a substantial improvement on the cursory attention that the
EEOC's limited resources allow it to give most discrimination
claims. Moreover, the legal standard for an adequate procedure
could impose explicit requirements for prompt claim processing.
The EEOC might issue Guidelines on Internal Complaint Procedures that specify minimum requirements for the design of an
internal procedure. These guidelines would make the prenotice
standard of care both more salient and more certain and thus
increase its attractiveness for employers whose alternative is to
face strict vicarious liability.
the number of claims filed under all employment discrimination statutes continues to
expand, does not augur well for any improvement in the pace at which the EEOC
processes claims. See Congress Approves Legislation Cutting EEOC Budget, 146 L.R.R.
(BNA) 558, 558 (Aug. 29, 1994) (describing how "absolute decrease" in funding will
"devastate the financially strapped agency").
311 The Supreme Court has repeatedly emphasized this aspect of congressional intent in
decisions approving voluntary affirmative action measures. See Local 93, Int'l Ass'n of
Firefighters v. Cleveland, 478 U.S. 501, 515 (1986) ("We have on numerous occasions
recognized that Congress intended voluntary compliance to be the preferred means of
achieving the objectives of Title VII." (citing Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S.
36, 44 (1974); Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 417-18 (1975)); United
Steelworkers v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193, 204 (1979).
312 See Disabilities Act Case Resolution Outpaces Other Statutes, Lab. L. Rep. (CCH)
(487 Empl. Prac.) 7 (Feb. 7, 1994) (quoting attorney Christopher Bell's statement that the
EEOC "is rapidly becoming a right-to-sue factory in order to allow charging parties to go
into court").
313 Meritor Say. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 73 (1986).
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The inadequacy of the EEOC's investigative resources has led
some observers to suggest that the agency's future lies in a more
selective approach to its use of those resources.314 Conditional
notice liability for most individual claims of discrimination could be
a part of such a strategy. The agency could develop a two-track
procedure for these claims. First, charging parties could file internal complaints with their employers under reasonable rules about
timing and procedure. If, after investigating a complaint, the
employer makes an offer of adequate relief, then an employee who
failed to accept that offer would receive a finding of no reasonable
cause without further investigation. Under a conditional notice
standard, an employee who sued after refusing an internal offer of
adequate relief would fail to state a claim against the employer.
An alternative track would permit a charging party to file a charge
directly with the EEOC. Upon receiving a charge, the agency
would determine whether the employer had a legally adequate
internal complaint procedure. Claims against employers with a
complaint procedure would be referred for processing to that internal procedure. After a reasonable length of time for claim processing, the employer would be required to inform the EEOC of how it
resolved the claim. Again, a refused offer of adequate relief would
trigger a finding of no reasonable cause. An employer that refused
to provide adequate relief, however, would be subject to strict vicarious liability on the theory that it had ratified the challenged
conduct.
V.

CONCLUSION

I began this project with the limited objective of understanding
whether the distinctive notice liability rule for hostile environment
sexual harassment makes sense. Courts themselves justify this distinction in terms of agency concepts. My analysis thus began with
an inquiry into how agency law applies to employment discrimination. Two distinct strands of respondeat superior doctrine could
support either a uniform rule of strict vicarious liability or a far
314 For example, the General Accounting Office has recommended "[i]ncreased use of
alternative dispute resolution, improved screening of charges, more active pursuit of
systemic bias charges, and restructuring or consolidating federal civil rights agencies."
GAO Recommends Changes at EEOC, Fair Empl. Prac. (BNA) 25 (Mar. 14, 1994);
General Accounting Office, supra note 258.
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more modest rule requiring supervisory negligence. Thus, agency
doctrine leaves courts free to choose according to their basic policy
preferences.
Parts III and IV of this Article take up the challenge of identifying those policy considerations that should influence the choice of a
liability regime for employment discrimination cases. I contrast
strict vicarious liability to both simple and conditional notice rules.
Distinguishing between general information and several types of
more specific information isolates the role of notice liability in controlling employers' incentives to invest in information. For quite
different reasons, conditional notice liability may be appropriate
for harms caused by the failure to invest in general information and
for victim-specific and agent-specific information. Strict liability
is most suitable for situations involving employer-specific
information.
These generalizations about liability rules and information have
specific applications to employment discrimination law. A distinction between individual and systemic discrimination cases best captures the informational considerations the model of notice liability
suggests are important. In particular, individual claims are most
likely to involve either victim-specific or agent-specific information
to which the victim has the cheapest access. The elements of a conditional notice standard applicable to individual cases can be based
on existing decisions involving hostile environment harassment.
And courts have ample authority to adopt a broader conditional
notice standard. Finally, problems with existing administrative
procedures could be substantially ameliorated by shifting the focus
of the EEOC's enforcement effort towards systemic claims.
Even if I have failed to convince readers that courts should
adopt a broad notice scheme, however, my analysis demonstrates a
number of shortcomings in existing doctrine. First, singling out
hostile environment harassment cases for notice liability is doctrinally and functionally incoherent. At a doctrinal level, the causation argument that is used to justify liability for supervisor's quid
pro quo harassment and discriminatory decisions should also
require strict vicarious liability for a supervisor's hostile environment harassment and, more surprisingly, for coworker harassment.
One plausible way to justify the notice rule might be on the basis of
an empirical presumption of notice. But, if anything, such a pre-
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sumption cuts in the opposite direction. Hostile environment harassment must be sufficiently pervasive to be actionable. Thus, one
might reasonably expect managers to discover the objectionable
conduct before it matures into a claim. In contrast, individual discriminatory decisions and quid pro quo harassment involve conduct that is most often isolated and arises from concealed motives.
Employers are quite unlikely to discover such conduct without the
benefit of an internal complaint.
Recognizing the variety that characterizes common law
responses to the issue of vicarious liability provides several important insights into the debate concerning employer liability in
employment discrimination law. First, courts that uncritically rely
on formal agency doctrines to resolve the question of employer liability are engaging in a form of self-deception about the necessity
of their rulings. Second, it is simply wrong to assume that these
rules prescribe a certain result. Their very indeterminacy and variety reveals a profound uncertainty about what is the socially optimal rule for situations involving liability for nonnegligent conduct,
as when employers have taken all reasonable precautions against
discriminatory conduct by their agents. Third, once one acknowledges this uncertainty, it becomes possible to consider more freely
the range of circumstances in which strict vicarious liability may be
especially problematic. This theoretical investigation of particular
incentive problems suggests when a rule other than strict liability
may be most appropriate. Only currently unavailable empirical
data can ultimately resolve the question of whether these problems
warrant the abandonment of strict liability.

